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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the American Secondary School system is to provide
an education for all students who desire such an education.

Several

objectives of the secondary school curriculum, as stated by Romine are
lito promote the total and balanced grOi-lth and development of boys and
girls physicall,y, mentally, emotionally, and socially.tt l

The curriculum

should be a challenge for all youth in order to measure up to their full
"t"~es. 2

capac~

The process by which the secondary school system attempts

to achieve these goals is through a planned curriculilln.

One part of

this curriculum plan is mathematics.
Mathematics has been in existence since the days of early
civilication in and around the Mediterranean Sea. 3

It has grown tre

mendously from these early days of the Babylonians, Egyptians, and
Greeks until the present day mathematics.

Unfortunately, the mathematics

curriculum in the secondary schools has not kept abreast of these changes.
Even now there exist many school districts throughout the nation that are

lStephen A. Romine, Building the High School Curricu1Qm (New York:
ttonald Press Company, 1954), p. 5 of the preface.
2 Ibid .

3Howard ~~es, An Introduction to the History of Mathematics
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston:-Inc., 1966), p. ~9.

2

still using mathematics textbooks from the early 1950 editions.

Tulock

reported that in some elementary schools these conditions are even more
severe.

1

Fortunately, the conditions of the past are being removed, and
progress is evident in the curriculums.

The mathematical knowledge of

the past two hundred years was not placed into the secondary mathematics
curriculum until recently.

The launching of the Russian Sputniks I and II

had a great impact on the establishing of the recent mathematical revisions
in the American secondary schools.

I~thematical

curriculum revisions were

underway prior to the launchings, but the real impetus came after the
launchings when the American public clamored for an improvement in scien
~ific

education.

2

The American people had lost their leadership in the

world of science and technology.

It was unthinkable for the American

people to be second in the realm of scientific knowledge.

The mathematics

curriculum committees responded to the public demands by recommending
course content outlines for grades 7-12 and, only recently, for grades
K-6.

3
The curriculum revisions for mathematics, "The

:~ueen

of the

SCiences,1I resulted in the public's demand for a sec;:mdary- mathematics

lI~ary K. Tulock, I'lathematics Grades 7-12 (Hartford, Connecticut:
State Department of Education, 1959), p. 7. - -
2Stewart Scott Cairns, Itl'1athematical J:.:ducatLm and the 3cien
tific l{evolution, II The Natnematics reacher, LIII (February, 1960),

66-74.
3 Ibid ., pp. 6o-7u.

3
curriculum to be in harmony with the proposals set forth by the cur
riculum committees.

Adoption of these proposals was left to the indi

vidual school districts as they deemed them necessary.
Today, as never before, high school mathematics teachers are
faced with major changes in the mathematics curriculum.

The new

mathematics outlined and the new methods suggested by groups such
as the School Mathematics Study Program (SI15G), the University of
¥~ryland p~thematics

Projects, the Commission on Mathematics of the

College Entrance Examination Board (CEEB), the University of Illinois
Committee on School Mathematics (UICSM), and many other groups have
been tried.
schools.

In general, many of these ideas have been adopted by

As a result of these first productions, new mathematics text

books based on the new programs are being published by book companies.
Ma~

of these modern textbooks vary greatly from traditional texts and

from each other.

These

co~~ercially

produced textbooks are being

reviewed by high school mathematics departments throughout the United
States.

fit particular book, or textbook series, is then selected on the

basis of departmental criteria.

The curriculum content is established;

then a textbook is selected.
This paper will

be

concerned with the senior mathematics cur

riculwn and the standards used in selecting a new text for the senior
mathemEltics course.

The results developed in this paper will be used

by the mathematics department of the Davenport Public Schools of Daven

[Jort, Iowa.
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I.

PURPOSE: OF THE STUDY

Since a feeling had been growing that a newer series of math
ematics textbook should be developed for the senior course at the
Davenport Public Schools, the system was faced with this issue in the

196e-1969 school year.

However, the mathematics department decided

that the curriculum for the senior mathematics course should be revised
as well.

Consequently, the mathematics department was faced with a

dual roll.

The first was to decide the course content; the second was

that of selecting a textbook to satisfy the course content guidelines.
The primary purpose of the study was to identify and describe
the evaluation and selection of a senior mathematirntextbook for the
senior mathematics course for the Davenport Public Schools.

This

involved the establishment of a course content guideline as recommended
by CElli, SI£G, NC!1T, and the local school district (Davenport, Iowa).
Secondly, it involved the establishment of a procedure for the selection
of a textbook for the senior mathematics course of the Davenport School
District.
'rhis paper will be concerned with the answers to the following
questions:
1.

~hat

content is recommended for the senior mathematics course?

2.

~~at

processes are needed for the selection of a senior wAth

ematics textbook'?

5
II.

NEED FORfHE STUDY

Senior mathematics, prior to the curriculum proposals, usually
consisted of a semester in solid geometry and a semester of trigonom
etry.l

Often, no senior mathematics instruction was offered because of

the lack of school personnel or of student interest.

Ho~ever,

since

plane and solid geometry have been revised and placed in a unified
sophomore plane geometry course, a one semester void was created in the
senior curriculum.

Likewise, the plane trigonometry course was combined

with the algebra II course and is now presented at the eleventh grade
level.

Another semester was left void by the revision of plane trigonom

etry.

As a result, a senior ffiBthematics curriculum was needed and created

by the national curriculum committees.

From these committees a variety

of proposals were suggested and adopted for textbook usage in the twelfth
grade program.
There are schoolstbat still offer the traditiDnal plane
trigonometry and solid geometry as separate courses.
Community School District of Maynard, Iowa, is an

West Central

ex~nple.

Most schools,

IGeorge Greisen r.1ullitlson, Chairman, "Final Report to the Central
Association of Science and I1athema Lies Teachers of Its Com.rnittee Oll the
Significance of i'1athernatics and Science Education,1f Sch::Jol Science and
Mathematics, XXXXIV (February, 1954), 119-143.

6
however, have the senior mathematics course open for the diversified
content that is available on the textbook market.

The content that has

been suggested by the curriculum committees is not as diversified as that
indicated by the textbook publishers.

The topics that have been recommended

by the national curriculum connnittees include elementar-y analysis, analytic
geometry, probability, statistics, matrices, higher algebra, trigonometry,
sequences, and an introduction to calculus. l

These suggestions have been

made by the Commission on ¥mthematics, the School

}~thematics

Study

Group, the University of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics, the
Ball State Program, the College Entrance Examination Board, and the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.
The textbooks that are available on the market today represent
all of these selections in their content.

However, the difficulty is

that no one curriculum committee has recommended all of these topics.
fextbook publishers have, however, incorporated all of these topics.
With such a varied and extensive subject area to study, much is covered.
However, little depth in knowledge is required in any one area.

2

lFrom the National Curriculum Committees of the Commission on
l"Iathematics, School Mathematics Study Group, University of Illinois
Committee on School Mathematics, Ball State rrogram, and College
~ntratlce Examination Board.
2Albert E. Meder, Jr., "Sets, Sinners, aad Salvation,11 The Math
ematics reacher, LII (October, 1959), h34-438.
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The selection of an appropriate textbook for the senior math
ematics course, or for any course, is a difficult and technical task
for the teaching personnel associated with the school.

Every year

some textbooks are revised, and the number of textbooks increases.
m~akes

the selection process even more difficult.

This

The superintendent and

the curriculum supervisor, as a result, find it nearly impossible to
survey and understand the new

curricu]~

materials or even to read and

evaluate the conflicting analysis made of the

.

1

mater~al.

with the launching of the Sputniks, the mathematics curriculum
revisions have been adopted at all grade levels. The first level of edu
cation to encounter these numerous revisions was the seventh to ninth
grade level of secondary education.

2

The last area for secondary math

ematics curriculum revision was the senior mathematics course.

The con

sensus as to what should be taught is not definite, but most of the
national committees did agree that the calculus should be taught at the
college level.]

with the recommendations for calculus as a first year

college course, what then should be the content of the senior math
elMtics course?

The content, as indicated earlier, is broad indeed.

lJOhn J. Kinsella, Secondary School Mathematics (New York:
The Center for Applied Hesearch in Education, inc., 19(7), ioreword
of the book.

2Cairns, Ope cit., pp. 71-72.

3B • H. Miller, "New Developments in the Teaching of I'1athematics, II
National Association of Secondary Senaol Principals, (April, 1960).
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In reviewing several of the textbooks for the senior level, one encoun
ters an even broader area of topics.

Such topics are analytic geometry,

trigonometry, mathematical structure, logic, methods of proofs, sets,
Boolean algebra, functions and relations, mathematical induction, prob
ability, vectors, complex numbers, exponential and logarithmic functions,
coordinates, three dimensional geometry, limits, and an introduction
to differential and

.

~ntegral

calculus.

1

A second textbook for the same

grade level offers topics such as number theory, analytic geometry,
quadratic functions, trigonometry, exponential and logarithmic functions,
mathematical induction, probability, and sets.
the material in a very condensed form.

2

The first book contains

The second book has fewer

topics, but it has expanded the content and discussion in each area.
The selection of an appropriate senior mathematics textbook
is further complicated if the school offers the traditional plane
trigonometry course as a one-semester course in the senior year.

Such

was the case at West Central Community School and the Davenport Public
School District. Such an approach to the senior course makes the

lAbraham M. Glickman and Harry D. Ruderman, Fundamentals for
Advanced Mathematics (New York: Holt, dinehart and ;''W'inston, Inc.,
1961.d, PP. v-Lx.
2Theodore Herberg and James D. Bristol, ~lementary Mathematical
Analysis (Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1962), pp. v-x.

9

development of selection criterion even more difficult because of a lack
of one-semester textbooks.
Textbook selection, until recently, was done by the local school
board and superintendent. l

Today most teachers are asked to participate

in the development of course content and in the selection of appropriate
textbooks for use in their specific subject areas.
the responsibility for textbook selection willingly.

Teachers have assumed
These are the indi

viduals who lise the textbooks, and they should be responsible for their
selection. 2
and

However, teachers who have been involved in the selection

evaluati~n

of textbooks have realized that the techniques for the

proper evaluation are extremely limited.

According to Reeve, textbook

evaluation was based on personal opinion and previous experience with the
content of a certain textbook.

3

The factors considered in the selection

must be more specific in order to obtain the best textbooks available for
school use.

The importance of the selection of a textbook can be best

expressed by the viewpoint taken by a committee of educators as indicated

lIvIalcolm E. ~1ellott, ll';;hat to Look for In Choosing a Textbook, tI
,JEA Journal, XXXXIV (March, 1975), 158-159.
2.pershing Vartanian, "Criteria and Techniques for Textbook Eval
uation,1t The Social Studies, LIII (April, 1962), 12]-127.

3,~illiam David Reeve, lIHow to Choose a Textbook," SChool Science
and Mathematics, (November, 1955), 601-609.

10

in the introduction to the Thirteenth Yearbook of the National Society
for the Study of

Education~

The significant position of the textbook in the program of
American Education is so generally recognized that the Society
seems to be fully justified in sponsoring a yearbook on the theme
tiThe Textbook." It is the textbook that in thousands of class
rooms determines the content of the instruction as well as the
teaching procedures. This statement may not be in accord with
the usual theory but it is supported by the facts reported by
supervisors and state inspectors of schools. In view, there
fore, of the important place of the textbook in our educational
practice, the preparation and the selection of textbooks is a
problem of major importance. l
With the need of a new textbook to be selected and a new course
content to be established for the Davenport School District, the math
ematics coordinator establistled a committee for this need.

The committee

decided early in its investigation of curriculum and textbook selection
that the senior mathematics course was in large measure dependent upon
the

n~terial

from a textbook; thus, the importance of the book could

not be overemphasized.

The comInittee also realized that some teachers

oeviate from the pattern of the book and try to indivioualize their
teaching from the textbook.

However, the textbook still provides the

framework for the course and sets the pattern for the type of instruction
which is given.

lNat50nal Society for the Study of Education, Thirteenth Yearbook,
Part II, "Tbe Textbook in American Education, II Public School Publishing
Company, Bloomington, Illinois, 1931, p. L

11

In view of these facts, it would seem that one effective way
to improve the content in the senior mathematics course would be to
place superior textbooks in the hands of the students and teachers.
Textbooks that presented adequaGe content and suggested methods and
procedures that enabled a teacher to make the senior mathematics mean
ingful to the student were considered for selection.

Wnile authors

and publishers of most current senior mathematics textbooks clairrl to
!fleet these requirements, i t \'1as soon discovered that there is still
alJparently room for improvement.
As a result of the need for a set of goals to be established
for a full year senior mathematics course, the content of the course
was determined first.

Then criteria for the selection of a senior

mathematics textbook were established.
III.

METHOD OF }'ROCEDURE

After it had been decided that the senior mathematics course
was to have a new textbook in the Davenport Public Schools, a committee
was established for this purpose.

rhe selection of the textbook was

made by a commibtee of five senior hign
s~ending

w4therr~tics

teachers.

After

several months reviewing currently published material for the

senior mathematics curriculum, a curriculum was established.

Upon

establishiag a curriculum, a review of the currently published texts
using the modern approach was made.
The crit.eria used for the selection of the senior matheluatics
t.extbooks were determined after a general procedure was developed for

12

evaluating a given textbook.
This paper will establish the curriculum for the senior math
err~tics

course for the Davenport Public Schools.

Having established a

curriculum, criteria will be developed for the selection of an appropriate
textbook.

A complete description of the sampling procedure is included

in Chapter III.
The method of procedure used for the development of the set of
standards required four parts:
1.

Surveying the literature on the selection and usage of a textbook.

2.

Collecting and reviewing the national curriculum committee pro
posals for mathematical content.

3.

Selecting a set of criteria from the first two parts and the
development of a rating chart involving the established
criteria.

4.

Comparing two senior

mBthem~tics

textbJoks for a year's course.

The sources of the Ii terature read during part one of the report

h'ere from The Education Index, Readers Guide to Periodical L1 terature,
NEA

Journal, Journal of Educational Research, The Mathew.atics Teacher,

The A.rithmetic l ' eacher, School Science and Mathematics, Bulletin of the

National Association of Secondary School Principals, and The i1idland
Schools.

The library card catalogue was investigated also.

Because of

tne lack of i(l..f ocmatLm available for textbook selection, much of tile
information was obtained from thE: '.'liritings in the various education
periodicals.

As the investigation proceeded, the criteria from the

13
national committees and textbook selection guidelines were collected
and ta bula ted.
Selected textbook companies were contacted for suggestions
relative to the subject of the report.

The information from the

sources mentioned was analyzed to develop a set of criteria to be used
during the third part of the investigation.

In order to make this

information understandable, a rating scale was established and demon
strated in the final part of the study.
TV.

LIMITATIONS

The investigation for selecting a senior mathematics textbook

revealed insufficient guidelines to make an adequate selection.
mention was given of the selection of a senior
by

t:le curriculum com.mittees.

mathe~Btics

No

textbook

The only criteria available were gen

eral guidelines with no specifics.
The purpose of the study was to develop a senior mathematics
course and a useful tool for the evaluation of a textbook for the course
for the Davenport Public Schools.

If the textbook under consideration

'..;as not readily readable or if the quality of material and format were

not uesirable, toea the textbook was not to be considered.

If the text

book should fail for these reasons, then the evaluation procedure would
not be needed.

V.

DEFINITIONS OF TErtYJS

The following terms are defined to help clarify this study:

Senior mathematics.

Senior mathematics refers to the mathematics

that is taught during the senior year to college bound students.

Its

content consists of trigonometry, statistics, proQabilitl, theory of
equations, exponential and logarithmic functions, and other topics.
In addition, these students have had three years study of mathematics
including algebra, plane and solid geometry, Algepra II, trigonometrj,
and analytic geometry.

Modern mathematics.

Modern mathematics refers to the trend toward

a study and classification of the patterns developed In.l1lathematics in
"'Thien insight is an iErortant part of the formal deductive reasoning

process. 1

Understanding is stressed rather than recall in the learninL

Traditional rncithcTnCitics.

Traditional mathematics refers to the

manipulative oevelovnent of number symbols which implies an emphasis on
the deductive reasoning and recall rather than the intuitive a}-Jproacn
to the understanding of mathemat ieal eoncects.

h~j

ne
·c.
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J

principles for scl.2cti n

~he
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Concepts.

Concept was the term used to refer to a generalized

idea or class of things.

froblems.

Problems refer to the word or verbal type of situation

in 1rlhich the material is written in detail.

An example is:

of a rectangle is twice as great as the width.
rectangle is 43 inches.
hxercises.

"the length

The perimeter of the

Find the length, width, and area."

ixercises refers to the drill

rr~terial

SUCh

as

equations to solve and various operations to perform.
AxioTIlatic approach.

An axiomatic approach has the following

items of importance for the development of new ideas or processes:
(1) undefined terms, (2) defined terms, (3) axiollls (or statements

accepted without proof as a basis for arg1Lment), and (4) theorems.
deea use of thei r familiarity and s implie i ty, the following
abbreviations will be used in this report.
DICS:!:.

CEEB.

rhe UniverSity of Illinois Committee on School :":athernatics.
i'ne Corru11ission on rilathematics of the College Entrance

ExamInation Boa ro.
The 3ctnol !'lathematics Study (}roup.
l'JEA.

Ncn:.

l'he
l'he

;~atioi1al

i~;jtional

r£ducation Associati:Jl1 of the JniteQ 3t.ates.
Council of Teachers of Matflematics.
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VII.

ORGANIZA.TION OF THE FIELD dEPORT

This report is organized into five chapters.

A brief description

of each of these chapters is as follows:
Chapter I is primarily concerned with the statement of the prob
lem, its importance, and the general procedure for the investigation.
Chapter II contains a comprehensive review of the literature
which appeared to have some important significance in the development
of the set of criteria for the report.

Chapter II also lists some of the

factors that brought about curriculum changes and recommendations for
changes.

It also contains reviews of various articles which contain

reports on some experimental studies, a list of writers in the field, and
sURmlaries of textbook selection guidelines.
Chapters III and IV contain the development of the material and
a demonstration of its use.

Chapter III contains a discussion of the

criteria, references to the sources, a description of the situation, the
school, and the textbooks used.

This is followed by a

data, and a guideline is established for use.

Chapter

the usage of the guidel ines in selecting a textbook.

suw~~ary

rv

of the

demonstrates

The textbook w11

i

be selee ted with reference to the course content established by the

cornrni ttee whicl! followed recommendations of the various national cur
riculum groups for the content of the senior

mathe~~tics

course.

Chapter V summarizes the study and contains the conclusions dra\n1
from the study.

An appendix and a bibliography conclude the study.

CHAPTER II

CURRENT LITERATURE AND RESEARCH
This chapter is devoted to an examioation of the literature
pertaining to the problems of the content of the senior mathematics
course and the selection of a textbook for the senior mathematics
course.

An examination of the current literature has revealed

tr~t

there is an abundance of opinions on the quest ion of a mathematics
curriculum.

There is, however, a limited amount of literature con

cerning the selection of a textbook.

There are relatively few good

research studies available to assist one in the selection of a senior
matnematics curriculum and the selection of a mathematics textbook
for the senior course.

Consequently, this chapter will include a eros

section of these opinLons as well as the research

inforw~tion

available

This chapter will be divided into the following nine basic parts

1.

Introduction.

2.

Causes for curriculum change.

3.

Some

4.

Mathematics curriculum

).

Some opinions on modern curriculum programs.

6.

Some opinions on the importance of the textbook to the

modern curriculum

progr&~s.
co~mittees.

curriculum.

7.

Some causes for t,eacher involvement in the textbook
selection.
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8.

Some opinions on the procedure for textbook selection.

9.

Summary.
The sources of information for the review of literature contained

in this paper include:

published educational periodicals, complete dis

sertations available on the Drake University campus, curriculum
corr@ittees, experiemental curriculum projects, score sheets for text
book selection, and published reports dealing with secondary school
education and mathematics.

I.

Prior to World

~ar

II, the mathematics curriculum of the secondary

school was relatively stable.
v~ar

INTRODUCTION

With the declaration of the Second World

there was a general awakening to the inadequacy of mathematics

'Lraining when high school graduates did not score well on military
induction tests.

High schools began to require more mathematics for

graduation, and there was a general inc.ceased emphasis on competence
in mathematics. 1

Tne inadequacies became more apparent when the ltussians

launched t.heir first Sputnik in 1957.

The consequences of the ;-iar and

the launchings have resulted in tremendous advancements in the scientific
knm-Jledge available for usage by society.
on current ma'Lhematics curricula.

This has had a profound effect

Some of the recent writers indicate

that a considerable change has occurred in the field of mathematics.

York:

\lavid lr~illialll tteeve, l'latilematics for Secondary Schools (New
Holt, ninehart and.Hnston, [nc., 1960), pp. >lS-.J17.

In
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a booklet published by the National Council of Teachers of

¥~thematics,

Price stated:
The changes in mathematics in progress at the present time are
so extensive, so far reaching in their implicatio~s, and so pro
found that they can be described as a revolution.
In addition, mathematics was not deemed important by the public
and there was a general over-all loss of interest in mathematics in the
schools.

This situation was described by Reeves as follows:

It is most interesting and also instructive to note that it
took a world war to make the American people generally realize
that basic matherr~tical instruction in the schools of this
country was woefully deficient. Many of us knew a long time
ago that such conditions existed. Leaders in the educational
field had previously pointed out the sClOrtcomings, but the
deficiencies thus disclosed did not at the time seem to be so
tragic because the public was not made aware of the possible
dire results of such a sad state of affairs, as then exlsted. 2
The knowledge of mathematics did not seem necessary to protect
our freedom.

3

however, after the World War II changes were started

though by the time Sputnik arrived, our mathematical deficiencies were
still acute and noticeable.
In addition to the chaaging of the curriculum content in math
emat ieB, tne general teaching pattern of mathematics has changed.

Current research in the behavioral science is influencing the pattern

lao

8ailey Price, tlProgress in Mathematics and Its Implication for

the School," The Revolution in School Nathematics, National Counc il of

Teachers of Mathematics, A report of regional orientation conferenCe in
j\!lathematics (Washington= 1961), p. L
2 Heeve ,

op. cit., p. 512.

3~b'
.
pp.
1 HI.,

515-517.
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of education.

The teaching of children now to think rather than what to

think is stressed so that they can face the probleI~ of their age. l
II.

CAUSES FOR CURRICULUM CHANGES

In the 1950's major changes were initiated in the mathematics
curriculum.

These changes in the mathematics curriculum were caused

by many factors.

Some of these factors will be discussed.

They include:

recognition of the problem of curriculum deficiencies by mathematics
educators, social pressures, employment opportunities, new uses for
mathematics, new learning theory, and new application of mathematics
in the technical fields.
The recognition of the problem of curriculum deficiencies by
Mathematics Educators.

rhe inadequacy of mathematics to fulfill the

needs of our society was recognized by many

matherr~tics

educators.

Johnson pointed out this need and recommended more and better mathematics,
especially for the better mathematics students.

2

Included in his report

was a checklist to evaluate a present mathematics curriculum.

Fehr also was aware of the situation; the following is an outline
suggested for changes.
lRobert S. Fleming (ed.), Curriculum fo£ roday's Boys and Girls
(Columbus: Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc., 19b3), p. 21.
2Donovan A. Johnson, liThe Spotlight Is on f'1athematics, II t<linne
sota J0l!rnal of Education, (January, 1957), 14-15.
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1.

Look at the existing mathematics programs.

2.

Decide what should be taught so that capable students can
go into areas involving rigorous mathematics.

3.

Decide how mathematics can be presented so as to produce an
interest; hence, a larger number of graduates.

4. Make recommendations for modification of existing programs. 1
Much of the literature in the matherMtics journals was related
to the problem of curriculum change.

Although the experts in math

ematic8 education are not entirely in agreement, most advocated some
type of change in the existing mathematics programs.

These changes

will be discussed in more detail in a later section of the paper.
Social pressures.

In 1957 the Russians launched their first

Sputnik, and the public became aware of the fact that another country
had made a technical advance beyond the United States.

As a result,

there was a change in public concern for mathematics and science educa

tion.

i'r:is concern was reflected by the amount of money set aside by the

Federal Government in the National Defense Education Act of 1958.
?

one billion dollars was to be spent on education.-

Over

Broad areas, such as

student loans, research and experimentation, science and mathematics
instruction, and laboratory equipment, were included in the early

IHoward Fehr, "New Thinking in Mathematics Education," rhe
;'lathematlc5 Teacher, (October, 1960), 424-429.

2Hilton~.J. Beckman, "NDEA Support for Improved I''lathernat,ics
Instruction,lI The Mathematics Teacher, (October, 1960), pp. 445-447.
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provisions of this act.

l

Various curriculum committees were formed and financed by uni
versities, private organizations, and the federal government.

The

Carnegie Corporation financially supported the Maryland Project, the
University of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics, and the Commis
sion on Mathematics of the College Entrance Examination Board.

The Ford

Foundation financially supported the Commission of Admission to College
with advanced standings and the Mathematical Association's Committee on
the Undergraduate Program.

The National Science Foundation supported

the School Mathematics Study Group and the

Committee on the Undergraduate Program.

I~thematical

Association's

2

All of the above financial sources have helped to implement the
various curriculum changes in mathematics.

These changes have been

brought about because society recognized the need for a change in this
area.
Emplo~ent

opportunities.

As a result of the involvement in the

war, a general deficiency in mathematics was evident.

Parrish pointed

out the shortage of scientific, professional, and technical manpower
who had a good mathematics background. 3

He concluded that this manpower

shortage could be remedied by broadening our mathematics objectives.

It

might then be possible to keep a larger portion of the student population

1 1-b
r
. cl
II •

3Clyde E. farrish, "Junior High School r-1athematics and the [·1ao
power 3hortage,t1 Trw Mathematics l'eacher, (December, 1956), 614.
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New uses for mathematics.
greatly increased.

The uses of mathematics have been

This has been an extremely important factor in the

change of the mathematics curriculum.

As indicated by Adler:

Mathematics has spilled over from physics into the other
physical sciences, chemistry, and geolo~y. It has invaded
the life sciences, biology, and psychology, and has expanded
into the social sciences too. There is no area ~f science
tOday that can avoid using mathematical methods.
In addition, there are new uses for both the traditional and
the modern mathematics.

Research in the areas of geophysics, the

earth's magnetic field, mechanical engineering, and radar communica
tiona has brought about new applications of traditional mathematics.
l~thematics

is now being used in the social sciences to handle the

large masses of data that have been and are being accumulated.
is using mathematics for quality control and
is using mathematics to study the econow¥.

s~mpling

theory.

Industry
Economics

New applications of math

.
.
. t y .becomes more comp-1 ex. 3
ematlcs
are ,
Lncreasing
as our SOCle

As was

stated by Gibl:

Every citizen in our society needs mathematics and must under
stand it if he is to comnunicate effectively with those about him

pp. 6H-616.

2Irving Adler, liThe Changes Taking Place in Hathematics, II The
l'1athematics Teacher, (October, 1962), 450.

Program

3College Entrance Examination Board, Commission of Mathematics,
!?!: College Preparatory Mathematics (New York: 1959), pp. 3-5.
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and i f he is to comprehend the operation of government and the
material he reads in the newspaper. l
New learning theory.

From 1920-1940 the education of the math

ematics teacher was influenced by the connectionistic theory.

The

connectionist theory states that a complex learning task can be success
fully completed by learning in isolation and sequence each of the
constituent tasks.

This theory was applied to the teaching of math

ematics and resulted in the show-do-method of mathematical instruction. 2
In the connectionist theory, the teacher would demonstrate a process;
then the students would proceed and practice the operation.

However,

by 1950, the field theory began to be dominant in the education of the
mathematics teachers.

The field theory advocates the development of

concepts, meanings, understandings, generalizations, and problem solving.
The textbooks written after 1934 reveal the influence of the field

theor{ of instruction. 3
rhe

precedi~3

topics discussed indicate some of the factors causing

a mathematics curriculum change.

However, these factors have also had an

influence on the development of the mathematics curriculum.
III.

SOME MODERN' CUtffi.ICUUTI'1 PROGRAHS

Since 1950, many curriculum projects have produced experimental
mathematics materials.

These experimental programs have been tried in

lEo Glenadine Gibl, "Basic Objectives of the New l'lathematica,"
Education Digest, XXXI (Uecember, 196), 4)-47.

2Kinse11a,

Ope

cit.,pp. 63-69.

3Ibid ., pp. 71-73.
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the classroom.

The following experimental programs will be discussed

as they pertained to the senior mathematics curriculum.

1. University of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics.
2.

School Y.lathematics Study Group.

3.

Bail State Experimental Program.

4.

College Entrance Examination Board.
The University of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics.

The

University of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics was appointed in
December, 1951, by the Deans of Education and Engineering and the head
of the mathematics department.

The committee's major objectives were

to improve the mathematics competence of the beginning engineering stu
dents to the point where they would be capable of studying calculus
during the

fres~man

year of college.

It was decided that to be realistic

any improvement would have to include classroom tested material at the
(ligh school leveL 1
McCoy pointed out that the writing staff had these five

m~jor

points~

1.

A consistent exposition of high school mathematics is possible.

2.

High school students are very interested in ideas.

).

~.lanipulative

4.

The language used in textbooks or heard from the teacher
should be as unambiguous as possible.

skills, though necessary, should be primarily
used to emphasize basic concepts.

1

!"lax Heberman, II Improving High School r4athemat iCB Teaching, II
Educational Leadership, (December, 19.59), 162-169.

5.

The materials should be organized in such a fashion that
students would have abundant experience in discovering
generalizations. l
The University of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics felt

that by the implementations of these five principles, the student would
develop an understanding of mathematics and an enthusiasm for mathematics
In 1958, the first mathematics teaching units for grades nine
through twelve established by the University of Illinois Committee were
ava ilable.

The teaching units t"ere distributed only to teachers who had

special training for the materials.

This training was obtained by

enrolling in the National Science Foundation sponsored summer institutes.
The teaching units, accompanied by teachers' commentalies, were
available by 1961.

The material prepared by the University of Illinois

Committee of School Mathematics had two outstanding Characteristics:
1.

Teaching units were so designed that by reading carefully and
by doing the exercises conscientiously the student would
discover principles of mathematics.

2.

Explanations by the teachers are reduced to a minimum.)

lEleanor l'1cCoy, "The Secondary Hathernatics Program, II The Natioaal
Associat on of Secondary School Principals, (May, 1959), 12-IE:

2Natio~1 Council of Teachers of Mathematics, An Aaalrsis of

New Nathematics Programs, 1963, p. 58.
3 Kinsella, op. cit., p. 28.
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School

~~thematics

Study Group.

In 1958, a small organizing

committee of educators and university mathematicians was appointed
by the president of the American Mathematical Society to organize a
School Mathematics Study Group.
Edward G. Begle as its director.

The organizing committee appointed
The committee consisted of college

and university mathematicians, high school mathematics teachers, experts
in education, and representatives of technology who were appointed to
assist the director,

¥~.

Begle.

The National Science Foundation pro

vided financial support to the School r~thematics Study Group.l
The School Hathematics Study Group pointed out the following:
The world of tOday demands more mathematical knowledge on the
part of more people than the world of yesterday and the world of
tomorrow will make still greater demands. Our society leans more
and more heavily on science and technology. The number of our
citizens skilled in mathematics must be greatly increased; and
understanding the role of mathematics in our society is now a pre
requisite for intelligent citizenship. Since no one can predict
with certainty his future profession, much less fortell which
mathematical skills will be required in the future by a given
profession J it is important that the mathematics be so taught
that students will be able in later life to learn the new math
emati~al skills which the future will surely demand of many of
them.
The School ¥mthematics Study Group stated the following objectives:

1.

We need an improved curriculum whicn will offer students not on~y
basic mathematical skills but also a deeper understanding of
the basic concepts and the structure of mathematics.

lEdward G. Begle J The School Mathematics Study Group, The National
Association of Secondary School Principals, (May, 1959), p.

2;:

2School Mathematics Study GrouPJ Newsletter No.6 (New Haven:
Yale University Press, !Vfarch J 1961) J PP.

3-4.
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2.

Mathematics programs must attract and train more of those
students who are capable of studying mathematics with profit.

3.

All help must be provided for the teachers who are preparing
themselves to teach these challenging and interesting courses. l
The School Mathematics Study Group has produced materials from

grades four through twelve and teachers' manuals to accompany the
materials.

Units at all grade levels, four through twelve, have been

. d •2
· th e c 1 assroom an d h_ave b een reVlse
t es t ed 1n
published and are available for use.

These units have been

There have been some attempts to

evaluate the School Mathematics StUdy Group.

An evaluation of the

material for grade twelve will be discussed later in this chapter.
Ball State Experimental Program.
Program was started in

1955

The Ball State Experimental

at Ball state Teachers College.

Text

materials were prepared by Charles Brumfiel, Robert Eicholz, and Merrill
Shanks.

The project started with the development of a tenth grade

geometry text.
algebra text.

The project has now completed a beginning and an advanced
Content for the senior mathematics course is not definite,

but ideas contained in this program for grade eleven were constructed

with those stressed for grade twelve by the other study groups under d1s
cu~sion.

The content for senior mathematics course stressed topics

from the School Mathematics StUdy Group.

The major objective of the Ball

2AnAnalysis of Newl'iathematics Programs, op. cit., p. 33.
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State Experimental Program was to develop the student's ability to make
proofs from clearly stated assumptions.
IV.

1

MATHEMATICS CUHRICULill1 COMMUTEES

In addition to the actual production of mathematics curriculum
materials, the various mathematics curriculum committees have urged
curriculwn change.

Two of the most recognized committees are the

Secondary School Curriculum of the National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics and the Commission on Mathematics of the College Entrance
Examination Board.
The Commission on
Board.

M~thematics

of the College Entrance Examination

The Commission on Mathematics of the College Entrance Examination

Board published recommendations for college preparatory mathematics from
grades nine through twelve in 1958.
The major proposals of the COl1unission on Mathematics of the Gol
lege Entrance Examination Board are outlined in the follOWing nine
points for the high school mathematics currioulum:
1.

strong preparation, both in concepts and in skills, for college
mathematics at the level of calculus and analytic geometry.

2.

Understanding of the nature and roll of deductive reasoning 
in algebra as well as geometry.

lCharles Brurnfiel, Hobert Eicholz and !"1errill Shanks, liThe Ball
State J:<;xperimental Program,1l The lliiathernatics Teacher, (Febroary, 1')60),

75-84.
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3.

Appreciation of mathematical structure (ltpatterns ll ) - for exam.ple,
properties of natural, rational, real and complex numbers.

4.

Judicious use of unifying ideas - sets, variables, functions and
relations.

5.

Treatment of inequalities along with equations.

6.

Incorporation with plane geometry of some coordinate geometry,
and essentials of solid geometry and space perception.

7.

Introduction in grade eleven of fundamental trigonometry 
centered on coordinates, vectors, and complex numbers.

8.

Emphasis in grade twelve on elementary functions (polynomials,
exponential and circular).

9.

Recommendations of additional alternative units for grade
twelve: either introductory probability with statistical
applications or an introduction to modern algebra.l
The Commission on Mathematics called for relatively minor

changes in content but recommended changes in instructional techniques
for the presentation of the material.
SeC::H1dary School Curriculum COlTunittee.

The Secondary School Cur

riculwn Committee "las organized by members of the National Council of
reachers of Hathematics in 1958.
Allen.

The committee was headed by F'r'ank B.

The Secondary School Curriculum Committee studied the followiag

areas:

1.

The place of rna thematics in our changing soc iety.

2.

The aims of mathematics education.
ll)rogram for College t'reparatory .!:!athematics, op. cit., pp. 33-34.
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3.

The nature of mathematics taught in grades seven through twelve.

4.

How geometry should be introduced and taught.

5.

Content and organization of junior high mathematics.

6.

Foreign mathematics for pupils of ages twelve to eighteen.

7. Adjustment of the mathematics programs to pupils of exceptional
ability.

8.

Aids in teaching.

9.

The organization of the mathematics program.

10.

The administration of the mathematics program. l
The Secondary School Curriculum Committee published a report in

The Mathematics Teacher in May, 1959.

The following summarizes the report

of the Secondary School Curriculum Committee:
Objectives:

The objectives for the

w~thematics

courses must be

made in relation to the situation in which we now live.
The Secondary School Curriculurn Committee stated:
1.

The statement of objectives should indicate both the desired
behavior and the type of situation in which it is to occur.

2.

rhe objectives should be stated in terms of desired pupil
behav ior ra ther than teacher behavior.

3.

The objectives should be formulated at a level of specificity
such that for each objective it is possible to infer some
leartl...ng activities appropriate for helping pupils achieve
it, and also such that it is possible to devise means of

IFrank B. Allen, "A Report of the Secondary School Cmnmittee, II
The f~athematics Teacher, L1 (February, 1958), 571-575.

)2

evaluating the achievement, but not to a greater degree of
spec Hie i ty.l
For the content of the mathematics curriculum, the Secondary
School Curriculum Committee made the following recommendations:

1.

Precise language.

2.

The concept of sets can be used to an advantage at all grade
levels.

3.

Equations and inequalities should be taught using solution sets,
truth of an equation, the idea of identity, and conditional
equations.

4.

Emphasis on mathematical models requ1r1ng that properties be
stressed at all mathewBtics course levels.

5.

The use of reasons for statements at all grade levels. 2
Implementation of the

School Curriculum Committee

~Athematics

reco~~ends

curriculum:

The Secondary

the following for implementing

a mathematics curriculum:
Provide for individual differences by: (a) having a four year
sequence of mathematics for all students in grades nine through
twelve, (b) having a two year requirement of mathematics for all
high school graduates, (c) having special classes for low
ability students with a maximum classroom enrollment of twenty
stUdents, (d) locating student deficiencies and providing
remedial instruction, and (e) moving pupils into a more
advanced level of instruction if they show a promise for
mathematical achievement. 3

1.

lSecondary School Curriculum Committee, uThe Secondary Math
ematics Curriculum, II The I'1athematics Teacher, (VillY, 1959), 395.
2

, '
1b
--2:£.
, pp. 397-400.

3secondary School Curriculum Committee, Ope cit., p. 408.
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2.

Provide an organized program by: (a) having an appropriate
minimum program for every educable individual whether a slow
learner, average pupil, or mathematically gifted, and (b)
providing a sufficient program to challenge the interest and
the ability of the most able student. l

3.

Provide proper administration for the mathematics curriculum b~
close cooperation between the teacher and the administrator.

4.

Provid iog qualified teachers is the most important single factor
in any mathematics program. The Secondary School Curriculum
Committee recommends that a mathematics teacher: (a) should
have competence in all areas of mathematics, (b) should have
completed a five-year program, (c) should have at least
eighteen semester hours of teacher education, and Cd) should
keep currently informed in mathematics education by reading
journals, such as, The Ymthematics Teacher, and by participat
ing in mathematics institutes. 3
if.

VARIED OPINTiNS ON HODERN l\f.ATHElvlATICS fROORJUlJ3

Prominent mathematicians and mathematics educators have debated
the merits of the mathematics curriculum reform.

Price reported that

the implications of the revolution in mathematics for the teaching of
matt1ematics are quite clear.

That is, the present mathematics curriculum

and its presentation need a revision to satisfy the needs of our time. 4
Kline contended that there was no need for a drastic change in
the mathematics content.

lIb'
'
~., p.

_r---,, , ,

J

..•

Old.

p.

411.

Kline stated the following:

2Ib'
,
~., p. 413.

414.

4price, op. e it., p. 1.
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Genuine improvement of the curriculum does call for drastic
revision, though not of course by resorting to modern mathematics
and not by merely reshuffling the traditional mathematics. l
In addition, Kline mentioned the following statement:
The trouble is not that we are teaching outmoded mathematics,
except for one or more topics. Rather, the tro~ble lies in the
way in which we approach the material we teach.
Jones indicated that the modern mathematics curriculum does not
mean total abandonment of the old mathematics.

It does not mean a reck

less introduction of new mathematics or a new text.
need a new text that would be an aid in teaching. 3

It does, however,
Jones also indicated

that modern mathematics required an examination of time allotment, and
it required continued study and modifications by the mathematics
teacher.

4

At the Third Annual Symposium on Engineering Mathematics, college
and high school mathematics teachers reacted to questions developed from
a report on college preparatory mathematics by the Cornmission on I-fath
ematics of the College Entrance Examination Board.

rhe reactions of the

college and high school mathematics teachers are summarized as follows:

IHorris Kline, liThe Ane ients Versus the Hoderns, 11 The Via thematics
Teacher, (October, 1958), 425.

3Phillip S. Jones, liThe Mathematics Teacher Dilem.'1lCl, II Education
Digest (May, 1959), 34-37.

4Ibid.

--~;I·-- - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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1.

Eighty-seven per cent favored extensive revision of the present
high scho~l curriculum.

2.

Seventy-nine per cent thought every potential college student
should complete three years of high school mathematics.

3.

Ninety-seven per cent agreed that calculus is a college subject.
Most high schools with ordinary mathematics staffs should
not attempt to teach calculus.

4.

Eighty-seven per cent favored increasing mathematical rigor in
ninth grade algebra.

5.

Ninety-seven per cent thought more emphasis on deductive reason
ing in the ninth grade was desirable.

6.

Ninety-one per cent agreed coordinates should be introduced in
the tenth grade after six weeks.

7.

Ninety-two per cent thought solid geometry should be eliminated
as a separate course and should be integrated with the tenth
grade geometry.

B.

Ninety per cent agreed the twelfth grade course should include
one semester of elementary functions.

9.

Sixty-nine per cent agreed that rudirr£ntary trigonometry should
be taught in the ninth grade. l
Genise, working with the University of Maryland Mathematics

Project and the School

Matherr~tics

Study Group, reported that the

materials of these two curriculum committees have been accepted
enthusiastically by teachers, students, and parents.

2

The Ball State rrogram had the following observations made by
Brwnfiel:
lArthur V.I. Leissa and Hobert C. Fisher, "A Survey of Teachers
Opinions of a it8vised Hathematics, II The J"lathematics Teacher (F'ebruary,
1960), H3-1l'7.
2Roland L. Genise, "The Impact of the Maryland and Yale Programs, II
ihe Arithmetic Teacher, (February, 196u), 66-70.
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1.

Teachers with a strong background in mathematics are enthusiastic
about the Ball State Program.

2.

Teachers with a weak background in mathematics have mixed
reactions.

3.

Capable students are enthusiastic:
form magnificent~y.

4.

Weak students cannot follow patterns, but seem to perform as well
as when studying traditional materials.

5.

Average students show more variation:
others lose interest.

6.

There has been no increase in dropouts due to the increase in
.

and brilliant students per

some perform well and

1

r~gor.~

Criticism has been leveled at the modern mathematics program for
the placement of too much rigor in the high school mathematics curriculum.
Rappaport questioned modern programs for their placement of sophisticated
content prior to the student's ability to comprehend the concepts. 2
VI.

OPINIONS OF THE :U1PORTAUCE OF A 'fEXTBOOK
TO THE CUimICULmr

After a curriculum has been established for a given course, the
next step is the selection of the material for this planned curriculum.
The material most frequently selected is the textbook.
then arises

as

to

~Jhat

The question

textbook will be best suited to the given 8i tuation.

IBrumfiel, Eicholz, and Shanks, Ope cit., pp. 75-84.
20avid Rappaport, "Does 'l'1odern Math l Ignore Learning Theory'?",
Phi Delta Kappan, XLIV (June, 1963), 446.

"R~r-:---------------~
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Obviously, there is no one textbook that is superior ltl all respects to
every other textbook.

Consideration of the local needs will be a large

factor in the selection of the textbook which is to be used.
must not be made at random.

The choice

No one can merely leaf through a book for

an hour or two and completely judge the book as to its merit or weakness.
Wise jUdgment will be based on objective data which show the quality and
quantity of the subject matter contained in the textbook.
The importance of the textbook as an aid to the teacher in his
teaching a given course is a valuable tool.

The importance of the text

book was stated by Hall-Quest:
rhe skill in handling the textbook is just as important as
skill in handling the tools in manual training or household
arts .1
The textbook should serve as a guide for the teaching of math
ematics at a given grade level.
cannot be underestimated.

However, the importance of the textbook

According to Margolis:

rhe importance of the textbook is becoming ever more important
since too many teachers rely on textbooks and toe accompanying
manuals to shape the course work, day to day lesson plans, and
the assigning of homework. The textbook is the leader not the
teacher. 2
The

L~portance

of the textbook to the curriculum is obvious.

Sterning noted that the textbook would be a necessity since there
lAlfred Lawrence Hall-Quest, The Textbook: How to Use and
Judge It (~ew York: The Macmillan Company, 1920), (Prefac~
2 Ric l"18rd ivIargolis, "l'hel4ell-Tempered Textbook, Ii The Education
Digest, (December, 196~), 24-27.

,l~~r-,- - - - - - - - - - - -_ _
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existed so few scholars in each subject area available for classroom
instruction. l

Consequently, the textbook acts as an "assistant teacher

in print" and should be the responsibility of the teacher for its
selection if the textbook is of this importance to the curriculum. 2
At the center of the present day educational scene in America
is the textbook.

The textbooks, rightly or not, take a dominant place

in the typical school from kindergarten to college.

The only other

edUCational devices that are used as much are the black-board and writ
ing material.

Cronbach further indicated that the textbook is in

universal use. 3
VII.

CAUSES FOR 'rEACHER INVOLVEHENT IN THE

TEXTBOOK SELECTION
Since toe teacher is responsible for the instruction in the
material and the textbook is tile main source available for the informaLon that is to be dispersed to the pupils, it then should be the
responsibility of the teacher and the principal to select an appropriate
textbook.

horitz indicated that the textbook will continue to be the

most important item among the instruction material and that the teacher

IJohn Sterning, IlHow To Select New Textbooks, n Nations Schools,
LXXVII (Harch, 1969).

2IJiellott, cp. cit., pp. 158-159.
31ee J. Cronbach, Text Materials in Modern Education (Urbana,
Illinois : University of Illinois Press, 19)5), p. 1'13.
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and the principal are the most concerned with the books and their uses. l
The selection of a textbook should be made by this team of the teacher
and the principal.

Further, the teacher is in the closest contact with

the stuuent and his textbook, and the responsibilities for the selection
of the instructional material should lie with the teacher. 2
Additional research indicated that the selection of a textbook
should be made by the teacher and principal, and the recomITendations
of these two should be given to the superintendent.
should acknowledge and accept the

reco~mendations

The superintendent

of this team.

strager

noted tnat the student should be thought of first in the selection of a
textbook and that the superintendent should accept the recommendations
of the principal and teacher in their selection of a given textbook. 3
VIII.

OPINIONS OF THE PROCEDURE FOR
TEXTBOOK SELECT IOtJ

The previous two units in this chapter (Opinions on the Importance
of the Textbook to the Curriculwfi and Causes for Teacher Involvement in

IHarry E. Hori tz, lITeachers Can Help Evaluate a(10 Selec t Textbooks, II
£lelnentary School Journal, (February, 1956), 250-254.
2

Ibid., p. 254.
3Ueorge D. Strager, Problems In Educational Administration
Columbia University , Inn, pp. ;;67-570.

(t~ew York:
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the Textbook Selection) were placed in this field report to indicate the
importance of the selection of an appropriate textbook by the teacher
for a given curriculum.

How the textbook is to be selected is the

next consideration.
The procedure for the actual selection of a textbook is quite
difficult.

The usual procedure is to follow certain gUidelines in

selecting a textbook.

Many articles were read and studied in an

attempt to find a criteria for the selection of a senior mathematics
textbook.

Most of these articles provided a general guideline, but few

specific procedures were given for the actual selection of a senior
IDAthematics textbook for the Davenport Public SChools.
One of the books investigated was titled:

The Teacher In Cur

riculum Making, and it stated that there were three aspects to the
problem of the selection of a textbook:
1.

The broadest was the potentiality.

2.

Educational value is of paramount consideration.

3.

Material must contribute to the outcomes sought.
In a somewhat dated book, Textbook

~election,

1

the major criteria

for the selection of a textbook were given by these five items:
1.

The factor of interest.

IJoseph Leese, Kenneth Frasure, and !~uritz Johnson, Jr., The
Teacher In CurriculuDl Making (New York: Harper and Brothers, Publisners,
1961), pp. 232-236.
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2.

The factor of comprehension.

3.

The permanent methods of study involved in the text.

4. The permanent value of the text.
The mechanical construction of the text. 1

5.

The article further stated that the school administration should
presumably subscribe to the following four fundamental practices to
sound textbook selection:
1.

The factors of (a) interest, (b) comprehension, (c) permanent
methods of study involved in the text, and (d) the mechanical
construction of the textbook.

2.

Objective evidence should be given preference over subjective
opinion wherever objective evidence Can be reasonably
obtained.

3.

Whenever subjective opinion is resorted to it should not be
the result of anyone person but of several competent
individuals.

4..Jherever subjective opwJ..On has to be substituted for objective
measurement, especial care should be taken to get the best
opiniorrs possible. 2
Letters of inquiry were sent to marlY publishing companies with
the intention of receiving guidelines for the selection of a senior
mathematics textbook.
1"

The following comparnies were contacted:

Scott,

oresman and Company; Houghton Mifflin Company; Holt, Rinehart and

inston, Inc.; D. C. Heath and Compaay; D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc.;

1 11 • H. Frazen and F. B. Knight, Textbook Selection (Baltimore,
j\laryland: ~';arwick and York, Inc., 1922);P. n.

2

Ibid., pp. 13-14.
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Allyn and Bacon, Inc.; and Silver Burdett Company.

Replies from each

of the companies indicated that the general procedure for the selection
of a senior IMthematics textbook was not an easy task and that the guide
lines sought were quite limited.

Allyn and Bacon, Inc., in a letter

stated:
Mathematics education and, in particular, present trends in
modern mathematics, have been largely influenced by the invaluable
experimental work of various research study groups. Although the
recommendations of these study groups are incorporated in textbooks
and provide guidance for curriculum planners, it is the local
school officials who determine the scope and content of their own
mathematics program. Since different educational goals require
different text materials, course syllabi vary among individual
states and among local cities and towns. Consequently, in the
selection and publication of our mathematics textbooks, there
is no one particular syllabus that we follow. l
In a reply from Scott, Foresman and Company, they stated the
following:
An outline or a guideline that an individual should use for
the selec tion of a textbook for the senlDr mathematics course is
not ava Hable. 2
D.

Van Nostrand Company, Inc., D. C. Heath and Company, Holt,

iUnehart and ,finston, Inc., rLmghton lVIifflin Company, and Silver Burdett
Company returned no material for textbook selection.

Their replies were

that the selection of textbook materials is a task of the local teacher.

lL orra lOB
.
,-.
I'. Stigar, Personal Letter frc))ll Allyn and 3acon, L1C.,
July, 1968.
21ilith Draper, Personal Letter from the Customer Service Representa
tive of Scott, Foresman and Company, August, 1968.
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The material that they did send was a course outline of their series of
mathematics textbooks.

This was not the information desired, however,

for this field report.
The Department of Public Instruction for the State of Iowa was
contacted, and their reply was a small report which had the following
items:
1.

dow to use the mathematics textbook?

2.

Why a textbook is needed in mathematics?

3.

,'Jhat are the contributions of good mathematics textbook?

4.

How is the mathematics textbook properly used?

5'.

tihat are the dangers involved in textbook teachine?

6.

,\'ha t qualities does a good mathematics textbook have?

7.

How is a mathematics textbook evaluated?l
Item number seven (How is a mathematics textbook evaluated?),

from the State Department of ?ublic Instruction, listed the following
items as being important:
1.

Content

2.

Organization

3.

Aids to learning

4.

Physical aspects

5.

General comments by the evaluator.
1..

2

+.
iJepartment 01." Public InstructL:Jn, S"3,,e
!'eport on mathematics textbooks, 1967, pp. 1-4.

2 Ib id ., p. 4 •

.,..

01
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The Des Moines Public 3chools, the Allamakee Public Schools of
Waukon, Iowa, and the Cedar l1apids Public Schools were contacted in
regard to their procedure for the selection of a senior mathematics
textbook.

The Cedar Rapids Public Schools replied with a one-page

score sheet which had the following general items to be considered
for evaillating mathematics textbooks:
1.

Structure ~

A.

Does the presentation assist the student in understanding
the structure of this particular area of mathematics?

B.

As an extension of a topic is made, does the development

show clearly how the extension is related to the structure
under consideration?

2.

Rigor:
Rigor in a text refers to the nature of
arguments and the kind of justification
Few presentations are entirely rigorous
rigor. TIle level af rigor in a text may
the future understanding of the s~bject

the development of the
that is used in proof.
or completely without
have much to do with
by its reader.

A.

Is the development of the topic made on appropriate
levels of rigor?

B.

Does the author attempt to cultivate and capitalize on
the reader's intuitive understanding, while pobting aut
the dangers and limitations :)f dependence on intuition?l

The Allamakee

~chool

District of ,-JauKon, Iowa, replied with

criteria for the selection of English and Elementary Health textbJ;)ks.

lCedar Hapids Public SChools, Evaluatitlg l'l:1thematics Textbooks,
1908, p. 1.
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The guidelines that were considered of importance for the senior IMth
ematics textbook selection procedure were as follows:
1.

Authorship within the subject area.

2.

Inclusiveness of program whereby:
A.

Does the series ppesent information and concept develop
ment in (mathematics)?

B.

Does the series over-emphasize any one phase of (math
ematics)?

c.

Does the series have needless repetition?

3.

Content:

4.

Approach

~.

(~~terial

was for health only.)

A.

Does the series take a positive approach to (mathematics)?

B.

Does the series take examples from all walks of life,
rather than just the ideal situation?

c.

Are questions and situations, as well as examples, provided
at frequent intervals throughout each chapter to motivate
class discussions in regard to the material just read?

D.

Do functional and useful activities appear at the end of
each chapter?

E.

Does the series correlate with other curriculum areas
rather than just within its area of instruction?

l".

Are there nwnerous sub-headings to aid the student in
what he is reading?

Teaching aids
A.

Are the complete students' content included in the
Teacher's Edition?

B.

Are references made for aids in additional itlStructional
material','

c.

Is the teacher given information for:
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6.

1.

Points to emphasize.

2.

Materials which help to preview the unit.

Physical features
A.

Attractiveness.

B.

Illustrations.

c.

Diagrams.

D.

Binding and cover.

E.

Printing and spacing. l

The Des Moines Public Schools had the following items of importance
to be considered for the selection of a textbook:

interest, comprehension,

scope and pennanent value of the content, method, and mechanical elements.
These five areas were to have a value of 1000 points in the numerical
rating score card. 2
In addition to the five areas listed for textbook selection,
the Des J'loines Public Schools had a criteria for elementary textbook
selection.

The elementary score sheet had the following areas to be

considered and their point value:
1.

Authorship and Publisher.

2.

Approach or Method.

3.

Content.

(50 points)

(300 points)

(450 points)

lAllamakee Public Schools, Waukon, Iowa, Criteria for Evaluating
Health and English texts, 19bb, pp. 1-4.
2 Des Noine:3 Public Schools,
.
M'
Des
1101nes,

book Selection

Co~~ittees,

1968, p. 3.
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4.

Teachabi1ity Factors.

5.

Format.

(130 points)

(70 points)l

A third score card was also sent by the Des Moines Public
Schools.

ihis score card, for the evaluation of mathematics textbooks,

was for the applied mathematics texts.
After reviewing these three score cards or score sheets, the
writer was convinced that their usage for the selection of a senior
mathematics textbook would not be adequate.

The general guidelines

would be of some value as will be indicated in Chapter Three.

The

criteria for the selection of a senior mathematics textbook were not
available from the Des Moines Public Schools.

The writer felt that the

score cards provided by the Des Moines Public Schools would be helpful
but were not completely adequate.

This fact was further acknowledged

by tbe Iv1athematics Department Head, f4r. A. \4ilson Goodwin, who stated:
We are not satisfied with the construction and content of our
score cards. These. should be built from a well-eoostructed. se~
of behavioral objectives in mathematics. These we don't have.
Our own school district, the Davenport Public Schools, had a ooe
page score sheet for the selecton of

n~thematics

textbooks.

The ooe

page score sheet had the following format:
1.

An interesting review of fundamentals.

IDes ['loines Public Schools, Des 1"1oines, Iowa, "Criteria for
the Evaluation of Ele1Tlentar-y 1v;athematics Texts, II pp. 1-4.
2

A. tiilson Goodwin, Supervisor Department of Hathematics,
Des 1\1oioes Public Schools, A personal letter, Vlarch 10, 1969.
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2.

'l'he book must be up-to-date. (Hodern concepts are what we
need in a new textbook, not just added facts.)

3.

All illustrations should be meaningful and attractive.

4.

It should be generally attractive and up-to-date in appearance •

.5.

It should present a good balance of subject matter in the field

it is intended to treat.

6.

Its content should be organized so as to lead logically from one
area of study to another.

7.

Its study helps should be helpful and useful to the learning
process. (Avoid "busy work. lI )

8.

Tts use should be flexible enough to meet the needs of all
students for which it is chosen. (Including readability.)

9.

Its author(s) should have follow1d goals in writing it, which
successfully coincide with QUI'S.
These guidelines were t;JO general in nature and not specific

enough for the selection of a senior mathematics textbook.

The

committee decided that an interesting review of fundamentals could
embrace a wide range of mathematical content and could take a full
semester simply in reviewing.
enough.

Consequently, Item I was aot specific

For the rest of the items to be considered, in textbook

selection, the writer decided that the items listed would be used as
reference as he established a new score sheet for the selection of a
senior mathematics textbook.
Tne last review of literature for the selection of a senior
mathematics textbOOk was made from the ,,,Titers of the znathem-atics

luaV811port Public Schools, Davenport, Imia, "What t::> Look [or
In New Mathematics Textbook," 1968, p. 1.
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curriculum or leading mathematics educators.

The item considered

first was the readability of the material for the grade level it was
intended.

The readability of the material would be an important

factor for the selection of a textbook.

As was stated by Smith and

Heddens:
It is apparent that the readability levels of the experimental
mathematics materials studied are considerably higher than their
assigned grade levels. A need for revision of the materials to
place the readability on a more appropriate level would seem to
be evident. If teachers are to use the present materials effec
tively, they will find it necessary to provide instruction in
readiU6 mathematics materials, and will in addition find it
necessary to provide more than the usual amount of oral
explanation. l
In aa ition to the readability of the material, the precision
of what is written is an important item to be considered for the
selectiJn of a mathematics textbook.

As stated by Schminke:

c';ri ters, both educators and mathematic ians, have attempted
to explain elements of basic concepts in various articles pub
lished in periodicals, pamphlets, and texts for consumption
largely by persons engaged in classroom teaching and m~th
ematics education. • • • Therefore, in order that we may
utilize tile printed material with children or reach a new
understanding of a concept being discussed, it is imperative
tha t the thought, the vocabulary, and the illustrative com
putation presented in professional literature be accurate,
precise, and consistent. It is time for precision. 2

lKenneth J. Smith and James 1~. Heddens, "The Readability of
Experimental j"1athematics JVlaterial, It The Arithmeticfeacher, II
(October, 1964), 393-394.
2"G. V'J.
" jC
.nnn. n k e, itA

.'r'lme

1" or

Teacher, II (October, 1964), 395.

iDrecl's
~
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Schminke further stated:
It would therefore seem appropriate to urge that writing and
publication in the field of mathematics education, by anyone and
for whatever level, should place a premium on consistency, clarity,
and precision. Certainly, it is not unrealistic to expect the
published literature of a discipline to possess the very precision
and clarity it seeks! if it is to be of any real use to con
scientious teachers.
The importance of the discovery approach in the instruction of
mathematics has been greatly stressed.

The textbook publishers stress

that their books use the discovery approach in their presentation of the
materiaL

However, the importance of the discovery approach for the

selection of a mathematics textbook can be overemphasized.

As stated

by Adler:
A fourtn retarding theory is that the child must discover by
himself, without teacher guidance, everything that he must learn.
Now it is important to give children opportunities to make dis
coveries on their own level, but it is also important to recognize
the limitations of the discovery method of teaching. We cannot
expect the unaided student to discover in a few years what mankind
as a whole took thousands of years to discover. Discovery in the
classroom must be guided discovery, and often it should be coopera
tive discovery.2
The selection of a textbook involves several areas of importance.
Tilis was indicated by the committee on Aids for Evaluators of Textbooks.
rhey saiu that the choice of a textbook was dependent upon the particular
situation in which it was to be used.

The areas to be considered of

lIbid., p. 401.
21rving Adler, IITne Cambridge Conference deport: Blu~pri~t
or F'antasy?lI, THe fJidthematics Teacher, LIX ~March, 1966), 21::>-210.
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importance were the philosophy of the school system and the abilities
of the pupils; the mathematical competence of the instructional staff
must also be considered.

The formulation of a mathematics program for

a particular school system was the responsibility of the teachers and
the administrators within the system.

The committee further recommended

that the opinions of the teachers who use the textbooks should be taken
into conSl' d era t"lone 1
The Committee on Aids for Evaluators of TextbJoks stated that the
following items concerning mathematics content should be evaluated when
choosing a mathematics textbook:
1.

Structure

2.

Rigor

3.

Vocabulary

4. DefinitiJos and undefined terms.
5.

Correc tness

6.

fheorems and proofs

7.

GeneralizatLons

o.

Ordering

9.

Texts, exerc ises, a nd reviews

10.

Illustrative examples

11.

Teachabili ty examples

1 Nations 1 ~ounCl
"
'1 a f"f' es~er
en' s

Evalua tors of r'latnema tics''r ext b 00 k , II
(May, 1965), 467.

' r""la~ttlematics.~ HAias for
Md" tl'lema + l' CS 'l"eacl,ler,
LVIII
~

0"1"

l'~'n' e

v
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12.

Optional topics. l
These ideasiJere similar to some of the ideas of the reviewed

score cards and score sheets from the schools contacted.

The items

mentioned by the Committee on Aids for Evaluators of Textbooks were
the most detailed encountered by the writer.

However, this evaluation

procedure was for the selection of 8QY mathematics textbook.
The importance for the selection of a mathematics textbook, (or
for that matter any textbook), was indicated by Bradley:
Modern textbooks have some good features, that's why they were
published. The challenge, if not the truth, in selecting such
textbooks is to pick the ~ne that is best suited for the particular
children who will use it.
There has been much written in the

w~thematics

journals io the

1950's and 1960's relating to the problem of curriculum

cl~oge.

COITuni ttees have made suggestions for curriculum revisions.
committ~es

Curriculum

have written materials for classroom use and this material

is now in textbooks throughout the country.
Since the curriculQm content for a senior mathematics course
tended to vary from one author to another and from one mathematics
CO~11ittee

to another, the curriculum for the senior

u~thematics

course

l~bid., pp. 468-472.

2 ft.• C. Bradley, "These Guides Show How to Select I1ath Texts
for Slementary Schools,tI Nations Schools, LXXV (July, 1965L 33.
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at the Davenport Public Schools had no definite plan to follow.

Con

sequently, the senior mathematics course was developed by using ideas
from several sources.

Among the sources used were the curriculum

reports and the writing of mathematics educators.

This curriculum was

developed as a result of the review of the literature available.
The criteria for the selection of a senior mathematics textbook
were non-existent for the Davenport Public Schools.

The review of

literature yielded no criteria for the selectlon of a senior mathematics
textbook.

However, the review of literature and the review of score

cards and score sheets yielded several and varied ideas for the develop
ment of a score card for the selection of a senior ll'.athematics textbook.
The score card was developed with the use of those available, and the
ideas set forth were the result of the review of literature.
The results of the curriculum for the senior mathematics course
and the criteria for the selection of a senior Iruathematics textbook
for tnis course are set forth in Chapter Three.

CHAPTER III
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
As was stated in Chapter One, the problem of the present study
was to develop a course content for the senior mathematics course in
the Davenport Public Schools and to develop a selection procedure for
a textbook for the senior mathematics course.

This chapter includes

a discussion of the background of the study.

The topics itlcluded in

this chapter are:

(1) the school and community, (2) the students for

whom the senior mathematics course is intended, 0) the curriculum
pertaining to the senior mathematics course, (4) the senior mathewEtics
course content,
a

sen~or

(5) the development of a procedure for the selection of

mathematics textbook, and (6) the materials used for the

development of the senior

w~thematics

course and the development of

ideas used for the textbook selection procedures.
I.

THE SCHOOL AND

GOr~fUNITY

The Davenport Public Schools consist of a school population
of 24,601 pupils.

There are twenty-four elementary schools, an oral

deaf center, five junior high schools with a sixth under construction,
and two senior high schools.

The two senior high schools, Central and

k~est, have an enrollment of 2,)JO and 2,200 students, respectively.1
1uavenport Community School District, Directory, 1961:3-1969,
p. 148.
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The mathematics curriculum prior to the curriculum revision
of this report was operating from guidelines established in 1954.
Solid geometry and trigonometry were the courses offered for the
two semester senior mathematics course.

Solid geometry was using a

textbook dated 1954, and the trigonometry course was using a textbook
dated 1934 and revised in 1952.
II.

STUDENTS FOR WHOM THE SENIOR lVIATHEM-ATICS
COURSE WAS INTENDED

Prior to the establishment of this committee for mathematics
curriculum revision in 1968, the first semester of the senior math
ematics course for the advanced mathematics student was restricted
to solid geometry for students who had only a course of plane
geometry.

However, the second semester of the senior year consisted

of trigonometry for students who had plane geometry, Algebra I, II,
and HI, and the solid geometry course.
rhe

co~~ittee

felt that each year many students were enrolled

in solid geometry with a too limited background for the course.

Con

sequently, the senior mathematics course was revised and set up under
the follOWing definition as stated by the Commission on I\1.athematics
of the College Entrance Examination ---=-
Board:

- "••••=

_ ...._.....~-_.-
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The advanced mathematics • . • it is assumed that
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the students taking the course are anticipating further
college work in mathematics or sCience. l
The senior mathematics was further defined as a course for
seniors who have had Algebra I, geometry, Algebra II and advanced
algebra, analytic geometry, and trigonometry prior to their enroll
ment in the stated course.

The reason the course was limited to seniors

only was stated by the Davenport Public School Administration:
No student shall be permitted to take more than one math
ematics or science course in anyone semester. It is the
purpose of our school system to provide a broad education to
each and every pupil. Consequently, if a student is permitted
to enroll for more than one course within an academic semester,
a danger exists that we will have provided only a partial edu
cation for the student. We cannot t~n all students into math
ematicians, engineers, or scientists.
III.

THE CUciRICULUM PERTAINING TO THE SENIOR
l'1.4.THEMATICS COURSE

In order to carry out the revisions for the senior

mathero~tics

course, it was necessary to relate the senior course to the total
mathematics curriculum of the Davenport Public Schools.

The curriculum

needed to be current and have available research and material for
effective comparison, evaluation, and ultimately, the final selection
for the content of the senior mathematics course.
lC01Mlission on Mathematics of the College Entrance Examination
Board, IlHodertlizingthe NathematicsCurriculumll (A directive for super
intencjents of schools and members of school boards), 19:50, p. 8.
2Davenport Public Schools, An Administrative Directive to the

rlathematics Curriculum, 1967, p. 2.
v
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The task for developing this specific area of the mathematics
curriculum, the senior mathematics course, was given to four people.
'rhe supervision was done by the Director of Mathematics Curriculum and
Instruction, Mr. Harlan Goldsmith.

Assisting Mr. Goldsmith were

Nagy, I1rs. Hiatt, and the writer of this report.

y~.

The selection for

the committee was determined prior to the 1968-1969 school year.
Prior to establishing the senior mathematics course content,
the committee felt that a general statement should be formulated or
found from the literature of the various wBthematics curriculum
reports.

'rhe general guideline deemed most beneficial for the math

ematics curriculum (and specifically for the senior mathematics
course) was indicated by the following statement:
Mathematics is a cumulative and a continuously expana~ng subject
in both its organization and its application. ~ith every new
topic the teacher is confronted with four basic instructional prob
lems: (1) helping the students acquire initial understandings of
new concepts and relationships, (2) helping them to strengthen
and deepen these well beyond the point of mere (I threshold II under
standing, (3) helping them maintain understandings and skills
already attained, and (4) helping them build the background for
significant transfer of these skills and understandings to their
physical, social, and intellectual environment. These four
phases of teaching should be interwoven as far as possible into
a unified instructional program, but their Lmplications are essen
tially distinct and supplemental rather than identical. The
teachi%: of new material necessarily draws upon the already
established background as a frame of reference and to this extent
serves as a means of maintenance, but such maintenance is rela
tively incidental to the mastery of tile new material and must be
SO regarded.
Adequate maintenance and wAXimum transfer,
especially of skills, cannot be assumed by incidental contacts
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but requires an instructional program designed especially for
their attainment. l
It was further deemed essential that objectives be established
for the mathematics curriculum for the Senior High School level of
the Davenport Public Schools.

The general objectives established for

the mathematics curriculum were as follows:
1.

To establish an appreciation for the development of mathematics
and its importance in creative activity.

2.

To shaw the interrelation among the various branches of
mathematics.

3.

To call attention to the character of mathematics in the
theoretical and practical development of science and
technology.

4. To encourage each student to study and to use the mathematical
language as a tool and to gain satisfaction through per
sonal achievement.

5.

To develop the basic rr~them.atical skills and concepts that
every citizen should know.

6.

To provide intellectual challenges for each student while
effecting a transition of the logical structure of math
ematics to life situations and activities.

7.

To develop mathematical competence in each pupil to the
level of his capacities and encourage his own resourcefulness.

o.

To develop attitudes toward mathematics that lead to apprecia
tion, confidence, initiative, respect, and independence. 2

lCharles H. Butler and Lynwood 1". t/ren, The Teaching of Secondary
~ulthematics (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1965), p. 133.
2Davenport Public Schools, "General Objectives of r1athematics
Education,1l 1968, p. 1.
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Placement of a pupil in the appropriate level of instruction
for the pupil I s capabilities is a challeage of the educational system.
Consequently, the curriculum committee deemed it essential to proceed
with the development of a proper guidance procedure for placement of the
pupils in the Davenport Schools.

For proper placement, one must realize

the background, the abilities, the interest, and the individual needs of
the students.

In addition, the students are advised of the nature of

the courses offered.

When it is considered necessary they are cautioned

against a program which could result in eventual failure.

In guiding

students toward mathematics, the following criteria are used:
1.

Desires of the pupil and parents.

2.

Past achievements in mathematics.

3.

Recommendations of former mathematics teachers.

L.

Scores in aptitude "Lests.

).

Scores in standardized tests.

6.

Any other items which are of help.l
With the framework established for the instructional procedure

for the course selection, the mathematics curriculum outline was estab
lished for the Davenport Public Schools.

The basic mathematics cur

riculum outline was established so that every student is required to
have at least one year of mathematics in grades ten through twelve.
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The following is a brief outline of the mathematics courses offered and
the grades for which each course is intended.
1.

Y~thematics

I

This basic course is designed for those students who have had
difficulty in arithmetic. Electives in grades ten, eleven,
twelve.
2.

Algebra I
Elective in grades nine, ten, eleven, or twelve.

3.

l~thematics

II

(Algebra is a prerequisite)--This course, designed for students
not enrolling in geometry. Elective in grades ten, eleven, or
twelve.

4. Geometry
Algebra is a prerequisite. This course is an integrated course
in Plane and Solid Geometry. Elective in grades ten, eleven,
or twelve.

5.

Intermediate algebra
The first semester course. Algepra and Plane Geometry are pre
requisites. Elective in grades eleven and twelve or in the
tenth grade for certain selected students.

6.

Advanced algebra
A :>econd semester course. Intermediate algebra is a pre
requisite. Elective in grades eleven and twelve or in the
tenth grade for certain selected students.

7.

Tr igonome try
A first semester course offered in the first semester only.

Advanced algebra is a prerequisite. Elective in grades
eleven and twelve. Eleventh grade for selected students.

o.

Analytical Geometry
A one semester course offered in the second semester only.

frigonometry is a prerequisite. Eleative in grade twelve or
in the eleventh grade for certain selected students.

....
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9.

Advanced mathematics (Senior mathematics)
Analytical geometry is a prerequisite.
and is elective.

Offered only to seniors

These are the mathematics courses offered in the Davenport Public
Scnools.

No attempt was made to establish the content for each of the

courses listed for this report.

The content outline for each course is

available, but its placement in this report would require another thirtyfive pages besides the justification for the selection of the content for
each course.

The course outline with which this report is concerned is

the senior mathematics course.

Senior mathematics was the replacement

for the one semester solid geometry and the one semester trigonometry
courses formerly offered in the senior year.
Since the senior mathematics course was an addition to the exist
iog matnematics curriculum, the newly formed addition to the curriculum
was developed according to these three principles:

1.
2.

rhe content must be based on the existing curriculum and consist
of modification and improvement of the present program.
The content should emphasize the study of mathematics creatively

rather toan in terms of rules and tricks.

3.

The content must be adequately far reaching so as to represent 1
the modified curriculum in terms of present and future needs.
IV.

SENIOR. HAThEJvlATICS COURSE COl\l"TENT

fhe content for the senior mBthematics course was developed in
a pattern which would not duplicate the previous curriculum content.
l~.
..
M
t',nema t"'lC S 01"
""Gon1l11lSS10n
on j'13

doard, op. cit., pp. 5-7.
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_
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Recommendations for the senior mathematics course were studied from the
following curriculum committees:

the Commission on Mathematics of the

College Entrance Examination Board, the University of Illinois Committee
on SChool Mathematics, the School

¥~thematics

Study Group, and the Ball

State Teachers College Experimental Program.
The Commission on Mathematics of the College Entrance Examination
Board felt that no ideal sequence of topics existed for every school
situation.

They did, however, suggest the following topics:

Elementary functions, first semester course.
I.

Sets and combinations

A review and extension of concept of set; symbolism; subsets;
null setj union; intersection; complement; venn diagrams;
solution sets; and graphs.
II.

ill.

r'unctions and relations
(a) Sets of ordered pairs; Cartesian set (u.x.u)
(b) Functions: definition (set of ordered pairs), dow~in,
graphical test; methods of oetermining functions (table,
graph, formula, rule); range of function values; notation
F (x), (F' denotes the function); (optional) functions as
mappings.
(c) "elations: definition, domain, range; function as a special
kind of relation; graphs ([qUations, inequalities, including
absolute value-e.g., lxl+ly '" 1).
...
.
(d) Inverse relations and !unc ions; grapn~cal loterpretatlons
and tests.
l.'.Jolynomial functions

(a) Brief review of linear and quadratic functions.
definition, degree; remainder theorem,
factor tneorem, (optiom11) synthetic division; graphs ofax n
(n a SIT~ll integer).
(e) Slope of graph at point (x o ' Yo):
m (x o ) : lim F(x)-F(x o )

(b) The general polynomial:

~
x - xo
intuitive, rHllTlerigal, and grapnical discussLm of this limit;
tangent line
~
y-Y o '" m(x-x o );
(optional) interpretation as instantaneous rate.
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(d)
(e)

11.

Exponential functions
(a)
(b)

(c)

V.

Slope function m; application to curve tracing (turning
points); other easy applications (maxima and minima,
optional) rates.
Polynomial equations: definition; graphical location of
roots; graphical approximation of irrational roots; funda
mental theorem of algebra (sufficiency of complex number
system); number of roots, factorization; conjugate complex
roots.

tteview of definition, properties, and graph of aX over the
rational domain (similar to grade II).
Extension to base a(a>o, all); properties of function
carryover.
Graphs; y=log x (a=2,3,10); compare logarithmic and exponential
gra~hs (refle~tion in y=x).

Circular functions
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

(f)
(g)

-

' 2 0; related problems.
measure; aero; A=!Y2J'
Definitions of sin x and cos x for real numbers x (wrapping x 
axis around a unit circle); domain and range; tan x=sia!cos x;
relation to trigonometry of angles.
Graphs: sin x, cos x, tan x, periodicity; a sin (bt + c),
amplitude, period, phase; (optional) graphs such as that of
sin 2t + 3 cos t by addit~on of ordinates.
Inverse sin and inverse tangent: graphs, dowAin (restricted
to obtain function), range.
(Optional) Solution of trigonJmetric equations; evaluation
of expressions such as sin (arctan 3/4).
(Optional) Power series for eX, sin x, cos x discussed
informally (llno n-terminating polynomials ll ) ; Euler's formula:
ell "" cos x + i sin xl
dad~an

Second Jemester Alternatives
l'ne course on Elementary functions outlined was considered as a
minimum for a four-year program as pro1Josed by the CE;&B.

viji th

the above

out 1 ine for a first semester course completed, the following 31 ternatives
\-;e1'8

suggested by the Commission for a second semester:

------Oll Mathematics of the College Entranc~ Sxamin~tion
ttl>rorrram for College Preparatory Mathematics," l)S), pp. 42-id.

lComnbsion

•
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Alternative

l~

Introductory Probability with Statistical Applications
I.
II.

The nature of probability and statistics.
Organization and presentation of data - the frequency of dis
tribution.
(a)
(b)
(c)

III.

The dot frequency diagram and cumulative graph for
ungrouped measurements.
Tne frequency histogram and cumulative polygon for
grouped measurements.
Preview of statistical inference based on the frequency
distribution.

Sllifu~rizing

a set of measurements - the mean and standard

deviat ;"on.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
IV.

Intuitive aDproach to probability.
(a)
(b)
(c)

v.

The mean of a set of measurements and properties of the
mean.
The standard deviation and other measures of variability
of measurements.
Computation of the mean and standard deviation for
ungrouped and for grouped measurements.
Chebyshev's theorem for a frequency distribution.

Single repeated experLments with coins, dice, and cards;
the notion of sample space and event; mutually exclusive
and complementary events.
Tne notion of probability of an event; independent events;
cond i tional probab ility.
r~ndom numbers and their use in simple experL~ents.

bormal approach to probability.
(a)

Hare formal treatment of sample spaces; events, COmpOlli'10
events; probability; probability of compound events from
probabilities of si.mpler events; conditional probability;

(b)

14:1thema tical expectation.

independence.
\JI.

The la... of chance for repeated trials - the binomial distribution.
a) Case of 2 and 3 trials, extension to n trials.
b) ~inomial probability tables and their use.
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VII.

Applications of binomial distribution.
(a)
(b)
(c)

VIII.

Simple cases of acceptance sampling.
Simple examples of industrial acceptance sampling plans.
Testing from the results of many trials, a hypothetical
value of the probability of success in a single trial.

Using samples for estimation - sampling from a finite population.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

(j)

Using samples to make estimates of population means.
An illustration of sampling without replacement.
Preview of the relations between populations and samples
drawn without replacement.
The means of the frequency distribution of sample means.
The variance of the frequency distribution of sample means.
Sampling with replacement.
1l1ean and variance of sums of measurements drawn with
replacement.
Random sampling.
Mean and variance of the binomial probability distribution.
The law of large numbers. l

Alternative 2:
Introduction to Modern Algebra (Fields and Groups)
I.

Fields
(a)

fhe system of rational numbers.
Recall rational numbers and their algebraic properties.
List of properties of addition, subtraction, multi
plication (Le., axioms for a ring).
3. Careful deduction of theorems (the "rules ll of elementary
algebra).
4. Axiom on existence of itlverse; definition of quotient
(fraction) •
5. Deduction of properties of fractions.
A similar system with two elements (even and odd under
+- and .).
The abstract field (Keeping "+-Il and n.1l as operations,
but observing abstract nature of consequences of the
aXioms) •

1.
2.

(b)
(c)
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(d)

II.

Ordered Fields
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

IH.

Other fields.
1. Integers under + and • modulo 3 (show why modulo 4
gives a field, by more advanced properties of prime
numbers) •
2. Real numbers under ordinary + and·
3. Complex numbers, defined as ordered pairs of real
numbers, with axioms for a field proved.

Recall properties of relation for reals.
Axioms for ordered fields, taldng f1C:" as primitive.
Deduction of rules ~r manipulating inequalities
(including relation -).
Examples of ordered fields: rational numbers; real
numbers.
Definition of least upper bound, greatest lower bound.
Heal numbers described as an ordered field in which every
bounded set has a least upper bound.

Abelian (i.e., cOlmnutative) groups
(a)

\b)

(c)

(d)

Introduced by examples of groups of numbers:
1. Sets of numbers closed under multiplication and
division ([1, -ij, ~, i, -1, -Q, all rationals,
all powers of 2, etc.).
2. Sets of numbers closed under addition and subtraction
(all integers; all multiples of 1/3; all complex
integers, integers modulo 3).
Axioms for a multiplicative abelian group.
1. ~estatement.ofaxio~ in.additi;e no~!~i?n.
.
2. Yroof tnat 1nverse 1S un1que, snow b
1S Solutlon
of equation bx=a, explanation of what this means
in additive case.
Study of examples:
1. Any set of numbers closed unaer subtraction is a group.
2. Any set of non-zero numbers closed under product and
reciprocal is a group.
3. Integers modulo m under addition.
4. Complex mth roots of unity.
Isomorphism (optional).
1. Exam~les of isomorphic groups.
i.
1, -ll unGer mUlt~plica~~o?, with
0, 1), (mod 2) under aOd1tlon.
ii. All integers under addition with all powers of 2
under multiplication.
2. Definition.
3. Cyclic groups of order mOe and d) above.
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IV.

Tra~sformation,

(a)

(b)

(c)

V.

composition.

Basic ideas.
1. Geometric examples of transformation groups.
2. Define a tra~sformation T: A-.A l as a functio~.
3. Composite S'T of two transformations: (S'T)
(x)=S(Tcxl) •
4. Identity transformation I.
Examples of transformation groups.
1. All rotations of a regular polygon.
2. All permutations of two things.
3. All translations of a line, of a plane.
4. All motions of a triangle or square (not commutative 1).
Transformation groups.
1. Definitio~ of i~verse transformation, 3·T=I=T·3.
2. Proof that inverse is unique of present.
3. Define transformation groups (set of transformations
of a set A, closed under composition and inverse).

Groups (not necessarily
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

(f)

com~utative).

Axioms (assuming two-sided identity and inverse).
Prove; every transformation group is a group.
Inverses: yniqueness, inverse of product,
ab- l and b- a as solutions of equations.
Division algorithm m=qn+r for integers (in preparation
for exponents to follow).
Ex: 0 n mts and order of an element.
1.' Definition in abstract group of an, a-I, a-no
2. Cyclic subgroup generated by an element a.
3. Order of element, using division algorithm.
Examples: numerous examples of transformation groups,
especially those drawn from geometry.l

rhe preceding two-one semester courses were given in complete
detail.

The third alternative given by the CEEB was a course of selected

topics.

These topics 31'e flexible and could be used with the courses

offered as Alternative I or Alternative II.
follows:

lib'
,
~.,

The selected topics were as
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Selected Topics
I.
II.
III.
IV.

V.
VI.

VII.
VIII.

Additional work on sets, functions, and relations.
t'iathematical induction.
An extension of permutations, combinati8ns, and the
Binomial Theorem.
Probability.
Inequalities and absolute values, solution sets and graphs.
Graphing factorable polynomials and rational functions.
An emphasis on graphical interpretations of systems of
equations.
Three dimensional coordinate geometFj.
lines, and spheres. l

Topics of planes,

These course outlines, as provided by the CEEB, provided the
greatest amount of information possible for the content of the senior
mathematics course.

However, the content of the Selected Topics as

indicated by the CEEB for the senior mathematics course '.,as in duplica
ti8n of the content offered in advanced algebra, trigonometry, and
analytical geometry.

Namely; (a) graphing factorable polynomials and

rational functions, (b) permutations and combinations, (c) inequalities
and absolute values, and (d) graphical interpretation of systems of
equations and solution sets.

Consequently, the course outlined by the

CEEB had to be studied in aetail and certain items deleted.

These items

01 oeleti.on will be discussed later in this chapter.

rhe second cUlriculum committee course outline reviewed was that

of the University of Illinois

lIb
>,
_.~lU. , p.

47.

Co~nittee

on School

Mathew~tics.

ill '

.lne
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course outline, as indicated by UICSM, is as follows:
I.

Circular functions
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

II.

Winding functions
Period ic ity
Evenness and oddness
Monotoneity
ttAnalytical trigonometry" rather than "trinangle solvingll
Inverse circular functions

Deductive Theories
(a)
(b)

(c)

Abstraction of postulates from a model.
Deduction of theorems from these postulates without
reference to a model.
Reinterpretation of the theory to yield information
about other models. l

This content outline was quite limited, however.

Further research

yielded that UICSM was advocating the senior mathematics course outline
issued by D. C. Heath and Company in their textbook, Elementa;r Math
ematical Analysis by Herberg-Bristol.

2

The content from this book was

as follo\r1s:
1.
2.
3.

4.
j.

6.
7.

8.
9.

Set notation and its use.
Numbers, functions and relations.
t10re about relations and functions.
The linear function.
Limits and continuity.
The derivative.
The antiderivatives.
Quadratic functions and relations.
Polynomial functions.

IStudies In

~athematics

Education, Scott, Foresman and Company,

1960, pp. 32-34.
2Max Heberman, UICSM Mathematics Project, MarCh,

letter.).

1968.

(A IJews
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10.
11.
12.
13.

Polynomial equations.
Exponential and logarithmic functions.
Circular functions I.
Circular functions II.
Solution of triangles.
Complex numbers and vectors.
Introducing matrix algebra.
Permutations, combinations, probability.
Mathematical induction. 1
Mathematical structures.

14.
IS.
16.
17.
18.
19.

The third curriculum study that was considered for the establish
ment of a senior mathematics course was that of the school Mathematics
Study Group.

Their course outline was as follows:

Course title:
1.

II.
III.
IV.
V.

Elementary Functions (a one semester course).

Functions.
Polynomial functions.
Tangents to graphs of polynomial functions.
Exponential and

logarit~mic

functions.

Circular functions. 2

The second semester course as outlined by the SMSG curriculum was
as follows:
Course title:

Introduction to ~etrix Algebra (a one semester course

offered in the second half of the senior year).
1.

II.
III.

Hatrix Operations.
l'he algebra of 2 x 2 matrices.
Matrices and linear systems.

IHerberg and Bristol, op. cit., pp. vii-xii.
2School Mathematics Study Group, Newsletter No.
rale University Press, p. 11.

1,

April, 1961,
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IV.

Representation of column matrices as geometric vectors.

V.

Transformati~ns

VI.

of the plane.

A special set of Research Bxercises is appended with the
hope that students will be introduced to real mathematical
>

researCh.

1

The Ball State Teachers College Experimental Program was
investigated for a content outline for a senior mathematics course.
Their recommendation for a senior mathematics course was as follows:
Course title:

I.

II.
Ill.

IV.
V.

Elementary Functions (a one semester course).

Functions.
Polynomial functions.
Tangents to graphs of polynomial functions.
Exponential and logarithmic functions.
Circular functions. 2

This first semester course was similar to the content recormnended
by the 31\1S0 Committee.

The Ball State Teachers College Experimental

Program further recommended the content that was in the textbook, Pre
Calculus Mathematics, published by Addison-wesley.)
reco~mended

course.

Ball State

plane and solid analytic geometry for the second semester

rhe topics considered for the plane and solid analytic

geometry course was as follows:

lIbid., p. 12.
3H.amon L. Avila, Ball State University, A personal let er received
from Dr. H.. L. Avila, April 8, 1970.
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I.
II.
III.
IV.

v.
VI.

Analytic Geometry In the Plane.
Conics.
Analytic Geometry In Space.
Other Coordinate Systems.
Vectors.
Vectors In Three Dimensions. 1

The content given for the senior mathematics course was indicated
by Dr.

R~~on

L. Avila when he stated:

These recommendations reflect the feeling of this department
~~thematics Department) that the four
year program in college preparato~y mathematics at the high
school level should be of a pre-calculus nature. 2

(tne Ball State University

v.

MATHE1'1ATICAL ITEJ'1S DELETED

The follOWing secondary mathematics committee reports were not
given in complete detail:

The University of

P~ryland Matherr~tics

Project, Developmental Project in Secondary Nathematics of Southern
Illinois University, Minnesota Natiol1al Laboratory, New York State
l'JIathematics Syllabus Committee,

~oston

Mathematics Program at Phillips Exter
ProGra~

the

College Mathematical Series,

A~ademy,

The Advanced Placement

of the College Entrance Examination Board, and The Report of

Cambrid~cie

[{eport Corrference on School I"lathematics.

These committee

recommendations were not given in complete detail for the following
reasons:

several programs advocated the teaching of the calculus a

iI'O~'d' •

21bid.
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full year; several thought that an introduction to the first and second
derivatives should be given; several had inadequate information avail
able for the senior mathematics program; and several programs were
working on material for the junior high school mathematics curriculum.
Calculus, at the seoior level of high school instruction, was
deleted for several reasons.

The main reason was that the Mathematics

Coordinator for the Davenport Public Schools, Mr. Harlan Goldsmith,
indicated that the calculus should not be taught in the high school.
Another reason given was that several mathematics curriculum committees
stated the calculus was a college course only.

The Commission on Math

ematics of the College Entrance Examination Board had this statement
concerning tae teaching of calculus in the high school:
.Calculus is a college-level subject. A reasonable immediate
goal for most high schools is a strong college preparatory math
ematics curriculum that will have students ready to begin calculus
when they enter college. l
The CEEB further reported:
1'.11'3 commission does not recommend the inclusion of a course in
calculus as a part of the normal high school curriculum. The
average student canno~ be adequately prepared for such a course
in ttlree years, and anything less than a full year c:)urse will
ordinarily be time wasted, since it will not fit into any typical
college program. lJ[oreover, a course in calculus deals with ideas
that are mathematically quite sophisticated, arld mathematical
maturity is absolutely essential. 2

!Q'1odernizing the f<iathematics Curriculum,1I

Ope

cit., p. 14.
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Another reason given for the exclusion of the calculus in the
high school curriculum was that the teachers were often not adequately
prepared to teach the calculus properly.

The high school teachers often

do not have the depth of understanding needed for adequate instruction.
Furthermore, to teach the calculus properly, a teacher must know some
theory of functions as well as advanced calculus. l
Further instruction of geometry, as a course or as a unit, was
not given great consideration.

The instructional staff for the Daven

port Public Schools indicated that they would not feel adequately
prepared to teach any geometry beyond the analytical geometry level.
Consequently, geometry was deleted as a possible unit of instruction.
The inclusion of the course of study of the trigonometry and
analytical geometry was deemed essential because of the many duplica
tions which appeared in the course outlines

recorr~ended

by the Daven

port Public Schools, and those provided by the other senior mathematics
curriculum committees.

The content for the semester trigonometry course

was as follows:
rrigonometry
This course is a study of the properties and relations among
trigonometric functions and circular functions.
Course of Study:

I.

Sets, relations, and functions.

lOeorge Grossman, "Advanced Placement Matnemati_cs-for~~hom?",
fhe Mathematics Teacher, LV (November, 1962), 564.
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A.

Real numbers
1. Natural numbers
2. Integers
3. Rational numbers
4. Irrational numbers

B.

Open sentences
1. Equations
2. Inequalities

C.

Cartesian product

u.

delations
Domain.
2. Range
3. Function
4. Composition of functions

1.

II.

Ill.

Circular functions

A.

Periodic functions

B.

Basic circular functions
1. Cosine
2. Sine

C.

Properties of basic circular functions

D.

Reduc tion formulas

E.

Auditional circular functions
L
Tangent
2. Cotangent
J. Secant
4. Cosecant

Fe

Ioentities and proofs

Graphs of circular functions

A.

Graphs of cosine and sine

B.

Graphs of other circular functJons
1. Asymptotes

C.

Graphs of functions involving sine and cosine
1. Amplitude
2. Period
J. Phase shift
4. Location of g,raph
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IV.

v.

'T'
~ 1.

D.

Graphs of other functions

E.

Graphing by addition of ordinates

F.

Uniform circular motion and simple harmonic
motion

Inverses of circular functions

A.

Inverses of cosine and sine

B.

Inverses of other circular functions

C.

Open sentences

Trigonometric functions

A.

Angle measure

B.

Trigonometric functions

C.

Trigonometric identities

D.

Tables for trigonometric functions
1. Heference angles

E.

Solution of triangles
1. Law of sines
2. Law of cosines
3. ~mbiguous case

Vectors
A.

Vectors and geometric representation
1. [~orm and magnitude
2. Direction angle
3. Vector addition
4. Scalar multiplication

B.

Basis vectors
1. Linear combination
2. Unit vectors
3. Vector of scalar components

C.

Inner product of two vectors
1. Vector addition
2. Scalar multiplication
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VII.

VIII.

D.

Applications
1. Free vectors
2. Forces

E.

Polar coordinates
1. Graphs of polar equations

Complex numbers
A.

As ordered pairs

B.

Standard form

c.

Graphical representation of complex numbers

D.

Polar form of complex numbers

E.

De Moivre's Theorem

Infinite series and trigonometric functions
( optional)
A•

T ' 1.'t
-,-,l.m

l

The content for the semester analytical geometry course was as
follows:
Analytical GeometFI
The purpose of this course is to relate the concepts of algebra
and geometry and to lay the foundation of applied mathematics.

It is a

study of rectangular and polar coordinates in two and three dimensions.

IDavenport Public Schools, op. cit"

pp. 23-24.
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Course of Study:
I.

II.

III.

Inequalities
A.

Review of the basic axioms of the real number system

B.

Introduction of interval notation

c.

Using the properties of the real numbers
1. Solving open sentences involving inequality
2. Solving open sentences involving absolute value

D.

Solving inequalities involving polynomials
using the number line

Relations, functions, and graphs
A.

Review of the definitions and notation involved in the
study of relations and functions
1. Domain
2. Range
3. Projections

B.

Use of sYmmetry and intercepts in graphing

C.

Finding the intersection of loci
1. Algebraically
2. Graphically

The straight line
A.

The distance formula

B.

The midpoint formula

C.

Slope of a line
1. Parallel lines
2. Perpendicular lines

D.

Squntions for the lines
1. Point-slope form
2. Two point form
3. Slope-intercept form
4. Two~intercept form
). Parametric equations

~.

Point of division formula
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IV.

v.

F.

Distance from a point to a line

G.

Families of lines

H.

Angle between two lines

I.

Linear inequalities in two unknowns

Vectors

A.

Vector equality

B.

Operations with vectors
1. Vector addition
2. Multiplication by a scalar
3. Scalar product

The Conic sections
A.

Circle
1. Equation of a circle
2. Tangents to the circle
3. Normals of the circle (optional)
4. Families of circles

D.

Parabola
1. SquatiJns and definitions
2. Tangents to the parabola
3. ;Jormals t8 the parabola (optional)

C.

Ellipse
1. Equations and definitions
2. Directions
J. Tangents
4. Normals (optional)

D.

Hyperbola
Equations and definitions
2. Directrices, tangents, and asymptotes
J. Normals (optional)
1.

VI.

E.

rranslatiJn of axes

F.

rtotat ion of axes

Transcendental functions
A.

Heview grapt1ing of trigonometric functions
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VII.

VIII.

IX.

B.

Inverse relations and functions

C.

Exponential and logarithmic curves

Polar coordinates (optional if covered in trigonometry)

A.

Graphing equations

B.

Symmetry

C.

Equations in polar and Cartesian coordinates

Solid analytical geometry
Vectors in three dimensions (optional)l

Since trigonometry was a first semester course and analytical
geometry was a second semester course the previous year for these senior
mathematics students, the content pertaining to trigonometry and analy
tical geometry was reviewed extensively in order to determine what
topics should be placed in the senior mathematics course.

The unit

on circular functions was deleted from the CEEB proposed senior
mathematics course since it was discussed in detail in the trigonometry
Course previously.

Likewise, the

S~SG,

Ball State, and the UICSM unit on

circular functions was omitted as a possible topic for the senior math
ematics course.
The units on functions and relations from the CEEB and functions
and polynomial functions from the

S~GG

were deleted since this content

was covered rather extensively in intermediate and advanced algebra.
Functions and relations were reviewed in the trigonometry and analytic
1

Ibid., pp. 2$-26.

---------------"111
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geometry course the following year for these students.

This left

approximately a one-half of a semester course for the senior mathematics
course.

The topics of logarithmic and exponential functions were con

sidered for inclusion in the senior mathematics course, but they had
been covered in advanced algebra so they were dropped.
Introduction to Probability and Statistics as proposed by the
GEES was considered next as a possible one-semester course.

However,

the coordinator of the mathematics curriculum for the Davenport Public
Schools indicated that some of the items outlined by GEEB must be deleted.
The senior mathematics course was not to consist of a full semester
of Probability and Statistics.
semester course were:

Several reasons given for not having a

(1) college credit would not be given for this

course, (2) no suitable high school textbook available for a full
semester course, and (3) the content of the course would require a unit
on the infinite series, usage of natural logarithms, and usage of a
computer since many problems involved detailed calculations and a
computer would be ideal for the solving of these problems.
A unit on the computer was considered, but it was rejected at
this time because a course had not been taken by the instructional
staff.

A unit on the computer would be added as soon as a staff member

received instruction on the computer and adequate facilities were made
available (a room for the computers), within the school system.
The content for Probability and Statistics was reduced somewhat;
consequently, the course was less than a semester in length.

The
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deletion of some of the content for Probability and Statistics as pro
posed by the GEEB was in accord with what other schools had been doing.
This was indicated by Mosteller who had indicated that the Poisson
distribution was avoided because of the infinite series since schools
find it difficult to find adequate staff members.

1

Probability and Statistics was alloted approximately six to
seven weeks of instruction.

As a result the content of the CEEB pro

posed course of Probability and Statistics had to be revised to
accommodate this arrangement.
The content of Introduction to Modern Algebra, as proposed by
the GEEB, was then considered for the senior mathematics course.

The

system of rational numbers was covered rather extensively in the
advanced algebra course as well as the properties for rational numbers.
fapics involving inequality properties were covered in rather complete
detail in the advanced algebra, trigonometry, and analytical geometry
courses.

The remaining content, as proposed by the GEEB, was then

consiUtred.

However, it was determined that some of the topics for the

[O.odern Algebra course would not be covered in as great a detail as was
fiorposed by the CEEB •

Therefore , the remaining content did not require

a full semester.

IFrederick f'1osteller, llWhat Has Happened to Probability In, the
High School 1", The ;·1athematics Teacher, LV (December, 1967), Ci24-d)1.
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The Selected Topics as proposed by the CEEB were considered.
The topic for probability was considered to be of importance and was
to be included in the senior mathematics CQurse.

The extension of the

topics for graphing of ratial1al functions, systems of equations,
coordinate geometry of three dimensions, and graphing of inequalities
and absolute values were also considered.

Since these topics were

covered in rather complete detail in the advanced algebra, trigonometry,
and analytical geometry courses they were deleted from the proposed
senior mathematics course.
The UICSM senior mathematics course advocated derivatives and
antiderivatives as was indicated earlier in this chapter that the math
el'l'..atics coordinator, Goldsmith, had stressed that calculus was not to
be included in the senior mathematics course.

Other reasons, as stated

earlier, were that calculus was a college level course only, high
5choJl teachers were not adequately prepared, and that the high school
students would be lacking in mathematical maturity. 1

Therefore, these

two topics were deleted from this course content as well as circular
functl0ns, limits and continuity, and exponential and logarithmic
functions.

The topics remaining that were considered important for the

senior mathematics course were as follows:

(1) matrix algebra, (2) prob

ability, (.3) mathematical induction, and (4) mathematical structures.

Ope cit., pp. 13-14.
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From the S~BG course content outline, the following items were
deleted for possible usage in the senior mathematics course:

(1) tan

gents to graphs of polynomial functions, (2) circular functions,

(3) polynomial functions, and (4) exponential and logarithmic functions.
Topics that were retained from the SMSG outline were the proposed
course for matrix algebra and selected items from the various units
involving functions.
Fr~m

the Ball State Teachers College program the topic on space

was deleted since it was primarily concerned with topics relating to
analytical geometry.

Elementary functions and their graphs, circular

functions, and topics relating to trigonometry were considered to have
been covered in trigonometry the previous year.

Topical items that

were considered of importance for possible placement in the senior
mathernatics course were as follows:
and determinants,

rr~thematical

vectors, systems of linear equations

induction, and combinatorial problems.

As a result of all these exclusions from each of the four math
ematics programs, no complete senior mathematics course was left as
established by these committees.
were certain topics

00

However, the items that .lere left

functions, probability, statistics, matrix

algebra, mathematical induction, topics from Nodern Algebra (abstract
algebra) vectors, and complex numbers.

These topics were then considered.

It was determined, h01,o18Ver, that some of these topics could be used for
a full semester course and others for only several weeks of instruction.
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The process of selecting the topics was further complicated by
the fact that even though some of these topics were covered for a full
semester, the student would still have to repeat the course in college.
The reason for this is that college credit is not available at the
Davenport Public Schools for courses taught in high school.

It was

determined, therefore, that a full semester would not be devoted to any
one topic.
VI.

THE CONTENT FOR THE SENIOR MATHEl1ATICS COURSE

What should be the procedure and content for the curriculum of
the senior mathematics course?
following manner.
following
1.

itew~

Tnis question was considered in the

The content that was selected was based upon the

as stated by P. S. Jones:

what topics will best help students to understand the nature,
role, and fascination of mathematics'?

2.

,,'hat topics will form the best basis for further studies by the
students, whether they be motivated by necessity or by
curiosity?

J.

~hat

topics are most necessary to the future citizen's ability

to understand his culture and to functioCl effectively in it'?
4.

vihictl of all these topics can be most effectively studied at the
students' level of maturity

and

in the time available,?l

Ip. S. Jones, liThe jvIathematics Teacher's Dilemma," The U~1~versity
of Hiclligan School of Education Bulletin, XXX (January, 1959), bj-n.
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The first unit proposed for the senior mathematics course was
'Ehe History of r1athematics.

This topic was to be used a unit for

individual study by each student.

Justification for this unit was

presented from the following viewpoints.

The unit would form a basis

for the discovery approach to mathematics whereby the student would be
allowed to discover some basic facts about the evolution of the various
mathematical ideas as they occurred in history.

In addition, the

student would do individual research in an area of mathewAtics.

A

historical approach to mathematics was further indicated by Freitag and
Freitag who stated:
A proper fusion of the history of mathematics with its teaching
and learning can only produce desirable results. Some of the
possible improvements are in deepening, fostering, and strengthening
the outcomes of the traditional approach. l
They also indicated that:
. . • The historical method is an asset to the attainment of
mathematical objectives of both teaching and learning. 2
They further stated that:
Any educator interested in improving the teaching of mathemAtics
must consider a more intelligent use of nistorical material. 3
The topics considered and included in the unit on the History
of Mathematics were as follows:

(1)

chronolo~y of pi, (2) the three

IHerta T. Freitag and Arthur A. Freitag, "Using the rlistory of
i"1a thematics In Teaching on the Secondary Level," The MathelT'..atics
reacher, L (March, 1957), 221.
2 _Tb 1'd •

Jlbid., p. 220.
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problems of antiquity, (3) the development of our number system,

(4) contributions made by the Egyptians, Greeks, Babylonians, Hindus,
and Arabians to the early development of mathematics,

(5) men of math

ematics (Euclid, Pythagoras, Archimedes, Euler, Fibonacci, Descartes,
Heron, Gauss, Newton, Leibnitz, Carda 00, De Moivre, Pascal, Bernoulli,
Lagrange, Copernicus, Kepler, Fermat, Hilbert and others),

(6) the events

and men that led to the development of the courses of algebra, geometry,
analytical geometry, probability, trigonometry, and arithmetic.
It was also considered that some of the ideas suggested would
be rather difficult for the students.

However, it was determined that

if many ideas and areas were discussed, it would allow the students to
come into contact with as much history of mathematics as possible.

It

was considered desirable to allow the students to investigate an area or
a man in as much detail as possible rather than to completely neglect
the topic.
l'he inclus ion of this uni t on the History of Hathematics was best
Ln':lcated by the statement made by Fehr which stated:

Indeed, compared with students who have no historical approach,
those who do, show a deeper understanding of the principles and
concepts involved, an ability to apply the principles to solving
problems, a genuine appreciation of IJJ8thelJJ8tics as an integral
element of the culture in which it develops, and greater respect
l
for knowledge as man's guide to improvement of his life.
\iOward F. Fehr, "TeaChing High School :'1att1t~matics,It Department
of Classroom Teachers American Educational Research Assoc iation of the
;~ationalEducationAssociatioi1,Article No.9, (October, 1955), "lJ: --
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Topics that would be included in the course content for the
History of Mathematics were those that were largely found to be
unanswerable.

Some of these topics were as follows:

1.

Does there exist, at very least, one even number greater than
two, which is not a sum of two primes?

2.

Topology problem of Koienigsburg.

3.

Goldbach Conjective: That each natural even number greater than
six, is a sum of two different primes.

4.

Is there any odd natural number n for which the sum of all its
natural divisors is 2n?
Is it true that in the decimal expansion of
occurs an infinite number of times?l

J2:

the digit one

It was further indicated that no teacher would be expected to
know all the material in this proposed unit.

However, the teacher would

be expected to know where the available material was located and to aid
the student in his undertaking of his project for the research paper.
fhe second unit that was placed in the senior mathew2tics course
was the study of the nature of mathematics.
i1umber fields, groups, and rings.

Tnis unit was to include

Complex numbers were introduced and

were to be discussed in detail since they had been introduced only
briefly in either advanced algebra or trigonometry.

The course content

for this area is presented in deta i l later in tnis chapter.

This unit

"
' k"1.. "f<nr;cn'
m~nt r1athematics for High School, n National
. ,Jlerplns
_
Goune i l of Teachers of I'lathe rn8 ties, 28th Yearbook, dasnington, D.C.:
l}bJ ,20)-217.
.L
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had been advocated for inclusion in the senior COurse by the CEES, the
~,

and the Mathematics Coordinator for the Davenport Public Schools.
The third unit of instruction that was placed in the senior

mathematics course was functions and relations.

This unit was recon

sidered and waS finally placed in the senior mathematics course because
some of the topics on functions and relations had been covered in the
sophomore year of instruction and some completely different ideas on
functions had been discussed in the junior year.

Therefore, this unit

of functions and relations was to consist of a brief but VeFj thorough
review of the definition of function and relation.

The review was to

include linear, quadratic, polynomial, circular, periodic, exponential,
logarithmic, and inverse functions.

These items were advocated by the

and Ball State Teachers College Mathematics cur
riculwn c')I!Irnittees for the senior mathematics course.

The content is

presented in detail later in this chapter.
Mathematical induction was the next unit placed in the senior
mathematics course.
and series.

The instruction of this unit was to include sequence

The definition of mathematical induction of sequences and

series, and of arithmetic and geometric progressions was inclUded.
by mathematical induction were included.

Proofs

This unit was advocated by the

CEES, UrCSi'l, and ihll state Teachers College for the senior mathematics

A detailed account of this unit was included in this chapter.

course.

Vectors was the next topic placed in the course outline.
definitio

I

The

of a vector was given, its usage and applicatbn was developed.
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Also, addition and scalar multiplication were defined and discussed.
Vectors, as a unit, were stressed by the SMSG in some form in their
ma trix algebra, the CEEB in their junior year of mathematics, and by
the Ball State Teachers Oollege program.

The content was placed in the

senior mathematics course since it was deleted by some instructors in
the (,rigonometry because of lack of time.

The detailed content of this

unit appears in this chapter.
Probability and statistics were introduced in this course outline
and followed the pattern established by the
Ball State Teachers College, and UICSM.

Cb~B,

several items from

Some of the items deleted from

the detailed outline established by CEEB were:

(1) the law of con

tinuity, and (2) the relation between two variables.
presented in detail later in the chapter.

This unit is

The final topic that was

placed in the senior mathematics course outline was l'iatrix A.lgebra.
Among

tJ18

items of importance that were stressed were the definitions of

a matrix, the operation of matrices, using the matrices to solve prob
lems, the definition of a determinant, the process of how to find a
determinant, and the application of a determinant.

The primaFj sources

of information for this unit were SI'1SG and the Ball State Teachers Col
lege pro!c'ram for sen ior ma thematics.
C:)ote:nt 1'01'

The complete deta i l of the course

hatrix Algebra \"as given in detail in this chapter under the

c')urse outline.
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vII.

5ENIOR I'1A.THiI"lA'rICS COURSE OUTLINE

'rhis course is designed to lay the groundwork for the calculus.
It will include the history of mathematics, the nature of mathematics,
functions and relations, mathematical induction with sequences and series,
vectors, probability and statistics, and matrix algebra.
The course of
I.

study~

History of Mathematics

A.

Numeral Systems
1. Early counting and recording of numerals
2. Early computation in addition and multiplication
3. Selected problems

B.

Contributions made by Early Civilizations
1. Egyptians
2. Babylonians
3. Greeks
4. Hindus
5. Arabs

C.

Selected topics of interest
1. Chronology of pi
2. Toree problems of antiquity
(a) Duplication of a cube
(b) Trisection of an angle
(c) ~uadrature of a circle
3. Pythagorean Mathematics

D.

Men of mathematics
1. 2eno 2. Aristotle 3. Euclid 4. ArchL~edes
5. Pythagoras 6. Ptolemy 7. Fibonacc i
8. Copernicus 9. Ferrari 10. Tartaglia
11. Carnano 12. JalHeo 13. Eepler 14. Napier
15. briggs 16. Gunter 17. Fermat
10. Uescartes 19. Pascal 20. Gregory
21. Newton 22. Leibniz 23· Bernoulli
24. De MOlvre 25. Gauss 26. and other men as
discovered by the students.
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II.

E.

Contributions to the Various Branches of IVlathematics
1. Algebra and arithmetic
2. Geometry (Plane and other)
3. Trigonometry
4. Analytical geometry
5. Probability
6. Calculus (if student interest demands it)l

F.

Word origin as they are encountered in the senior
mathematics course.

G.

Mathematical conjectures
1. Goldbach conjecture
2. Koenigsburg Bridge Problem
3. And other conjectures 2

l~ature

of lVJathemat ics

A.

Introduction of groups
1. Preliminary definitions and a3sumptions
2. Definition of a group
3. Commutative (Abelian) Groups
4. Examples of non-commutativety
S. Subgroups
6. Group generators
7. Cyclic groups
8. Tneorems about groups

B.

Introduction to Rings and FieldS
1. Definition of a ring
2. Theorems about rings
3. Integers (modulo n)
4. Assumptions concerning the real and complex
numbers
5. Definition of a~~ield 3
6. Theorems about 11e1ds.
7. Ordered fields

C.

Complex numbers
1. Definition of a complex number
2. Complex number as an ordered pair
3. Graphical representation of a complex number

lEves, op. cit., pp. xi-xvi, and 383-390.
2Sierpinski, op. cit., pp. 209-217.
3Flora IJinrines, Abstract ~atl1ematic~ Systems (:lJew York:
ton-Century-Crofts, 1964), pp. vii-viii.

Apple
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4.

5.

6.
7.
8.
III.

Four operations on complex numbers
Complex numbers and quadratic equations
Polar form of a complex number
De Moivre1s theorem
rtoots of a complex number

F'unctions and Relations
A.

Definitions
L

2.
B.

IV.

Helation
Function

Types of functions
1. Linear 2. Quadratic 3. Polynomial
4. Circular S. Periodic 6. Exponential
7. Logarithmic 8. Inverse 9. Other uses of
functions

Mathematical Induction
A.

Definition of mathematical induction

B.

Proofs by mathematical induction
L
Formulas
2. Discovered formulas

C.

Definition of a sequence and a series

D.

Progress ions
Arithmetic
2. Geometric

1.

V.

~.

Binomial theorem

F\ ..

Infinite sequences and series

G.

Limit of a sequence

H.

InHni te geometric series

J.

Axiom of completeness

Vectors:
A.

Definition of a vector

B.

?roperties of a vector.
multiplication)

(Addition and scalar
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VI.

C.

Geometric representation of a vector

D.

Basis of a vector

E.

Inner product of two vectors

F.

Free vectors

G.

Vector application to forces.
pendicular forces included).

H.

Polar coordinates and graphs

~.

Polar coordinates and equations

(Parallel and per

Probability and Statistics
A.

Definition of probability and statistics

B.

Statistics
1. dandom sampling
2. Other sampling procedures
3. hepresentation of the data (various types of
graphs)
4. Percentiles
5. Definition: Mean, median, mode, quartile, etc.
6. Measures of central tendency
7. Deviations and its calculations
8. Normal curve and application of the standard
deviation

C.

Probability
Introduct ion by "intuitive approach"
2. Experiments with a (8) coin, (b) dice, (c) deck
of cards
3. Samples spaces. Examples and definitions
4. Events and their probabilities
5. Probabilities and sets
b. Compulsory events
7. Independent events and dependent events
b. Conditional probabilities
9. lUlndom drawings and numbers and the use of the
table of random numbers
10. Permutations (linear and circular permutations)
11. Combinations
12. Binomial distribution
1.
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VII.

Matrix Algebra

A.

Definition of a matrix

B.

Operation with matrices
1. Equality 2. Addition 3.
4. Multiplicative inverses

Multiplication

c.

Using matrices to solve problems
1. Introduction
2. Triangulation method
J. Formulation in terms of matrices
4. Solution by means of matrices
5. Diagonal method
6. Matrix inversion
7. Linear systems in general

D.

Linear transformations

E.

Algebra of matrices

F.

Determinants
1. Definition
2. Finding determinants
J. Using determinants to solve problems
4. Inverses

G"

Augrnented matrix

H.

Using matrices to study the properties of
Groups
2. Rings
3. Fields
1.

Tnis was a course content outline oaly.

rhe detailed course

outline was given in the Appendix B of the report.

The detailed amount

of time allowable for each unit was given by the following time table:
Suggested lBO-Day Time Schedule
Chapter (or unit)
NUmber of days

1

2

3

20

IS

40

456

15

IS

40

7

8

35

?
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The course was designed for a full year, and classes will meet
daily for fifty-five minutes.

Glass time will be used for presentation

of the material, and the assigned problems will be done outside of
class time.
Unit eight was added only if, by some chance or other, the
content for the first seven units were covered in
time were available for further course work.
with logic and methods of proof.
advocated by UIGSM, GEES, and

cO~Dlete

detail and

Unit eight was concerned

The material for this unit was

SI~G.

The main topics advocated were

the usage of sets and the application of sets to the various areas of
algebra.

Appendix B contains an outline of this unit.

Unit VIII.

A.
B.

Logic and Method of Proof

Language and symbols
Proofs
1. Truth tables
2. 3yllog isms

3. Indirect proof
4. Law of detachment
C.

Sets applied to:
1. Aleebra
2. Logic
3. Boolean algebra

The rna in course J covering units one to seven, would be expanded
or deleted in c i)ntent as deemed essential by the instructor.
allotment was only to serve as a guide.

The time

Several days should be allowed

for the presentation and discussion of the oral and written reports.
The tirne alloted for the individual reports would depend upon class size
a~

well

dB

the nature of the reports.
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With the completion of the content for a senior mathematics
course, the next item for the curriculum was the selection of a suit
able senior mathematics textbook.

However, the selection procedure for

a textbook was lacking, as stated before in Chapter II.

Consequently,

a procedure had to be establisned for the selection of a senior math
ematics textbook.
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DEVELOPi-fJENT OF THE TEXTBOOK SELECTION" I"lATERIAL

1.

INTRODUCTION

Textbooks occupy a unique position in the American Educational
System.

Many times the textbook largely determines the content and

the organization of a specific course of study.

Either fortunately or

unfortunately, this is particularly true of the mathematics courses
taught in the American schools (for both elementary and secondary levels
of instruction).

In most cases the content of the courses is dependent

upon the textbook content.

Consequently, the selection of a textbook

is a very important task for a course of instruction.

Increasing dif

ficulty is encountered in the selection of an appropriate textbook
because of the many textbooks available, the many varied mathematics
programs being announced as the best series for adoption, and the many
varied thoughts presented as to the theory and practice to be applied
to a school situation for instruction.

As a result of these items of

difficulty, it was considered that the problem of textbook selection
would be an increasingly complex situation for a teacher to

w~ke

a valid

selection.
in

view of the importance and the difficulty of evaluating a

textbook, it was considered extremely important to have a procedure
available to select a textbook with as much objectivity as possible.
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l'he material reviewed and the material available failed to establish
the selection procedure desired for a senior mathematics textbook.
Since a procedure was deemed essential, it was then decided to develop
a selection process that could be used to select an appropriate senior
mathematics textbook with as much objectivity as possible.

It was

deemed essential that the selection procedure be made with considerable
care.

As was stated by Atwan, in an article from the School Executive:

The kind of equipment selected and the method by which it
is selected can influence directly the quality of education
provided for the children. l
Ideas for the actual content of the selection procedure were
derived from several sources.

The content for the evaluation of a text

book, according to the Des Moines Public Schools, should be concerned
with the following items~

(1) authorship and publisher, (2) approach

and method, (3) content, (4) teachability factors, and (5) format.

2

rhe Davenport Public Schools indicated the following items as being of
importance:

(1) adequate diagnostic material, (2) drill on basic

skills, (3) acceptable reading level in the explanations and in the
word problen~, (4) sufficient word problems of varying degree of
difficulty, (S) attractive format-interesting illustrations, (6) is
the modern approach being used, (7) the attractiveness of the book

lA.. Ill. At\>Jan, "Selecting EqUipment: A Cooperative Enterprise,1I
School Executive, LIX-LX (November, 1949), 59.
2

op. cit.

ues

[-1oines Public Schools, IICriteria for Textbook Evalua tion, II
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cover, (S) logical organizations, (9) concept development, (10) illustra
tions, and (11) stimulating content for further stucty.l

This gUideline

for textbook selection, as furnished by the Davenport Public Schools,
was an one-page score sheet with only the topics (1-11) given as indi
cated in the above listing for the Davenport Schools.
£~blic

Cedar Rapids

Schools indicated that the content of the book was the most

important item to be considered for the selection of a textbook. 2 They
further indicated that they were developing a textbook selection pro
cedure similar to the recommendations made by the National Education
Association)

The Allamakee County School District (Waukon, Iowa) indi

cated that the main points to be considered for textbook selection were
as follows:

(1) authorship, (2) philosophy, (3) content and organiza

tion, (4) method, ($) aids for teachers, (6) vocabulary, and (7) illus
trations. 4
Since the Cedar }{apids School District had indicated that they
were considering a new evaluation procedure for the selection of a text
book and were going to develop their selection procedures according to
IJjavenport Public Schools, llCriteria for Textbook Evaluation. II
2Cedar Hapids Public Schools, "Criteria for Textbook Evaluation."

3 Th 10.
, ,
4Al1amakee County School District (\'1aukon, Iowa), "Criteria for
Textbook Svaluation. tl
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the guidelines recommended by the NEA, it was determined that the
selection procedures being developed in this study should also review
the recommendations made by the NEA.
booklet titled:

The NEA recommendations are in a

Guidelines For Textbook Selection.

The recommenda

tions made in this publication were as follows:
1.

Innovation. To bring about fundamental changes in courses
of study. Textbooks can help bring about improvements in
content, organization, and teaching methods.

2.

Up-to-date content. To insure accurate and up-to-date content by
selecting textbooks that include new concepts, insights, and
facts.

3.

Provisions for Individual Differences. To select textbooks that
stimulate pupils grouped heterogeneous~y and those organized
by levels or tracks.

4.

Grade-tograde Development. To select tLose series of textbooks
that provide for growth from grade to grade.

5.

Course-of-study Correlation. To select textbooks that best
correlate with local or state courses of study.

6.

Instructional Assistance. To select textbooks with the kind
of supplementary aids that will best help teachers reach
their nighest level of efficiency.

7.

Inspiration and Growth for Teachers. To select textbooks
that wilL encourage teachers to revise and imprcve their
methods and that ;ill inspire their work with the zeal
.
.... 1
and vigor that come from launching
a new enterprise.
The textbook selection criteria were developed with the following

facts to be considered in the actual development of the criteria:

lReport of the Joint Committee of the National Ed~cat~on A~socia
tion and the American Textbook Publishers Institute, "Guidellnes i or
Textbook Selection, II National Educati0l! Association (Washington, D.C.:
1969), pp. 23-24.
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(1) the course of study, (2) the total school mathematics curriculum,
and (J) the educational philosophy of the school system. 1

Ideas for

the content of the textbook selection procedure had to be established
which would involve the three above facts.

The first item,

(1) the

course of study for the senior mathematics course, was developed in
this chapter.

The second and third items were already established

by the school district and were simply restated in this chapter.
'The actual content for the selection of a textbook was formed
from the seven features established by the NEA in their booklet:
lines For Textbook Selection.

Guide

These seven items were stated as follows:

(1) possible innovations within the course of stUdy, (2) the material
was up to date, (3) provisions for individual differences,
grade development of the content,

(5)

(4) grade to

course of study correlation,

(6) in.structional assistance for the teacher, and (7) suggestions for

the teacher to improve the method of instruction. 2

These seven recom

mendations were selected because they most closely related to the
literature and score cards reviewed by the author.

However, these

seven items were only suggestions made by the NEA and did not give
any specific items to observe when selecting a textbook.
The general over-all importance of anyone of the seven items
listed in the report made by the NEA could not be completely ignored.

2Yteport of the Joint Corrnnittee of the National Education Assoc ia
tion and the American Textbook Publishers Institute, Jp. cit., p. 19.
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In reference to one of these items, namely part (3), provisions for indi
vidual differences, it was deemed necessary that the textbook, as well
as the curriculum content, must allow for individual differences within
the classroom.

As Smith noted in his report:

~ven six pupils in a group, no matter how carefully selected,
are still six individuals with different abilities, interests,
rates, and so forth. l

The importance of part (1), the possibility for innovation
within a course of study; part (6), for instructional assistance for
the teacher; and part (7), suggestions for the teacher to improve the
meth8d of instruction, was indicated by Leese, Frasure, and Johnson who
stated:
Textbook publishers have made a decided contribution by
increasing the fleXibility of texts to encourage teacher
initiative. Actually, many of the better books are now set
up as initial and basic resource tools containing extensive
and appropriate suggestions for the development of a variety
of learning activ:i-ties. 2
Provisions for individual differences as well as the

rem~ining

three features, part (2), the rr~terial was up to date; part (4), grade
to grade development; and part (3), a course of study correlation were
sLressed as being of utmost importance to the educational process in an
article by Anderson who indicated the following:
IRolland H. Smith, "Provisions for Individual Differences,11 fhe
Learning of lVlathematics, Its rneory and Practice, rhe l.'wenty-first
Yearbook of the National Counc i l of Teachers of 11atilematics (kJashington,
D.C.: 1953), p. 273.
2Leese, frasure, and Johnson, Jr., op. cit., p. 46.
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1.

Selection of instructional material should follow a study of
the program and its objectives.

2.

The greatest extent possible, the choice of the material and
the resources used should be the responsibility of those who
use them.

3.

The choice of the material and resources should be based upon
the purposes, maturity, and the background of the group for
whom it is intended.

4.

The staff should cooperatively establish the criteria for the
selection of the materials to be purchased for the sChool. l
Anderson further stated that:

Too often books for use in the classroom are selected on bases
other than the Qbjectives to be achieved and the nature of pupils
to be taught. The book may look teachable, it may have an attrac
tive for~~t; or the teacher may find that other teachers are using
it. Wben materials are selected in these terms, objectives
become empty statements. 2
All of these outlines and recommendations were reviewed in detail
in order to establish a procedure for the selection of a senior math
emlltics textbook.

Upon reviewing these procedures, however, for

selecting a textbook, it was decided that
v,ere offered.

man~

different suggestions

11ithin each suggestion, though, there was much subjec

tivi ty required in order to give an evaluation of a senior mathematics
textbook.

The content that was considered important for the develop

rnent of a procedure for the selection of a textbook was formed from
many and varied sources.
procedure was as follows:

Content finally selected for the evaluation
(1) aims, (2) autnorship and research,

IVEc'rnon E. Anderson, 1-'rinciples and Procedures of Curriculum
Improvement (New York: Ronalcr"Press Comparfj', 1956), PP· 326-331.
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(3) content and its organization, (4) methods, (5) teacher and student
aids, and

(6) special features included in the textbook.

Each area will be identified, explained, and its importance
stressed by quoting a source of reference, some author, or a mathematics
committee.

The details for determining whether these items are attained

by a given textbook will be given in the score card (or scoresheet).
usage of the score sheet is indicated in Chapter Four.

The

Two textbooks are

used for evaluation, and a recommendation is made for an adoption of the
textbook evaluated highest according to the score sheet.
II.

Aims.

DISCUSSION OF THE TEXTBOOK SELECTION HAT£RIAL

In order to be an effective tool of education, the textbook

must have goals that are comparative with the goals of the school dis
trict.

Once tne goals have been established by the schod district, it

is then possible to determine the curriculum and the material needed to
aid in the instruction of a given course.

It was suggested by Georges

that the material presented should f/lake a contribution to the central
aims

of the course and to the ideas involved in the instruction of math

ema tics to indicate that mathematics is a process

0f

' 'k'~ng. 1
t n~n

The goals of the school district, for mathematics instruction,
should be clearly stated prior to the selection of a textbook, and
some thought should be given as to the type of textbook des ired for the
1 Joel S. Georges, "Selecting a Textbook In Mathematics, Il School
3cie~ and Mathematics, LIlT (May, 195h), 3LS-346.
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given course of study.

For the purposes of this report, it was assumed

that the goals for the school district had been established; consequently,
the goals need not be established by the textbook committee.

The goals

would be stated only by the committee so as to coincide with those of
the school district.
As one evaluates tne textbook, it is hoped that the aims of the
textbook are clearly stated and coincide with or compare favorably with
those established by the school district for the given course.

If the

aims of the textbook are not clearly stated, it is hoped that the teacher
will be able to establish aims from the content of the textbook to com
pare favorably with those established by the school district.
Authorship and research.

An item of considerable importance to

be employed in an analysis of a textbook is the author of the book.
Hopefully, the author is competent in the subject area in which he is
writing and that he had had some experience as a teacher in the subject
area.

If an author lacks competency in the subject area of his writing,

then difficulty may be encountered by the teacher regarding the written
material by the author.

Hall-Quest indicated that a free lance author

with no concept of the subject area or regard for concerted opinion
Jiiay not necessarily be wrong in the presentation of the subject 111..atter,
but it canstra ins the teacher to investigate carefully the au thor IS
reason for his views. l

hall..;~uest further implied that if the author

lHall-~uest, op. cit., p. 184.
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nas broad training and broad preparation, then the teacher of the material
will be more inclined to accept his statement as safe and constructive
for educational purposes.

l

If the material has been tested in the c1ass

room, then the teacher can have reasonable assurance of its value for
instructional use.

As was noted earlier, by Gronbach, the material of a

textbook must withstand the usage in the classroom.

The textbook evalua

tion is not complete until it is used in the classroom. 2
It was further indicated that the author of a textbook has a
responsibility to society.
writings.

The author can influence society by his

His product, in the final analysis, is an instrument of

power. 3
In most cases, the publisher lists the credentials of the author.
The listing, hopefully, includes the type of academic and professional
or educational training which the author has had.

This training of the

author and his professional experience deserve some conSideration. 4
Concluding the item for authorship and research, the writings
of the author should conform to the course of study, the total math

ematics curriculum, and the educational philosophy of the school district.

lrbtd.
2eron b ac h ,

Ope

cit., p. 188.

3rioger Bierstadt, liThe \vriters of Textb?o~s,It, Text i'1ateria~s .12
l'1odern Education. (.4. series of chapters perta1nwg ~~ text matenals)
(Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois Press, 19)5), p. 127.
4'b'
,
p. 185.
-l 10.,
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If the authorship is questionable, then the textbook would be considered
undesirable for possible use by the school district.
Content and organization.

The most important item to be considered

in the selection of a textbook is the book's content.

The book, for all

practical purposes, is of no value unless it is opened and used.

Once

the book is opened, the content of the book becomes the prime considera
tion for the evaluation of the textbook.

The content is the major

determining factor as to the relative importance of the book.

This was

indicated by the NEA in a research memo stating:
The most important thing to judge in evaluating a textbook is
the material contained in it and the way it is presented. l
The importance of the content of the material was given in
Chapters I and II, when curriculum committees indicated that the content
of the mataematics curriculum must be developed first.
can De selected.

Then a textbook

A further indication as to the importance of the

content of a mathemAtics textbook was given by the numerically weighted
score card used by the Des Moines Public Schools for the evaluation of
elementary mathematics textbooks.

Out of a possible 1000 points they

had 450 points for the content of the

rr~thematics

textbook.

2

l[·~at ional EdUCation Assoc iat ion, R.esearch Divis ion, rtesearch

['iemo, 1%2, ['b. 27, p.

5.

2
ues Moines Public Schools,

Ope cit., pp. 1-5.
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when determining the content of the textbook, many questions
must be asked in regard to the content.

As a result of the review of

literature on textbook selection, the following summary of questions
waS found to be of importance for the selection of a senior

mathew~tics

textbook:
1.

Does the material present itself as being readily readable for
the grade level intended?

2.

Does the content agree with the mathematical objectives of the
school district?

3.

Does the author's selection of topics agree with the proposed
senior mathematics course?

4.

Does the content agree with national mathematics curriculum
conmli ttee IS recornrnendations and suggestions?

5.

Does the content coincide with the educational level of the
student?

o.

Does the content have accuracy in the presentation of the
definitions and problem exercises?

7.

Does the ccmtent present up-to-date terms for the read iog
material and the exercises?

d.

Does ~he content contain matherr~tical rigor in the proofs
and usage of the language?

9.

Does the content present itself in terms of new learning
theories and new approaches to problem solving?

lU.

Does the content allow for individual differences in the
problem exercises?

11.

Does the content present itself as isolated topics, or is the
content presented in a continuous pattern of mathematical
thinking'?

1.2.

Does the content rela~e to the real world in terms of possible
uses and practical problems?

,
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1].

Does the content relate to the real world in terms of
possible uses and practical problems?l
The importance of each item listed will be stated as a result

of a committee's report or some author's viewpoint.
book must be up-to-date

The content of the

(7) a was indicated by the NEA and the American

l'extbook Publishers Institute. 2

Further indication of the importance

of up-to-date content was given in a report titled, Administration of
the School Library, whereby material was considered to be out of date if
the following conditions existed:
1.

The material no longer conforms to the present and prevailing
ideas of information on that topic~

2.

The general rule for technical books is that the books are out
of date in ten years or less. (Some say five years because
of the rapid technological processes of the past decade.)

3.

The material is to be replaced if a book exists that is entirely
new and offers newer and better material. 3
Tne subject ma tter in the textbook should show some evidence of

relation to a need, (item 12) and to be consistent with the level of the
maturity of the student, (item 5).

The need for the subject should be

shown in the context or in the introduction of the concepts presented.

4

lA summary of questions from the score sheets of the school dis
tricts of Allamakee, Cedar Rapids, Davenport, and Des !1oines.
2 NEA ; and Tne American Textbook Publishers Institute,

Ope

cit.,

p. 19.

3Administration of The School Library, A college course in Library
Science, Course No. L.S-.-320, Iowa State reachers College, 1948, PP· 1-2.
4Houtz, op. cit., p. 253.
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l1aterial presented should relate to the needs of the student and should
be presented in some form in the textbook to the student. l
of the student is important.

The maturity

That the content must be readable and

understandable by the student was further indicated by the score sheets
2
from Des Moines and Cedar RaPids. 3
The vocabulary, (item 1), used in the context of the textbook
should be easy to understand and yet sufficiently dignified to be a
challenge to the student.

In addition, the vocabulary should be suf

ficiently rigorous to prevent vagueness in the student's thinking.4
In addition, the vocabulary should be such that it is readable, accurate,
and elegant.

If at all possible, the material should be interesting and
--'

entertaining at the same time as it is iaformative.

j

If the content, (item 2) does not agree with the outlined math
ema tical objec tives of the school district, the textbook could be
rejected.

As indicated earlier in the paper, the curriculum should De

developed first.

Then tne textbook can be selected not the reverse!

Trle selection of topics, (item 3), by the author should coincide

lCedar Rapids School District, Ope cit., pp.

1-4.

2Des Moines School District, Ope cit., pp. 1-5.
3",
'J
LD10.,
p p .1- 4 •

Li3econdary School Curriculum Corn.rnittee of the National Council
of reachers of Mathematics, QE. cit., pp. 30)-417.
5Department of Public Instruction, Ope cit., p. 3.
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with those of the school district as much as possible.

If too many

topics are deleted from the authorls selection in comparison to the
school districts mathematics outline for the school, then the teacher
would have to provide supplemental material.

In addition, the selec

tion of the topics, (item 4), should compare favorably with those
reco~nended by the national mathematics committees. l

Accuracy, (item 6), of the data presented in the textbook must
be as reliable as Possible.

2

Furthermore, the information, the problem,

and the definitions presented should be accurate and complete.)

The

Davenport School Districtls directive to the Senior Mathematics Cur
ricu1LlJ!l. Committee stated that if too many errors are evident, the
textbook was to be rejected.

4

The general importance, pertaining to the

accuracy of the content of a textbook, was quite ably given by Clements
wno stated:
as

At the present time, factual errors in textbooks are regarded
a~nost inexcusable, in the case of some, if not in the case of
l':l~
h.e8Ve,

Ope cit., pp. 601-609.

2John Addison Clement, Manual for AnalyZing and Selecting Text
boo!£~ (Champaign, Illinois: The Garrad Press, 1942;:-p. 22.
3proceedin~rs of a work conference, Philadelphia Conference,
,June 2- J, 1955, C~-sponsored by ALA Committee on Intellectual Freedom
and the PUblic Libraries Division, IIBoo~ S~le~tion,urThe p¥J rleporter,
American Library Association, Chicago, ll11no~s, 19):>, p. 51.

4Davenport Public Schools, Ope cit.
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all ~f the ~ub~ect groups. Furthermore, with pertinence, it m.ay
be nghtly lns~sted that original data presented by the authors
themselves, or data borrowed from other sources, should be as
accurate and reliable as it is possible for them to be in the
light of supporting eVidence. l
'
Mathernatical rigor, (item 8), in a textbook refers to the nature
of the development of the arguments and the kind of justification that
is used in a proof.

The rigor of a textbook may have much to do with

the understanding of the subject matter.

Usage of proofs cannot be

overemphasized at this grade level of mathematics.

The emphasis on

proofs is good for the student since it should contribute to his math
ematical maturity.2

Further indication of the importance of rigor and

its related operations was indicated by the CEES in the following
statement:
The understanding of the deductive method as a method of
thought. This includes the abstraction of mathematical models
from the outside world.
• It also includes the ideas of
axioms, logical reasoning, methods of proofs, and the rela
tionship between proved theorems and physical reality.3
New ideas for learning and problem solving, (item 9) was placed
here, as well as in the area of methods, since the new textbooks are
written in a variety of ways.

Several textbooks considered for evaluation

lClement, Ope cit., p. 22.
2A report to the National Counc i l of Teachers of 11athematics J
"An Analysis' of New l'-1athematics Programs," Nationa~ Council of Teachers
of Mathema tics (~'Jashington, D.C.: 1963), p:-w:r:

3CEEB , Ope cit., p. 4.
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placed a continued emphasis on routine manipulation of problems.

The

traditional textbooks, as indicated by Meder, had the following
features:
1.

Routine manipulation of problems in an artificial situation.

2.

Topics were often dated and of no importance to the current
student.

3.

Topics were too elementary for current use.

4.

Topics presented as isolated items and not related to the
other areas of mathematics. l
The importance of the new approaches to mathematics have indi

cated that the modern programs in mathematics are as effective as
traditional programs in developing traditional mathematical skills.

2

Jne of the advantages of the new approach to mathematics was indicated
by Rosskopf who revealed that mathematics must stress concepts since
the skills needed may disappear entirely or change, but the mathematical
concepts are likely to be used in the future by the student. 3
i-tosskopf further stated:

1

Albert E. j,'Teder, Jr., "Proposals of the Corrunission on Math
ematics of the College Entrance Examination Board,11 The Bulletin of
the National Association of Secondary School Principals, XLIII (May,
1;Jj9), 19-26.
2Holland Payne, 1t\'Jhat About rvlodern Programs In I1athematics?lI,
1'he Mathematics Teacher, LVIII ([1ay, 1965), 424.
3;Vlyron F. rtosskopf, uProposals of the Com.rnissio~l on Hathen:at~cs
of the College J:,ntrance ~xamination Board, II The. Bullehn o~. the i~atwt1al
Association
:3econdary Schoo~ Principals, XLIiI {~1ay, 19)9r;-L

of
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• •• Furthermore, a student who has well developed math
ematical concepts is mOre adaptable to the sort of life he
might meet in the future. l
A further indication of the importance for considering the modern
approach to mathematics as presented in the mathematics textbook was
noted by Spencer who stated:
Children should be led to make their own investigations and
to draw the ir own inferences. They should be told as little as
possible and induced to discover as much as Possible. 2
Furthermore, various national committees have recommended that
the modern approach be used in mathematics.
oeen noted preViously in the paper.

These recommendations have

'rhe importance of the new approaches

used in mathematics presentation of the content has been that there is
an emphasis of "relationships" in the mathematics textbook)
Individual differences, (item 10), within the classroom must be
taken into consideration when one selects a textbook.

No classroom is

completely homogeneous; the exception would be if there is only one
student in the class.
Smith, the class size
exist. 4

As had been indicated earlier in an article by
~~y

fhese individual

be ever so small, yet individual differences
(I ifferc;nces,

within a class, create a wide

2Herbert Spencer, Education (New York:
Company, 1920), p. 120.
)\]eCJrf~es, op. cit., p. 348.

4Smith, op. cit., p. 273.

D. Appleton Century

p
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range of abilities.

The Secondary-School Curriculum Committee of NCTM

indicated the following in regard to individual differences within a
class:
The question arises as to what mathematics the pupils should
study. The answer appears to be: the same mathematical structure
and concepts, but varying in ~~ount, in complexity, in depth, and
in manner of organization and presentation in order to be consis
tent with the pupil's ability and his past achievement. All
pupils may eventually study the same algebra (mathematics), but
not at the same time and at the same rate, to the same depth of
understanding'lwith the same application, or necessarily in the
same sequence.
l"urther provisions for individual differences are being recognized
by textbook publishers.

Textbook publishers have organized their text

books as a resource tool containing extensive and helpful suggestions
for a variety of learning activities within the classroom.

2

The NEA

and tne American Textbook Publishers Institute also deemed it essential
to consider the importance of individual differences within a class)
Problems and exercises in the senior mathematics textbook are an
important part of the content of the textbook and are concerned with the
learning of tne material in the course in a continuous pattern of math
ematical thinking.
these items.

Consequently, careful attention should be given to

The problems should be organized so that they a11m.. for

lSecondary-Schoo1 Curriculum Committee of the !~ational Council of
Teachers of r1athematics, op. cit., p. 408.
2Leese, r'rasure, and Johnson, Jr., op. cit., p. 46.
3National Education Association, op. cit., pp. 23-24.

---------------
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individual differences, whether they be of social or economic sig
nificance.

It is necessary to stimulate thoUght amongst all students

and to aid the students in obtaining some initial mastery of the sub

. 1 •1
ject materIa

It was also considered of some importance if the

problem sections contained an oral exercise section as an aid, for both
the student and the teacher, to obtain greater initial understanding of
the concepts presented in a given lesson.
Mathematical content, (item 12), of the textbook should be
related to the real word.

This statement was indicated by Kline who

further indicated that mathematics is not an isolated Subject.

2

To

help develop the notion that mathematics is not an isolated subject
in the school, one should try to present concrete examples and to
minimize abstractions in mathematics. 3

Kline further indicated that:

l"lathematics is the prime instrument for understanding and
mastering the physical world. This; is the chief value of
mathematics in a liberal education. 4
Problem exercises should be available within the textbook that
are within the experiences of the student and the problems connected

lHacry r:.. Houtz, "Teachers Can Help Evaluate ~?? Se~~ct}ext
book8,11 Klementary SChool Journal, LVI (February, 1950), 2;>li-2'::>4.

2,":orris Kline, IlA Pr0posal for the High School l1atherna tics
Curriculum, II Hathematics Teacher, LIX (April, 1966), 323.

3 roid.

p. 330.
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with life situations.

In addition, the problem exercises should be of

practical usage for the student. l
Another item of importance (item 13), perhaps one of the most
important, was the benefits for the student that are presented in the
textbook.
include:

Within this area of benefits to the student one would
the readability of the material, the problem exercises, the

accuracy and precision of the definitions and content, the allmiaQces
for individual differences, and the allowances for intellectual stimulaLon.

A textbook should be selected that communicates with the student

as the mJst important item in the educational process.
In an article by Atwan, although not directly related to text
books, indicated the following fact about education:
The kind of equipment selected and the method by which it is
selected can influence directly tne quality of education pro
vi~ed for the children. 2
It was also indicated that the textbook should be written to the
student and should talk to the student.

This fact was indicated by

Clements who stated, liThe textbook as a whole should be adapted to the
needs of the learner for whom it is intended." 3
l2'rank A. Jensen Current Procedure In Selecting Textbooks
(Philadelphia and Chica~o7J. B. LippincottCompany, 1931), pp. 130-136.
2

Atwan, Ope cit., p.

59.

3Clement, op. cit., p.

14.
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The significance of having the content established for the
student is of tremendous importance for the high school.

In planning

the curriculum, one must bear in mind three items as indicated by the
CEEB:

1.

It is not known exactly what career any student will follow;

2.

It is not known exactly how the mathematical needs of various
occupations will develop in the years ahead;

3.

Although much mathematical instruction aims at future useful
ness, mathematics for its own sake is a valuable part of the
general education of any future citizen. l
The importance of having the material prepared and presented

for the student was stated by SY6G in the following objectives:
First we need an improved curriculum which will offer students
not only the basic mathematical skills but also a deeper under
standing of the basic concepts and the structure of mathematics.
Second, the mathematics program must attract and train more of
those students who are capable of studying mathematics with profit.
Finally, all help possible must be provided for teachers who are
preparin~ themselves to teach these challenging and interesting
courses.
Hethods.

The manner in which the content is presented to the

student is of importance.

~uestions

asked as to how the subject matter

1s tJ be presented are indicated in the following manner:
1.

2.

3.

How shall we teach our mathematics?
As a set of manipulative skills?
As a set of ideas?

lcomITlission on l~thematics College intrance Examination Board,
Objectives of the Commission on Nathematics of the Colleg: Entrance
EXdmination Board, College Entrance Examination Board, 1957, p. 3.
2 )cnool NHtnematics Study Group, op. cit., pp. 3-4.
c
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4.
5.
6.
7.

As a set of structures, either intuitively or rigorously
developed?
As a pnysical study headed toward an abstract science?
Should we stress Ildoing the mathematics ll and "understanding
the concepts and development" equally or one more than
the other?
As algebra, geometry (plane and solid), trigonom~try,
analysis, etc., or as one continuous development of
mathematics?l
The method of instruction presented in a textbook cannot be

separated from the subject matter present in the textbook.

As was

indicated by George in the following summarized statement:
Psychological principles of a book should involve the presenta
ti~n

of matnematics as a useful method of thinking in terms of situations

close to the student and not as a collection of tricks.

The individual

differences provided for in the textbook are accomplished by the careful
grading of exercises, optional material, and supplementary exercises
and activities. 2
Discover/ of mathematical ideas as a means of instruction has
been reccHnmended by various mathematics cU!Ticulu..m reports. 3 Textbook
rr~terials

prepared by

S~BG

have used the discovery technique in the

presentation of their material.

In addition, the UICSM textbook

material uses the discovery approach as a method of instruction in their

lljehr, Ope cit., p. 425.
2George, Ope cit., pp. 34,-351.

33econdary-School Curriculum
..
"
ott ee o~r the
National Council
00mml
'
of reachers of I"Iathematics, op. cit., pp. 389-417.
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mathematics textbook. l

This was indicated by McCoy who stated that the

UICSM had the following major items:
1.

A consistent exposition of high sChool mathematics is possible.

2.

Manipulative skills, though necessary, should be primarily used
to emphasize basic concepts.

3.

The language read in textbooks or heard from the teacher should
be as unambiguous as possible.

4.

The mathematics materials should be organized in such a fashion
that students would have abundant experiences in discovering
generalizations. 2
This fact was indicated earlier in the paper but has been restated

because of its over-all importances to the method of instruction in a
textbook.
Another method used in the learning process is the axiomatic
approach to mathematics.
discovery approach.

The axiomatic approach is quite similar to the

rhe discovery approach asks questions at each step

of the learning process.

As a result of these questions asked, the

stuaent is able to see what he is doing and why he does it in this par
ticular manner. 3

An axiomatic approach has the student assess the

various ideas he has discovered in relati:m to past learnings of the
content presented.

lKinsella, op. cit., p. 28.
2..j',cuoy,
('

Ope

. I.
CllJ.,

P 12· - Ib •
p.

345.
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Vocabulary used in ~he textbook for the method of instruction
and presentation is of vital importance.

The vocabulary must be such that

the student can understand the material.

In regard to the vocabulary of

the textbook, Smith and Heddens stated:
rhe readability levels of materials to be used for the textual
purposes would seem to be a very crucial consideration. Surely a
student cannot be expected to make efficient use of these materials
if he is incapable of reading them. l
They further indicated that i f the reading material is too dif
ficult, then the teachers will find it necessary to provide additional
instructional reading material in mathematics.

In additi-on, the dif

ficulty of the reading material would require more than the usual
amount of explanation of the material. 2

Teacher and student aids.

reacher and student aids available

in the textboOk are of importance to both since they use the textbook.
Aids tha tare of importance to the student and teacher would include
reference material, points to be noted at the beginning of the chapter,
a review of the important facts at the conclusion of each chapter and

a chapter test.

3

Special aids for the student would i.nclude special exercises
to stimulate intellectual interest and reasoning at the close of each
1

Smith and Heddens, Ope cit.,

p.393.

2 l.bld.,
T'
• '
393 -3 94 •
pp •..

");juggestions from the score cards of Allamakee, Cedar Rapids,
Davenport, and Des i'1oines School Districts, 0 ...1. cit., pp. 1-5.

»

chapter.

Practical applications of the content presented would be an

aid for further learning for the student. l
feacher aids would include a review of the experimental studies
used by wnich the author's conclusions were reached.

A summary of the

best pedagogical knowledge available on the subject material should be
presented in the textbook.

Books of reference would be of benefit

for the teacher and, also, for the student.

The teacher's edition

should include the answers for all exercises, a clear explanation of
new terminology and new processes, enrichment materials, tests, special
teacher's con®entary, and suggestions for teaching of the material. 2
Special features.

Special features of the textbJok include the

table of contents, an index, variation in the printed material to
emphasize important items to be learned by the student, illustrations,
special tables such as (square and square roots, logarithm tables,
trigonometric functions, logarithm table of trigonometric functions,
cube and cube roots, statistical tables, and a listing of all the
formulas used in the textbook), and any other features the teacher
3
would deem essential as an instructional ai.d for the student.
I ncluded wi thin the spec ial features of the textbook are the
special tests (cumulative and chapter tests) and cumulative reviews.
ihe special features of a textbook would also include any special
teaching aids such as overlays for the overhead projecture or overlays

1

Ibid.
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used within the textbook to illustrate a specific learning situation.
In general, special features of a textbook are important to the over
all appearance, usefulness, and effectiveness of the textbook.
IV.

OUTLINE OF THE SELECTION PROCEDURE

The suggestions and recommendations made from the writings of
various writers and curriculum committees are presented in a summarized
outline which is usable for selection of a textbook by either a teacher
or a committee.

Content of the outline is to be used for the selection

of a senior mathematics textbook.

The textbook selection outline is as

follows:
I.

11.

Are the aims of the textbook stated by the author and
are they such that they coincide with or compare favorably
with those of the school district?
A.

Are the aims explicitly stated or implied in the fol
lowing manner within the textbook:
1. ttle preface of the textbook?
2. introduction of the textbook?
J. contents throughout the textbook?

B.

Are the aims in direct conflict with those established
by toe school district?

C.

Or, are the aims not given at all?

Does the author have classroom experience in the same area
as that of the textbook which he has written?
A.

Are the teaching experiences from:
1. ~lementary schools?
.
,.,
?
2. Secondary schools (Junior or senlor olgn school).
3. College or university levels of instruction?

B.

vJhat educational training has the author had?
1. Is the educational training in the subject area
of the textbook?
2. Other training.
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c.

Has the content of the textbook been tested?
L
By the author in the classroom?
2. Nith one's colleagues?
3. Or by the author and his colleagues?

D.

Does th e content, as presented by the author, conform

to the content recommended by various curriculum
commi ttees?
E.
III.

What other articles has the author written?

Does the content of the textbook include the following
features?
A.

Does the material present itself as being readily
readable for the grade level intended?
1. Does the vocabulary present itself as being easily
understood in the~
(a) definitions?
(b) explanations?
(c) problem exercises?

8.

Does the content of the textbook agree with the math
ematical objectives of the school district?

C.

Does the author's selection of topics agree with the
proposed senior mathematics course content?

D.

Does the author's content agree with the national
mathematics curriculum connnittee' s recommendations and
sur gestions '?

~.

Does the content coincide with the educational level
of the student?

F.

Does the content have accuracy in the presentation of
the definitions and problem exercises?

G.

Does the content present up-to-date terms for the
reading rna terial and the exercises?

H.

Does the content stress mathematical rigor?
1. Ri~or stressed in proofs.
2. t(i~'.or stressed in the usage of the terms.
3. Fo~ndations properly made for proofs.
4. Proofs clearly indicated and developed.
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1.

Does the content present itself in terms of new
learning theories and new approaches to problem
solving?
1. Does the content emphasize understanding as
well as computational skills?
2. Does the content use new approaches in the
problem exercises?
3. Does the content encourage the student to make
a generalization?
4. Does the content develop basic principles for
the course?
5. Does the content develop the definitions in
terms of the new approaches to mathem~tics?
6. Does the content indicate the historical develop
ment of mathematics as an aid for the understand
ing of mathematics?
7. Are different eras of mathematical development
indicated?
8. Are important men, causes, and countries mentioned
as an aid to the understanding of the concepts
in mathernatics?

J.

Does the content allow for individual differences in
the problem exercises?
1. Does the content indicate problems that are
unsolvable as challenges for the student?

K.

Does the content present itself as isolated topics
or is the content presented in a continuous pattern
of mathemBtical thinking?
1. Are the topics presented in a logical sequence or
are they presented as an isolated area of
mathematics?
2. Are certain items indicated as being workable in a
certain area but not possible to work in other
areas?
(a) x 4 -25 factorable in integers
(x2 -5 )(x 2+5)
~
r::7
(b) (x 2 -5)(x 2+5) factorable as (x-.f5) (x+V j)
(x2+Sl-over-lhe real numbers.
_~
(c) ~x_J~(x+~i)(x2~~\factora?leas (x..,,)
(x+~(x+1J5)(x-iV5) over toe complex
numbers.

L.

Does the content relate to the real world in terms
of pass ible uses and practical problems?
1. Are the oroblems artificial, or are they related
a otner areas such as:
a) science?
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(b)
(c)
(d)
M.

IV.

social sciences?
technical problems of the various tech
nical trades'?
business?

Does the organization of the content benefit the
student?
1. Are the topics organized to the student's expand
ing needs, interests, and increasing mather~tical
ability?
2. Are the terms and ideas from previous grades
redeveloped in new situations?
3. Are the terms and ideas from previous grades
used to develop new learnings in a spiral
effect of content at each grade level?

Are the methods of instruction such that:
A.

The material is presented in terms of the student's
experiences and understanding?

B.

The textbook is communicating with the student?
1. Textbook is for the student.
2. Student can read the textbook as if the text
book was a self-teaching unit.

c.

foe discovery and
the textbook?

D.

Individual differences are considered when:
1. new material is presented?
2. problems and exercises are given?

axiorr~tic

approaches are used in

Exploration opportunities exist for the student to
develop certain relationships regarding the content?
The nev1 rr.aterial presented proceeds from the con
crete to semi-concrete to the abstract?
Review of the important material exists for each
chapter?
t1.

fests exist for each chapter and periodic cumulative
tests are given?

1.

. t S 1n
. the
ex!,lanation
of the material
Accuracy eXlS
u
~
and in the problem exercises?

J.

Ample exercises eXl'st to develo_p an understanding
of the 11l.:1 terial presented?
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V.

Are there student and teacher aids available in the
textbook such that:

A.

(fhe textbook can be use d as a re f erence book by the:
student?
2. teacher?

1.

B.

Separate textbooks exist for the student and the
teacher?

c.

Oral exercises exist as an aid for the learning of the
new material in the student and teacher's edition of
the textbook?

D.

The teacher's edition contains:
1. Specific suggestions for teaching the content.
2. Suggestions for handling individual differences.
3. Adequate suggestions for enrichment materials.
~. Tests for each chapter and cumulative tests.
j.
A suggested time table indicating the time sug
gested for each chapter.
6. A detailed solution key for the problem exer
cises in the textbook.

E.

The student's edition contains:
1- Review exercises for each chapter.
2. Sample chapter tests.
3. Self-explanatory explanations of new concepts.
4. Heferences made from previous topics and those
that follow so that a continuous pattern is
evolved for the student.
Answers to selected exercises in the student's
')
ed i tiona

.

VI.

Are there any spec ial features in existence in the text
book that is under investigation?
A.

Loes the textbook have:

1. A table of contents?
2. An index?

3. A variation in the printed material to emphasize
important items to be learned by the student?

4 Special mathematical tables such as:
. (8)

(b)
(c)
\;' d I
~

J

(e)

(f)

L

square and square rOo t +"a"bl e s?.
cube and cube root tables:
lOt'arithms tables?
,
t"
for the sin, cos,
trh~onornetric fune 10n5
?
tan cot sec J ana esc.
lOg~ritl~l table for the six trigonometric
functions?
,,"
"
,)'1
" 1 ta'o'les
GeVlatlons '
statls t lca
' . (standard
\
0

,'.
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5.

A listing of all the important formulas used
in the textbook in a single listing in the
textbook?

B.

Is there a listing of the important items at the
end of each chapter?

c.

Other features ~eemed essential by the investigating
teacher or committee to be listed by them in their
evaluation of a given textbook.

In the outline just completed, suggestions were developed from
the various score cards and score sheets reviewed and from the review
of' literature.
outline.

Quest ions were used as a method of presenting the

Answers for each question will enable the teacher to deter

mine the book that he considers most beneficial for the school district.
As an aid for the teacher in using the outline, a rating scale
was developed and was given in Table I.
main topics as the outline.

The table contains the same

In some cases, subtopics were included as

an aid and others combined, reorganized, or deleted.

An explanation

is given if the reasons for variations within the subtopics were
not apparent.

Several items are mentioned twice.

That is, the item

is under the area of content and organization as well as Under the
area of methods.

rhe reason for this is the importance of the item to

the textbOOk for the senior mathern8tics course.
L~ploratory material was listed under the com~ents by ~~e

evaluator of the textbook.

rhe student's edition waS placed first

then trw teaCher's edition with the outline.

This interchange was made

because the teacher! s ed i tion mayor may not exist for evaluation.
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TABLE I
HAT ING SCALE FOR SENIOR l'fJATHEt1ATICS TEXTBOOKS

Excellent
(3)

Aims:

A.

Aims are stated.

The aims are stated
and are in complete
agreement with those
of the school dis
trict.

( )

Unacceptable
(0)

The aims are
stated, but are
not in complete
agreement.

The aims are
stated but
are for the
most part in
disagreeme nt

( )

The aims
are not
stated.

( )

The aims are recognizable in the content.

( )

A.

(1)

( )

The aims are clearly
recognizable and in
complete agreement
with those of the
school district.

H.

Fair

(2)

(6 points)

1.

B.

Good

The aims are
recognizable but
not in complete
agreement.

( )

( )

(15 points)

ex~erience.

Teaching experi
reaching experience
in mathematics at the ence in junior
high school or
high school level.
a t the collegi
ate level.

( )

The aims are
not recog
nizable.

( )

Authorship and Hesearch:
Classroom

The aims are
not clearly
stated and
are in dis
agreement.

( )

reaching ex
perience at a
level other

:,10 teach

ing 8-X
perience.

than the

secondary
level.

( )

( )
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TABLE I (continued)

Excellent
(3)

II.
B.

Authvrship and Research:

( )

( )

Educational
training
only.

No training.

(Continued)

Some training
in the area of
the content of
the textbook.
( )

( )

( )

Content has been
used as experi
mental units only
by the author and
his colleagues.

( )

Content has
been based
upon ex
perie nee and
observation,
but not suc
cessfully
tried in the
classroom.

( )

Content has
been written
without re
gard to
classroom
use or
classroom
observations.

( )

Content conforms to various national curriculum committees.

Content in complete
agreement.

( )
1<..

Unacceptable
(0)

Content tested in the classroom.

Content of the book
has been successfully
tested by the author
and his colleagues.

D.

Fair
(1)

Educational training.

!'1ajor training in
the area of the con
tent of the book.

C.

Good
(2)

Host topics are
in agreement.

( )

Some topics
included from
the national
committees.
( )

No topics

included
from the
national
commit tees.

( )

Authorship.

written several
acceptable articles
and books in
l~attlerna tics
Has

( )

Has written
some articles
and a text
book. Their
con tent accept
au Ie.

( )

~ias written
articles
only.

Has no ex
perience
in writing.

44

ps
~:-.
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TABLE I (continued)

Excellent
(3)

8.
A.

(1)

Unacceptable
(0)

i/.eadable for the grade level intended.

( )

Gontent is
readable in
most areas.

( )

Content is
adequate,
but certain
areas cause
difficulty
in under
standing
the material.

( )

Not readable
for the
grade level
intended.

( )

Vocabulary.

Terms wh ieh are in
troduced are of
significance.
Terms are intro
duced and are used.

( )
C.

Fair

Content and Organization: (75 points)

Material is presented
as being readily
readable and under
stood in the given
definitions, explana
tions, and problem
exerc ises.

B.

Good
(2)

Terms intro
duced but not
ali-Jays used.
Some terms are
defined but are
insignificant.

( )

Some terms
introduced
but not de
fined, used,
or are of
any sig
nificance.
( )

Nothing defined
or explained.

( )

Content agrees with the districts proposed mathematics curriculum.

Complete agreement
'd i th the Be hool
districts proposed
eli rr iculurn.

( )

Several items
not included
but the major
ity of the
items agree
with the
5cno01 dis
trict I s recom
mended course.

( )

r'1any items

are not in
cluded in
the text
book.

( )

None of the
items are in
agreement
with those of
the school
district IS
course out
line.
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TABLE I (continued)

Excellent
(3)
III.

D.

Content and Organization:

( )

(0)

(Continued)

Host items in
the textbook
agree with
national recom
mendations.

( )

Several items
in agreement,
others par
t ial~{ covered,
and the rest
not recommended
for the given
level of in
struction.

No items in
agreement.

( )

Accuracy of the content.

Accuracy is present
in the definitions,
explanations, and
exercises.

( )
F.

Unacceptable

Proposed content in agreement with national committee recommendations.

Complete agreement.

E.

Fair
(1)

Good
(2 )

Up~to-date

Accuracy is
present in
most of the
items
presented.

Some inac
curacies are
present in
the explana
tions,
definitions,
and problem
exercises.

( )

( )

content.

Content is up-to-date
and uses up-to-date
procedures for pre
sentation of the
material.

f",ost items are
up-tO-date.
Several dated
topics or
articles in
cluded.

)

fJ[any inac
curacies are
present in
the content
of the book.

Contains
items that
are recom
mended for
omission.
Several i terns
acceptable.
( )

Content is
dated and
has been
recoITLmended
for omission.

(
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TABLE I (continued)

Excellent
Good
Fair
_-----.1.::::C3~)------~(~2):...-----~(..=.lL)

III.

Content and Organization:

(Continued)

G.

lVJathernatical rigor emphasized in the following:

1.

Proofs.

The development of
proofs follow a logi
cal argument and is
there justification
for the processes?
Are the reasons indi
cated and the proofs
demonstrated appro
priate for the level
of maturity of the
student?

( )
2.

Proofs given but
some items are
deleted in the
logical process
of the proof.

( )

Proofs are
given but
many proofs
are left to
be either
proven by the
student or
simply
accepted as
they are pre
sented.
( )

The theorems
are given,
but the
author in
dicates that
the proofs
are trivial
and obvious.
No proofs
revealed.

Free is 10 n of
the language
not stressed
but is evident
in the book.

No precision
of the la nguage
expressed.

( )

Pree ision of the language.

Precise language used
in the definitions,
explanations, and
problem exercises.
Prec i se language to
be used by the stu
dents in their
responses and in
their proofs.

( )
3.

Unacceptable
(~0'.L)_ _

Precision ex
pressed in most
areas of the
text. Content
contains some
precision.

( )

( )

( )

Foundations have been made for direct proofs before they are
Introduced.

Foundations are
1a id and clearly
indicated so that
the development of
a proof is easily
made.

Foundations are
la id and ind i
cated by the
teacher. Develop
ment of a proof is
made with assist
ance from the
teacher

( )

Foundations
made for some
proof's and ig
nored by others.
Proofs [leed some
explanation by
the teacher for
fTeater under
~tanding for the
pupi .

Foundations are
almost non
existent. Proofs
must be developed
by the teacner
since the content
does not, reveal
\-1hat is to be
done or proven.
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TABLE I (continued)

Excellent

0)

Good
(2)

Fair
(1)

Unacceptable
(0)

III. Content and Organization: (Continued)
-4. Foundations have been made for indirect proofs before they are in
troduced.
Indirect proofs have
been introduced care
fully. Foundations
for their introduc
tion have been made
in deta i1.
( )

S.

( )

Indirect proofs
introduced but
require some
time for their
development
for understand
ing for the
student.
( )

Indirect proofs
mentioned only.
If to be intro
duced the teacher
must develop the
entire process
of indirect
proofs.
( )

Are alternate proofs indicated for the proofs?

Alternate proofs are
mentioned and some
of the more impor
tant alternate
proofs are given in
detail for the
student.

( )
6.

Indirect proofs
introduced, ex
plained, and il
lustrated in
most cases.

Some alternate
proofs are in
dicated or men
tioned. Sev
eral alternate
proofs are
given.

Alternate
proofs men
tioned. The
deta ils of the
alternate
proofs are
indicated for
only several
proofs.

)

( )

Alternate proofs
mentioned or
simply not given.

00es the context for the proof clearly indicate where a proof
or its demonstration starts and endS?

Clearly indicated
for every proof.

Usually ind i
cated.

( )

( )

Several care
fully read ings
of the proof
are needed to
determine the
completion of
the proof.
( )

rJot ind icated.

1)6

TABLE I (continued)

Excellent
(3)

III.

Good
(2)

Content and Organization:

Fair

Unacceptable

(1)

(0)

(Continued)

H.

New learning theories and new approaches to problem solving are in
dicated in the content.

1.

Understanding stressed.

Content emphasizes
understanding as
well as computa
tional skill.

( )
2.

Understanding
emphasized but
lac king in s Olne
areas.

( )

Compu tat ional
skill stressed.
Some under
standing
stressed in
some areas
( )

Understanding is
forsaken. Com
putational
ability stressed
only.
( )

Discovery approach indicated.

Content presented
with the discovery
approach being
used as means of
understand ing.

l'!ost items in
troduced use
the discovery
approach.

( )

( )

Hany items

are simply
stated.
1i tUe dis
covery ap
proach used.

( )

Concepts and
definitions
are silnply
stated.

( )

3.dhen certain facts are established for two space) are the students
encouraged to consiaer whether these properties are applicable to
three space 7
Each major area,
where such gener
alizations are
pass ible, enc our
ages the student
to transfer the
app1ccations to
tnree space.

( )

Generalizations
are rnade for
most areas and
the students
are e nc ouraged
to make the
generalizations
for three space.

( )

Occas ionally,
generaliza
tions are men
tioned and
students
e nc ouraged to
apply it to
three space.

( )

Generalizations
are made only.
Or the generaliza
tions developed
only once and
then never
repeated.

( )
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TABLE I (continued)

Excellent
(3)

III.

4.

Content and Or€?anization:

Fair

Unacceptable

(1)

(0)

(Continued)

Development of the basic principles for the course.

IVla thematical rigor
is stressed
throughout the
book. .t'roofs,
definitions, and
problem exercises
indicate math
ematical rigor.

( )
5.

Good
(2 )

Rigor stressed
in definitions
and some proofs.
Problem exer
cises usually
stress the
rigor.

Rigor stressed
in some of the
first few def
initions and
proofs. Later
proofs ignore
the desired
rigor.

No mathematical
rigor stressed.

( )

( )

Development of definitions in terms of the new approaches used in
mathematics.

The definitions
are oeveloped by
the use of
examples and
generalizations.
Definitions are
amply df;fined
and staLed.

( )

["lost defini
tions are
clearly and
accurately
stated. Several
definitions are
simply stated and
no examples given
for the use.

Definitions are
clear, but sel
dom used. Some
inaccurac ies
exist in the
definition it
self or it is
not used c 01'
rectly. Def
ioitions are
usually stated
and not
developed by
examples or
problems.

Definitions are
simply stated.
No developrnent
used for the
definition
given.

( )

( )
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TABLE I (continued)

Excellent
(3)
III.

Good
(2)

Content and Organization:

Fair

Unacceptable

(1)

(0)

(Continued)

6. Does the author emphasize various areas of historical background
for the major topics in mathematics?
Historical develop
ment stressed for
the major areas.
History used as an
aid for understand
ing the mathematics.

( )
7.

( )

Several histori
cal items men
tioned or
indicated
( )

No mention is made
of the historical
development of
the topics.
( )

Does the author indicate the various eras of mathematical development?

Ancient, medieval,
middle, and modern
ages indicated when
pass ible.
( )

o.

Historical
development
mentioned
only.

keference made
to one or two
eras only when
possible.
( )

deference made
only to an era
when possible.
( )

No mention is
made.
( )

Does the author indicate the important men, developments, and coun
tries in the development of mathematical concepts and ideas?

All items men
tioned where
possiole.

( )

Several items
mentioned.
Some references
deleted.

( )

Hent toned sev
eral times
only.
( )

1.

Individual differences provided for in the textbook.

1.

Exercises are indicated for their difficulty.

Each exerc ise has
the difficulty of
the problems indi
cated. A sufficient
number of exerc ises
exist to develop an
understanding of the
rna terial.

( )

No mention is
made.

( )

Individuals dif- Individual differ-No provisions
ferences indicat- ences indicated
for individual
ed but some prob- but maQY exerdifferences.
1ems are of ques- cises require
tionab1e diffisupplemental
culty. Some exer- material.
cises need supple
mental rna terial to
account for indi
vidual differ'ences.
I

~

)

,

( )

( )
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TABLE I (continued)
Fair

(1)
III.

2.

Content and Organization: (Continued)
Content indicates problems that are unsolvable or a valid proof has
not been derived. (These problems are offered as challe age s to the
student. )

Problems from various
areas of mathematics
are offered as chal
lenges to the student.
i"Iany problems and
proposed solutions are
offered the students.

One or two probl
lems are mentioned.
Some areas have sev
eral problems indi
ca ted.

( )

One or two
Non.e are indica ted.
problems indi
cated. No
poss ible solu
tions in
dicated.

( )

)

J.

Content organization.

1.

Content presented in a logical sequence.

Content in a logical
pattern. Content
within a topic area,
logically organ
ized.
( )
2.

Unacceptable
(0)

Content must be
rearranged
somewhat.

( )

( )

Cons id erable
No logical pat
rearrangement tern present.
necessary to Topics are com
follow a
pletely isolated
logical pat
units of in
tern.
struction.

( )

( )

Are certain problems indicated as being workable in one area but not
workable in another area?

Example: 0-25 factorable over:
Integer·s.
'teal nu.!!Wer~.
(x 2 -S) (x2 +5)
(x..(5)(x+'fS) (x+S)
Clearly ind iea ted
Ind lca ted and
and stressed in
illustrated.
most cases. ~ues
'<tuestions
ticms are asked
occasiollally
of the students
asked of the
in re ara to
student
possible restric
tions on the op
era tions of cer
ta in problems.

( )

( )

Complex numbers.
(x-f') (x+(5) (x-irs) (x+iYS)
No mention
Indicated
is indicated
and ques
for any
tions
restrictions •
asked of
the stu
dents on

occasion.

( )

(

,TABLE I (continued)\
----~

Excellent

0)
III.

K.

Good
(2)

Content and Organization:

Fair

(1)
(Continued)

Associations made with the real world.

Each individual unit
makes some associa
tion to the real
world. References
made to science,
business, or other
areas.

( )

Some iteIT~ not re
lated, but most
have some associa
tion to the real
world.

Few items are
related to the
real world.
Topics are
simply pre
sented with no
reference made
as to their
usefulness.

( )

L.

Content beneficial to the student.

1.

Material is presented for the student.

l'faterial is pre
sented to the
student as ma
terial for the
student and as
material to be
used by the
student.

110st of the ma
terial is pre
sented for the
benefit of the
student.

( )

( )

2.

Unacceptable
(0)

( )

Some items are
for the bene
fit of the
student and
other items
are simply
stated.

ao associations
presented as an
aid to the
usefulness of
mathematics.

( )

i~O benefits
given or
indicated.

( )

Spiral. approach used for redevelopme:lt of previous terlTl.5 in a neti
situation.

Frequent refer
ences made to
previous content
learned and how
it a~~lies to the
new 81 tuation.

( )

Some references
made and how they
apply to new
situations.

( )

,{eferences
made only.

( )

['Io references
indicated.

( )

TABLE I (continued)

Good
(2)

Excellent
(3)

IV.
A.

Method of Instruction:

( )

Explanation of
the material is
needed for the
understanding of
the content.
Teacher must
explain a great
deal of the
material.

( )

Much supplementary
material needed
for a detailed
understanding.

( )

Discovery and axiomatic approaches used for the presentation of the
material.

Discovery and
axiomatic
approaches used
in the explana
tion, defini
tions, and the
problem exer
c ises •

The two
processes are
used in most of
the material
presented for
cons ideration.
Some explana
tions need
extra explana
tions.

The two
processes are
used in some of
the cases. Host
cases, a great
amount of ex
planation is
needed for the
presentation of
the material.

( )

( )

( )

The traditional
approach is used
in most phases
of the
material.

Discovery approach.
( )

2.

(0)

(21 points)

Communication is
apparent, however,
some explanation
is needed by the
teacher.

( )

1.

Unacceptable

(1)

Presentation of the textbook material.

The material com
municates directly
with the student.
Textbook is a
self-teaching unit.

8.

Fair

(

Axiomatic approach.

( )

( )

( )

( )

jill
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TABLE I (continued)

Excellent
(3)
IV.
C.

Abstract ideas
are simply
stated. Little
development is
given for the
abstract
ideas.

Abstract ma
terial is
stated and no
development is
given for the
content.

( )

( )

( )

Iteviews and
tests are
usually given
for each chap
ter and each
teaching unit.

Chapter tests
or chapter
reviews given
only, not
both.

Neither chapter
tests or chapter
reviews given.

Reviews.

( )

(

( )

( )

( )

(

( )

l'ests.

( )
E.

Haterial is
usually pre
sented in a
logical
manner.

(Continued)

deviews and tests.

Periodic reviews and
tests are given.
Gwnulative reviews
and tests are indi
cated throughout the
textbook.

2.

(0)

Abstract I1aterial.

( )

1.

Unacceptable

(1)

Method of Instruction:

The abstract material
is presented in a
logical pattern for
the student. Material
proceeds from the con
crete to the semi
concrete to the abs
tract material.

D.

Fair

Good
(2)

Problem exercises.

Ample exerc is eS e i ve n
with adequate n
structions given for
each problem set.

\

J

Ample exer

cises given,
but some
supplemental
material is
required for
Vn'!ater under
standing of the
content.

( )

Exerc ises given,
but supplementary
material is
needed for indi
vidual differ
ences.

Few exerc ises
given and in
dividual dif
ferences within
the exercises
are void.

( )
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TABLE I (continued)

Good
Excellent
(2)
(3)
student and Teacher Aids: (39 points)
References.
Adequate references
are given for the
student and teacher
at tne end of each
chapter.

References are
usually given for
the teacher and
the student.

( )

( )

B.

Fair

(1)

References given
but not in de
tail. References
given only for
some chapters.

Unacceptable
(0)

No references
given.

( )

( )

Separate textbooks.

reacher and stude nt
editions are
separate.

Same textbook.
.:)ame additional
information
given for the
teacher's edi
tion.

( )

( )

Same textbook.
References
available for
the teac he I' •

Same textbooks •
No additional
references.

( )

( )

C.

Student's edition.

1.

ti.eview exercises and sample tests for each chapter are given.

(a) Chapter review exerc ises.
Conta ins review
exercises, oral
eXerc iaes, chap
ter reviews and
tests, and vocab
ulary listings
for each chapter.

( )

Contains most
of these items,
but not in
g re at de ta iI.

Contains a chap
ter review or
chapter tests
only

( )

( )

or chapter re
views given.

( )

( )

(b) Sample test~.

( )

No chapter tests

( )
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TABLE I (continued)
Good
Fair
Unacceptable
(2)
(1)
(0)
0)
V. student and Teacher Aids: (Continued)
2. deferences made from previous topics discussed to those that follow so as
to develop a continuous pattern of mathematical thought.
No mention is
Frequent references
References are
Some references
made of the
are made and the
made and the stu- are made, but
previous topics
student is asked
dent is asked
not very 1'rediscussed.
questions in requestions on
quently.
gard to these
occasion.
references. Ques
tions are as ked of
the student to re
call previous
material dis
cussed.
( )
( )
( )
<. )
3. Selected problems (odd or even numbered problems) have the answers given
in the student's edition of the textbook.
Every problem set
Answers for only Answers for only
None.
certain problems. word or else cam
has answers for odd
(or even) numbered
putational
exercises.
problems.
( )
( )
( )
( )
D. Teacher's edition.
L SUfgestions for teaching the material are indicated for the teacher in
the teaCher's edition.
No additional
Few sugges
Identical to the
Contains some
information
tions
student's textbook
of these items
ava
Hable other
given.
but conta ins spec ific
but not in as
than the text
SUt;gestions for teach
great a detaiL
book used by
ing each topic, sug
the student.
gestions for ind i vidual
differences, suggestions
for supplementary
material and answers
are in the textbook.
(a) Teaching supgestions.
( )
( )
( ) -'
,
( )

-lfJCCellent

(b) Enrichment materials.

( )

( )

( )

.'"
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'l'ABLE I (continued)

Excellent
(3)

Good
(2)

Fair
(1)

Unacceptable
(0)

V.

Student and Teacher Aids~

2.

The solution key contains a detailed solution for all the word problems
and written exerc ises in the textbook.

Every prClblem is
worked in detail.

Most of the prob
lems are worked
in detail.

( )
E.

2.

( )

Special items
are keyed; only •
Some answers
are given. A
few tests exist.
A time table
exists.

Several items
are available.

Annotated teacher's edi tion.
( )
C )
fests exist.
)
:>uggest time table exists.

r)

Special F'eatures~
Table of Content.

Table of content
given in detail
with all items
of importance
given.
( )

)

(

( )

VI.
A.

Only the word
problems are
worked in
detail.
( )

Answers provided
only for the
problem exer
cises.
( )

Special features of the teacher's edition.

I'ne teacher's edi
tion is keyed to the
student's textbook.
Spec ial chapter
tests are available.
A time table for
teaching the content
ex ists.
1.

(Continued)

( )
)

(

(15

No special
features
exist.

( )

points)

..::::.......,!:;....::..::::.:.;.:::..!.-----------------~----

fable of contents
given, some impor
tant items given.

Table of con
tents given.

(

( )

i~o table of
contents.

( )

••

!
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TABLE I (continued)

Excellent

0)

VI.

B.

Special Features:

( )

(

)

Unacceptable
(0)

(Continued)

Ylost of the im
portant items
are indicated.

( )

Some items
are indi
cated with
a different
print or
c olared ink.

No variation
eXists.

( )

(

Most of the
tables given.
Several
omitted.

Square arld
square root
tables given.
Logarithm
tables
given.

rIo tables

tiasic for
mulas are
given. The
rest of the
formulas
are
omitted.

No formulas

given.

(

formulas listed:

A complete and ae
tailed listing of
all the formulas
is given as used
in the textbook.

[Vjos t of the
formulas
are given.

(

L

(1)

Special tables.

rable of squares and
square roots, cube
and cube roots, com
mon logarithms,
trigonometric func
tions, logarithms
of tne trigonometric
functions, and
statistical tables.

D.

Fair

Variation in print.

Important items are
readily noticed by a
different colored
print or style of
writing.

c.

Good
(2 )

( )

are siven
in a separate
listing •

(

LJ
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TABLE I (continued)

Excellent
(3)
VI.

E.

Special Features:

F'air

(2)

(1)

Unacceptable
(0)

(Continued)

Other features.

Style, readability,
textbook size, study
aids, and other
items of educa
tional importance.

( )

VII.

Good

N.ost of the
items stated
are given.

( )

Few aids are
given. Few
special
features.

( )

No special
aids and

few features
of importance
are given.

( )

Comments to be used for other areas of importance or consideration:
(8 points)

2Q
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A check mark placed in the parenthesis under the appropriate
column .for each item considered was provided as an aid to evaluate

a textbook more efficiently.

The maximum number of points available

for eaCI1 major area is indicated in parenthesis with the major head
ing.

A condensed one-page outline with only the major headings and

their maximum point values are indicated in Appendix

B.

i'lithin the outline several items were indicated directly or
indirectly more than once.

These items were indicated in this manner

because of their importance or

L~possibility

of completely separating

Or distinguishing the item as a single entity.
The last item, aaditional comments, was included since the
evaluator(s) may have used the textbook in the classroom, and this
would be an aid for the evaluation of the textbook.

Other comments

may be incluced in tnis section as deemed essential by the evaluator.
FJur items were used for the rating of each it.em given in the
o\.I"Lline.

h

af~reement.

ratL:1g of trlree ,,,as given i f the textbook was in complete
it

rating of two was given if most of the

for eacn area were desirable.

items indicated

A rating of one was given for each area

if only a few items for each area were acceptable, and a rating of

zero was r:iven if the area under consideration

,-laS

found unacceptable.

The rating Bcale in the outline included possible statements to be con
sidered for specific items in the outline.

If the statements were in

complete agreement 'diUI the rating scale statements,

then a rating

QQq
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of three was given.

However, if the statements were not acceptable,

tnen a rating of zero was given.
v1lithin the outline, the first answers given for each item
would be the most beneficial to the actual rating of the textbook.
Any Ilariatim from this would decrease the numerical rating of the
textbook for that area.

The numerical values selected for the outline

were those that would be most beneficial to the outline for the selec
tion of a textbook.
to the gillen outline.

Chapter IV contains two textbooks rated according
The rating of the two textbooks was given as an

aid to illustrate the usage of the developed outline for the selection
of a textbook.

CHAPrER IV
DEHONSTRATION OF THE ES'rABLISrJ:ED OD'rLINE

I.

INTRODUCTION

fhe study of literature was made in Chapter II concerning the
content of the senior mather~tics course and the selection procedure
for a senior mathema tics textbook.

Chapter III had this informatio,l

organized and developed into a senior mathematics course.

The second

part of Chapter III had the selection procedure for a textbook organized
and developed into an outline to be used for the selection of a senior
nffithematics textbook.

Since the outline for the selection of a text

book had not been used, the following demonstration of its usage was
given as an aid to the evaluator in the evaluation of a senior math
er~tics

textbook.
two textb Joks were selec ted for evaluation using the established

JJtline from Chapter III.

fhe first textbook selected ,~as:

mentals r'or Advanced rvlatnematics by Glickman and _iuderman.
tnis textbook wiL be referred to as textbook A.

l

Funda
rtereafter,

The second textbook

selected hias, I,jooern introductory A:1alysis by Dolciani, Beckenbach,
Donnelly, Jurgensen,

and~ooten

and was referred to as t

"

I

exuOOo~

P

6.

lUlickman and ri.uderman, op. cit.
2.
P IcIao,
'
i " 't,dWln
"
"""k'-'n\D'-~I~
-'ary r. Uo
1:'. r5ev
,,' d".~, "~l_fl·edJ.Donnell:y,
'1""
.
"
.'
!V'O' dern Introductory Analysis
tJuri{enSen, 8'10 /(1 ,113m wooten, ; I e .

n

f

'~a y
It'

i'

J.

T .

( aston:

t-iJuVhton,

.

lffl in COnlpaf1Y, 1967).

2
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The selection of textbook A and textbook B was that both books

had been recommended rather highly by NSF Summer Institutes par
ticipants at Drake University during the 1968 and 1969 Institutes.

A selection of any other type textbook for the proposed senior math
err~tics course was rejected because the textbook stressed a con

siderable amount of material to calculus, analytic geometry, trig
onometry, or otner topics not satisfactorily associated with the
proposed senior course.

This chapter conta ins a detailed evaluation

of these two textbooks using the proposed outline for textbook selec
tion.

A

discussio~

of the important items for each of the six major

topic headings was given, and several comments are

rr~de

in regard to

each of the textbooks in the last part of the evaluation report.
The first major topic to be cons idered in evaluating a textb;ok, as established in the outline from Chapter III, was the topic
of aLllS.

As was indicated in Chapter III, the aims established for

the mathematics curriculum l-lere:

(1) to achieve an appreciation for

the development of rna Lnematics, (2) to develop an interrelation amonG

the various branches of mathematics, (3) to apply mathematics to the

sciences, (4) to use mathematics as a tool, (5) to develop mathematical
• I ., 1
SKIL
s

'(b")' to ,.'
~';'r')Vl' ''''8
an d' concepts,
_U

~nte-llect'
ual
~

f'hallong-es
for each
~"
~

stUdent, ('7) to develop matnematical competence, and (6) to oevelop a
favorable attitude tOHard mathematics.

l

1
'Uavertp:::Jl't l'ublic SChlOls, op. ci 1:-., p. 1.

1$2
It/Uh

these aims established for the senior mathematics course,

the two textbooks were examined and evaluated according to the estab
lisl1ed outline.

The rating of each book will be given in the outline,

and the reasons for tne rating will be given in the following para
graphs.

In each case, Book A will be rated first; then the reason

for its rating will be stated.

Book B will be rated secondly and

the reason for its rating will be given in the succeeding paragraph.
If the two books have the same rating and the reasons for the rating
are similar, then the discussion of the rating will be given in the

same paragraph.

A.

AIMS

Aims stated.

A.

(1) The aims of the baoks are given in a brief introduc

Book A.

tbn

LJ

the

C aurse.

The introduct ~on of the book indicated that the

bDak w:Juld be used to teach a variety of secluences of a pre-calculus
level C:Hlrse.

The sequences of the topics would be adapted to the

school's curriculum, to the level of ability of the student, and to

tna preference of tne instructor.
Book B.

()) 'rna aims of tne b:JOk are explicitly stated in the

introducti()o of the textbook, ana these aims are similar to those
established for the senior matllematics course.
!1

rna

aims indicated

the book I s introduction were to develop an understanding of the

role of

ic jn trw deductive systems of mathematics, to recognize

tile computational aspects of :nathematics, the application of

mathematics, to develop an appreciation for mathematics, to prepare
for future mathematics courses, and to achieve unity within the various
topics of mathematics.

B.

l

rlims Recognizable from the Content.

Book

!!:

and ~.

(2) Numerous references are made for the

applicati:m of sets, probab Uity, vectors, and exponential and log
arithmic functions to the various sciences.

Considerable stress is

placed upon symbolism as a means of cOlTuTlunication within these two.
uefini tions are precisely stated and explained in detail with
acceptable vocabulary for this grade level of instruction.

Emphasis

is placed on the lovieal structure of mathematics in the proofs, the
definitions, and the explanations given for the various topics in the
two books.

Frequent reference is made from one topical area to

anotner topical area.

The various properties of vectors are given,

and tllen r'eferenc8s to trleir applications are lnade in the area of

complex nu.mbers, trigonometry, and the analytic geometry of threel'l'oblems and exerc iacs are numerous, but no indicati:J11 is

space.

made for the uiffi,cu1ty of the exercises in Book A.

Book B has

numerous exercises, and the difficulty of these exercises is clearly

indicated.

"

,1.

Dolciani, deckenbach, Donnelly, Jurgensen, and 'riooten, aD.
-'
cit. , ( T L: a C he l' I S l~ d it ion), p • 3.
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B.

A.

AUTHORSHIP AND RESEARCH

Classroom Experience.
Book A.

(1) It is indicated that the authors are members

of the rna thematics department of a high school, but no indication
is made that they are actually teaching in the high school.
Book ~.

(2) Several of the authors have had junior and

senior high school classroom experience and have received recogni
tion for tneir outstanding teaching abilities.

Other members of the

writing staff' for this book have had experience at the collegiate
level of instruction.
B.

Educational Training.
Book A.

(0) The educational training is not indicated.

No

reference is made as to whether they nave had any advanced educational
training eitner.
Book ~.

(J) The autnors are indicated as being eittler a

professor, a dean, or a master instructor.

The positions that each

lnember of the writing staff have is indicated.
author~3

C.

'fhe school where the

are employed is also indicated.

Content classroom tested.
Book~.

(2) The content of the textbook has been tried on

an experimental bas is in the classroom by the colleagues of tne two
authors.

Some of the i terns have been tIle result of insights offered

by tne collearues of the two authors.

411
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Book B.

(1) No indication is given if the content of the

b~ok has been tried in the c1assroJffi on a direct or an experimental

basis.

It is indicated, however, that the content has been developed

as a result of a careful study of ttle many recommendatiotlS made by
various

matnerr~tics

curriculum study groups.

The content developed

by the various study groups has been tried; consequently, a (1) rating

was given.

D.

Author's Content Conforms to Various National CurriculQm

Committees.
Book A.

(1) The book makes no reference to any use of the

content proposed by the various mathematics study groups.

However, if

one investigates the book, one realizes that the content is adaptable
to the various study group
Book B.

recQrr~endations.

(J) Tne authors explicitly state that they have

developed the course as a result of a careful study of the recom
mendatbns made by the various study groups.

They further indicate

that they have ut ilized recent developments in the learning and the
teaching

E.

mathematics.

Authorship (Previous Articles).
Book A.

(0) ,~o references are made or implied as to

previous authorship.
c)
'"
bOOK
b.

[,',3) 'IT'n' e._
8u.trlors
of this textbook have wri tten


other textbooks for high school instruction.

Chese authors have

. , t'en preVIous
.
t,
•
•
i'or
WI'n
()'JOlcS .
10 '
trus
setleS
. al~ebra
b'

I J c:eometIJr,
b

.

4U
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and modern algebra and trigonometry.

It is further indicated that the

members of the writi.ng staff helped. in the writing of SJlfSG materials.

C.

A.

CONTENT AND OHGANlZATIOl'J

rteadability.
Book A.

(1) The readability of the material for the

presentation of the various topics is quite detailed.

The explana

tions are quite deta iled in length and require cons iderable com
prehension for the senior high school student.

Considerable a.mount

of sywbolism is used in the reading material.
Book B.

(3) fhe rna terial is presented in a readable manner,

and the definitions and explanations are given with a minimum amount

of reading required by the student.

The usage of symbolism is kept to

a minimum in the context of the book.
B.

Vocabulary.
Book

A.

everyt ing possible.
tiona.

(1) In the first chapter the authors try to define

PaE8S Band 9 contain a listing of nine defioi

rhey uefined admissable and permissable values, but these two

definitions are not that significant to be stressed as specific
definitions to be learned.
S

In other ,.ards, the authors take a con-

lejerable amount of explana tion to stress a point..

In the explanation

of tne content they include the usage of many mathematical symbols
within the ex~lanatlon.
but for

1:.he'

This method of presentation may be acceptable;

student in the course, it may reqUire an excess amount of
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time of reading in order to obtain an understanding of the explanation
presented.

The author mentions the word ltslope!l on page

144

in the

explanation of the material but has not mentioned or defined the word.
He does, however, refer to a page of reference 10lhich is in the succeed
ing portion of the book.

References are made to trigonometric terms on

page 14) for inverse relations, but trigonometry has not been discussed
In the definition for slope, pages 163-164, the

or reviewed as of yet.
authors use the letter
tne letter

limit.

llall

rather than the standard notation which has

nlis notation may be acceptable but could cause con

fusion to the student if this specific change of notation is not indi
cated by the instrucGor.

Later in the book, page 317, the author

indicates the change in notatiot1 from "a ll to IIm tl for the slope of a
line witnin the reading material of the text.
Book~.

rnaterial.

(}) No difficulty was encountered in reading the

,)efinitions are presented in concise terms; undefined

terms are acceptable; the explanations given for proofs and sample
exercises

c.

BI~

concise.

Content in agreement
Book A.

l"i th

the district 1 S cllrriculum.

(1) The book does include topics for functions

and relations, mathematical induction, vectors, probability (only),
ex"onential an.d lovari thmic funct ons, and 88me reference to the
historical developmtCint of :nme of the topics in mathematics.
ever, the book dOt"is not include al1,Y references for tae nature

How

••••
IS8
of mathematics (as developed for this school district's curriculum),
for statistics, and for matrix algebra.

The authors have topics on

limits, the derivatives, its application, ana the definite integral.
These last three topics were not given in the district's proposed
curriculum and were to be excluded as possible units of instruction.
A considerable amount of supplementary material would be needed for
the units on historical mathematics, nature of mathematics, statistics,
and matrix algebra.
Book B.

( 2) Tais book included all of the district I s pro

posed curriculum topics; however, the topics of statistics and matrix
algebra were only briefly mentioned and not given a detailed discussion
as desired by the district.

The unit for the history of mathematics

was not given as a unit, but the authors did list fourteen men of
mathernat Les and tn8ir contributlOns to mathematics.

The listings of

the men of mathematics was a one-page summary for each man.

Supple

mentary material would b8 required for the units involved with the
history of mathematics, probability and statistics, and matrix algebra.
0.

Content in agreement with the national committee's recOlnroenda

tions.
·.• 0 o·KA.
S

(2)

,.'1:0·
. st


of the to'.,)ics were in agreement with the

comb ned ns t iana 1 c or!1Jnl ttee I s recOlPJoendations for a possible senior
maLhematics course.

The

excer.tian \"as the last three chapters of the

book where the authors l:1cluded topics
as

from the calculus.

Calculus,

was indicated in Cnapter II an d 1. r· ,was not ackno'·'le·
• d'baed as a hiEh
-

Bcnoal COllrse.
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(3)

Book B.

The proposed topics of instruction from this

book were in agreement with the combined national committee I s recom
mendat.1.ons for a senior rna thematics course.
E.

Ace uracy .

(3) Book A had one error present in its

Book A and Book B.

ezplanation of probability and the final answer.
page

283, where the authors had 4

52
solution is 4 . 3

52 5"'1

:=

1 ---

221 ...

.u045.

3

67b

The error was on

-

.0044.

The correct

However, both books, upon careful

investigation, had accuracy present in their definitions, explanations,
illustrations, charts, and in the problem exercises.

If numerous

inaecurac ies are present, they would have to be discovered as one
actually used the two textbooks for classroom instructions.

F.

Content up-to-date.
Book A.

(3) Book! gives the Greek! s geometrical point of

v iew for the conic sec tLons as well as the analytic approach to the
conics.

It develops the trigonometric functions in terms of the

unit circle and the usage of the radian measure rather than the older

form of defining the trigonometric fUllctions in terms of the triangle.
riOwever, the book ooes make reference to the trigonometric functions

in tenDS of the right triangle.
Book B.

(2) The analytic approach to the conic sections

is given, but no reference is made to the development of the conics
as viewed by t.he Greeks

.

The unit circle and rad ian measure are used

Qt'.
·'..........-r·':·;·

".'.
0'

~~

£-:
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for the development of the trigonometric functions.

References for

usage of the trigonometric functions in the triangle are given.

How

ever, the book spends considerable time on solving the six parts of
a triangle using the trigonometric ratios.
but perhaps beneficial.
same Chapter.

This time is debatable

Reference is made to polar coordinates in the

This does help unify the various uses of the trig-

onometric functions.

Investigation revealed no out-of-date material in

the content, illustrations or problem exercises.
G.

Mathematical rigor.
1.

Proofs
Book A and Book

B.

(3) Both books give adequate rigor

in their proofs and adequate justification for each process in the
development of the proofs.
and examples ace

the reader.

In Chapters 3 and

5

of Book A, the proofs

iven in rather complete detail for the benefit of

l'or Book lJ, Chapters 3 and 4, give a rather detailed

dem::mstratLm for the proofs and exarnples for the benefit of the reader.
both books have some proofs given in detail, but not all the reasons
',
;
1 t oer1va
. . t'Ion
are Ulven
lor
tne compee

n , 'tl'
011:..8

proD f' s.

'l' ' n' 1'!'; l' '" appa r_ ent
u

-

ill the chapters involving trigonometry and the conics.

2.

Precision of the language.
lbok A and Book 8.

(3) Both books use rather precise

language and symbo i ism i

tl

and examples.

of the t\<fO books, Book! uses greater precisio'1

HO"J8Ver,

the presentatlon of the proofs, definitions,

of the language in its presentati on than does Book

E'

ho'I1ever,

.'''"'''
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does not make its presentati8n of definitions, proofs, and- examples
as difficult to read as does Book A.

3.

Foundations made for the introduction of the direct

proofs.
Book A and Book B.

(3) Both books give a rather

detailed explanation of how to verify the solutions of sample exer
cises in their presentatLm of the material prior to the first
formal proof.

JViany detini tions are gi>ren prior to the first formal

proof, and examples of now the definitions can be used in working
various exercises are indicated in the first two chapters of each
book.

Book ~ has its first formal proof on page 20 while Book ~

gives itS first indiCation of a formal proof by establishing an
outline for a formal proof 8n page

24.

The first theorem to be

given ana proven in Detail in Book B is on page ~O.
4.

Foundat .ona we 11 ceveloped before indirect proofs are

indicated.
Book A.

(J) The book develops the role of indirect

proofs by giving many exarnples and indicating how to prove the
,S
exampl.€

.
t,er-examp Ie.s.
Hrong b y contradJCvlon
ana'coun
I'

'''In' e

r'1"5"("

--'-£

formal development of an indirect prJof is done in a very detailed
pattern.

proof outline is done adequately, and little trouble

is encounter'ed in understanding the processes of an indirect proof.
Book B.
rf'
o

(l) 1 n c,}mpar1son to Boo k /:.' the development

'"
.h
abru,ptly· a.l·lc~,· with no aetailed
an lrlcJlcect
proof is done i'stiler

r

lEi .
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foundations developed for an indirect proof.
indirect proof is adequate.

The development for an

However, in comparison to Book A, the

--

development is not as well developed or as detailed as would be
desirable.

5.

Alternate proofs given for some proofs.
Book A.

(2) Several proofs are indicated as having an

alternate proof available.

On page

64, two proofs are given for the

same theorem; on pages 97 and 98, two different proofs are given for
the same theorem.

Other alternate proofs are indicated for either

theorems or problem exercises in the book.
Book B.

(0) No alternate solutions to either proofs or

problem exercises were found in the investigation.

However, if one

Io]ere to use the book for instruction, one might find alternate solu

tiona for a proof and a problem.
b.

The aevelopment and completion of proofs and sample

exe rc iSBs are ind ic a ted.

Book A.

(2) The development and completion of the proofs

and sample exer'C ises are usually indicated quite clearly.

However,

one must read the demons tratioo lor the proofs and sample exerc ises

to determine the completion of the demonstration.
Book B.

(3) In comparison to Book ~, which had an adequate

demonstration for the development and complet

0(1

of its proofs and

,
t"
exerclses,
Book 13 rates an even higher' ralng;
oecause it uses the
. co'm·ple.
th ere f' are ( .•• .) notation to indicate toe
. . tl' 0t'
_.

'0·

fits _L.'roofs

---------..
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and sample exercises.

Also, when numerical values are the answer for

sample exercises, the book clearly indicates this by writing "answer"
adjacent to the final solution.
H.

New learning theories and computational skill stressed in the

content.
1.

Understand ing and computational skill stressed in the

content.
Book A and Book B.

(3)

Detailed explanations and illustra

tLons are given as an aid for understanding of the material.

Ample

exercises are given to stress the understanding and computational
skills needed for the course.

2.

New approaches used in the problem exercises.
Book A.

(2) The explanations are detailed. but they do

not ask enou/:h questions as to why or how the results were attained.
Ine problem exerc ises, in certa in problem sets throughout the book,
asK

questi')ns of the students in regard to a specific problem in the

problem set.

Examples of s.")me of the questions asked of the student

in regard to a specific problem are, pages 313 and 314, ftDo the
points determine a triangle?

would it make sense to say that one of

these three points lies between the other two?
Book B.

If so, whichone?1I

(2) The eXl)lanat ions are (ietailed and ask

questions 01 the student such as:

(a)

why?

(b)

Can you explain why something appears to be as it is
inejicated?

:.
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These

(c)

Do you see why something appears as it is indicated?

(d)

Can you provide an alternate solution or short cut?

ty~es

of questions are indicated on pages 349-351 and appear

frequently throughout the book.

However, the problem exercises

assigned to the students do not have this developmental technique
stressed as frequently as was done in Book A.

3.

Students encouraged to make generalizations.
Book A and Book B.

(2) As was indicated in the previous

two paragraphs of this section, both books encourage the student to

w3ke generalizations.

Book

lem exercises while Book

~

encourages generalizations in its prob

£ encourages

from its sample exercises.

the generalizatjons to be madci

In each book the discovery approach is

used for the development of the generalizations to be made by the
student.

4.

Development of the basic principles for the course.

Rook A and Book B.

(3) Each book stresses the desired

mathematical rigor for the course I the necessary understandings and

C8mputational skills needed for an adequate mastery of the content,
and the encourager:lent for thE: students to draw their own conclusions.
;,.

Development of definitions in terms of the new approaches

used in mn tlwrnatics.

Hook A and BOOK B.

(3) Each book gives the definition

1n clear ano accurate la~buage, and the development far the numerous
definitions is detailed enough for the student to understand the

definitions and tErms used.

---------165

6.

Content uses the historical approach- f or t'he d eve 1 op

meat of mathematics.
Book A.

(1) The book makes reference to the historical

approach to mathematics in the conic sections on page 412.

The

authors c:cedit the Greeks for tneir study of the conics and indicate
that Descartes, Khayyam, Desargues, Pascal, Kepler, Wallis, Newton,
and others studied the conics intensively.

Probability is indicated as

being of some historical importance on page 262.

Boolean Algebra is

wdicated as being developed by George Boole, page 95, but no further
reference is made of the man and his importance to mathematics.

Other

men mentioned who have contributed to the study of mathematics are as
follows:

(1) Gauss, page 185, (2) Descartes, page 231, and (3) De

Moivre, pages 389-396, and others.

Book B.
important men, but it

(2) Like Book
d08S

impor-tance to mathernatics.

~,

Book ~ mentions some of the

not give any further mention as to their
fhe rating of (2) for this book was given

because it did have a list ing of fourteen men and their importance to
matnern.atics.
mathelf~tics

7.

l'hese listings of the men and their contributions to
were

iven between each chapter.

Different eras of mllthematical development.
Book A and Book B.

(1) Each book indicates the dates

that the men ment oned in the book lived, but no further information is

given.

,

- - - - - - - - - -...x=_
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8.

Important men, events, and countries for their contribu

tions to mathematics.
Book A.

(1) As indicated in number 6 under this item of

rating, this book makes some mention of the historical development
of mathematics as a result of certain men.

The authors did mention

the Greeks as a contributor to mathematics, but no further mention was
made in regard to countries.

Events are not mentioned.

(2) In comparison to Book ~, this book does a

Book B.

considerably better task of presenting the historical contributions
made by the men of

w~thematics,

and the era in which they lived.

the countries in which they resided,
However, a greater and more detailed

aevelopment of the historical approach to mathematics is needed.

For

the purposes of this school district, supplemental material will also
ce needed.
i.

Individual differences provided for in the textbook.
~.

~xercises

Book A.
no
the

]r1d

icat j C)[1 is

are indicated for their difficulty.
(1) i/lost of the exercises are simply stated and

i Yen for their difficulty.

difficulty of the problems noted.

Severa] exerc ises have

Exercises have enough material

pru'iented so as to develop an adequate understandini=.

(OJ

Book A uses a

diamond notation for the more aifficult problem exercises.
Book b.

(3) Ample exercises given and the exercises are

indicated by an alphabetical listing of fl., B, or C for their diJficulty
for that spec Hie topic.

Little supplementary material wJUld be
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required for the problem exercises.

----- -

In comparison to Book A, Book B

-_.- 

had a greater range of problem exercises, better notation, and a
greater number of exerc ises.
2.

Content indicates problems that are unsolvable or a valid

proof has not been derived.

(1'hese problems are offered as challenges

to the student.)
Book A and Book B.

(0) No problems, proofs, or other

items were ind icated in the table of contents, in the context, or
elsewhere.

J.

Content presented as a continuous pattern of mathematical

thinking.
1.

Topics presented in a logical sequence.
Book A and Book B.

(2) The topics are presented in a very

logical sequence; however, the topic of the straight line could be
placed 1Nith the topics involving the conics, and no harm would be
encountered in the pres8nt,ation of the rnaterial to the st.udent.
2.

les presented as being workable in some areas but

unworkable in other areas.
Book A.
p3£<e

(1) In the development of complex numbers,

318, is made of the various classifications of our nUJll.ber system

and "mat equations are solvable in the set of integers, rational
numbers, irrational numbers l ami the complex numbers.

These equations

and tneir solut on sets motivated the development for the complex
numbers.

C£
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Book B.

(2) The chapter on ordered fields, (Ohapter II),

presents a detailed development of the various properties of the
integers and rational numbers and wha t properties of our number system
are usable within each area of the number system.

The field of

COffi

plex numbers (Chapter '7), is developed as a result of a need for a
larger number system.

Chapter 7 indicates that the existing number

system is inadequate.

As a result, the complex numbers are developed

as an extension of the existing number system.
K.

Content relates to the real world where possible.
Book A.

(2) A rating of two was given because the book

devotes a considerable portion of the chapter on Boolean Algebra
(Chapter

5)

to an application of its content to computers and elec

trical circuits.

Chapter 10, Probability, makes some references to

the real w:Jrld in its application of probability to genetics, public
heal tn, life insurance and other areas.

Problem exerc ises, in the

chapter on probability, l'elate to the real world

'I.l

i th some practical

Chapter 15, exponential and logarithmic

applications indicated.

functions, inoicates an application for its content to chemistry,
biology, and nuclear energy.

Chapter 20, Limits, indicates an applica

tion for its content to the various branches of SCiences.

Ho.'iever,

many Chapters and problem exercises are given witn no applicat_ons to
tne real world.
dook 13.

(2) Problem exercises, chapter introcmctions,

and sample exercises are

ivan that have some practical applications.
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The chapters that involve sets, series, vectors, limits, circular
and trigonometric functions, and probability all indicate some
application to the real world.

However, some chapters reveal no

practical applicat i_ons to the real world.

L.

Content organized to benefit the student.
1.

Material is presented for the student.
Book A and Book B.

0)

For the most part, the content

is presented in an organized pattern for the benefit of the student.
The problem exerc ises could, perhaps, have some practical applica
tions indicated in each chapter and each problem set of exercises.

2.

Spiral approach used for redevelopment of previous terms

in a new situation.
Book A.

(2) The trigonometric ratios are developed in

terms of x-y axis on pages 347-351.

The analytic geometry relates

the conics aoc their development to the x-V axis on pages

412-430.

Other topics developed by the soir81 approach include vectors,
binc,mial expans ion, probability, and others.
Book B.

(2) Like Book~, has most of the topics related

to analytic gc:>rnetry and trigonometry introduced by the use of the

x-v ax is.
"
OnOmetrlc

I!>H trices a nd the ir transformations by the use of the trig
,.
,o,~()r'4i9'
ratios are "
lndicated
on pages )4
• .P"larcoordinates
u

ano the x-y axis are related as indicated on pages ~85-4b9.

Other

topics related are sequences and mathematical induction, probability
and the binomial expansion, and others.

w
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D.

A.

M'ETHODS

Presentation of the textbook material.
Book A.

indicated.

( 1) Very little commun1'cat1'on with the student is

rhe definitions, the proofs, and the explanations of the

sample exercises are merely presented in complete detail.

The student

merely reads the textbook and is expected to grasp the understanding

of the presentation as given in the textbook.
Book B.

(2) The explanations are such that they are talking

to the students in that they ask questions such as III'Jhy?1I and liDo you
see why sometning is as it is?".

l'here are also other leading questions

which ask questions which will enable the student to draw his own conelusions and to draw his own generalizations.

The problem exercises

are not designed or developed so as to communicate with the student
as read ily as are the sample exerc ises.
B.

lJiscovery and axiomatic approaches used for the presentation

of the material in tne textbook.
1.

DiSCOVery approach.
6.Jok A.

(0) There was no indication of the discovery

apfjroacn being used as a tecnnique of presenting the material t8 the
student.

['he explanation of the material was simply stated in complete

cietail with no leading questions or leading statements indicated for the
.
St Udents
to make some generaliza t'lons

material oeing presented.

·"n.
the. I" r
J.

,)U[l
•

l' n

re".:aro
to the
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Book B.

U) In comparison to Book A, Book B used the dis

-- --

covery approach as a process of presenting the material to the student.
The explanations of the terms and the new material almost always asked
questions of the students.

The deletion of a question from any given

explanation of the material was the exception.

2.

Axiomatic approach.
Book A.

(3) BJok ~ aevelops the axiow~tic approach in

Chapter I and then uses the axiomatic approach throughout the book.
In eacn chapter terms are carefully defined and stated, new axioms
are introduced when needed, and the the:Jrems are presented and proven
in oetail in regard to the previous

rr~terial

presented.

The

axiorr~tic

approach vias carefully developed on page 1 where the authors indicate
tha t all terms cannot be defined.

They also indicate the language to

be used in regard to the presentation of the material in the book.

Chapters I to

5

develop and use the axiomatic approach very carefully.

book B.

(3) The axi omatic approach is developed in detail

in the first forty pages of the book.

Chapter 1 deals with the language

to be used, ttle defined and undefined terms to be used, and it develops

the pCJttern of think
in the book.

....PrHyes
...... u ·

and the presentati:Jt1 of the material to be used
}I.
4,

and 36 give tne axioms for equality, addi

t on, multiplication, and nistributicm.

Chapter

4

develops the

axiomatic approach for the algebra of vectors in detail on pages
14J, and 1)1.

chapters develop

SOeC

134,

ial properties,

terms, and axioms ,,,here needed for tne necessary presentations of the
mEl

terial.

Q
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C.

New rna terial presented proceeds from the concrete to semi

concrete to the abstract.
Book A and Book B.

(2) In most cases, the material is

presented in a pattern that the student is able to comprehend.
~ ~ requires the assigning of certain selected exercises, page

389, in order to establish the desired pattern.

Book~, page

238,

presents the abstract first; then it proceeds to give several concrete
examples.

However, this is the exception rather than the general

procedure followed in Book B as well as in Book A.

D.

Review of the important material for each chapter.
1.

Reviews.
Book

the

L~portant

A.

(1) The book attempts to provide a review of

material for each chapter by placing a chapter quiz

Or Chapter test at the end of each chapter.
no such review

()f

the important rnaterial.

miscellaneous exerc ises only.

However, Chapter

4 has

Chapter 7 has a listing of

any chapters end with problem exer

cises and no reviews or tests indicated as a means of reviewing the

important topics in the chapter.
BDok B.

(J) Every chapter has a listing of the Dnportant

topics to De remembered, and these topics are given in the Chapter
8ununary.

2.

Tests exist for each chapter and for periodic cumulative

reviews.

ook A.

I
\
' t ~''-''
t'or 'lnlv
\,1)
Ghapter tes t
s eX1S

and no cumnlative reviews ar'e present.

,q

-

few cha.pters,
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Book B.

(2) Every chapter has a test, but no cumulative

reviews are present in this book.

However, in comparison to Book

!,

the chapter tests were a welcome method of review for the student.
E.

Problem Exerc ises.
Book~.

(2) A sufficient number of exercises exist; how

ever, the book has a tendency to present too much material at any
one time before it has any exercises given for developing an under
standing of the material.
Book B.

(3) In comparison to Book ~, this book: presents

the material and follows with ample exercises.

Usually, Book

~

pre

sented a given amount of material and then had the exercises.

E.

A.
and

STUDENT ANTI TEACHER AIDS

Textbook is usable as a source of reference for the studellt

teacher.
Soak A and Book B.

(3) Both books are self explanatory

and would make excelle;1t reference books.
5eparate ed i tim::> exist for the teacher and student.

__._ A
. ...

~)ok- ....... II
...

(0)

otb use the same textbook, and

,10

additional

references exist for either the teacher or the student.
BOOK d.

(J) .3eparate editbns exist few the student and

teacher.

tunentls edition contains:
(a)

Cha

r

ievie\-r exerctses, sample tests, and oral exer
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Book A.
for each chapter.

(1) Chapters 1 and 2 contain thought questions
Chapters 7 and 10 contain miscellaneous exercises

at the end of each chapter.

No review exercises, chapter summaries,

or listings of important things to remember are given in the book.

Book B.
c~mparison

to

(2) No review exercises are given.

Book~,

However, in

a rating of 2 was felt justified in that a

chapter summary and a listing of supplemental reading was made avail
able in each Chapter for the student.
(0)

Sample tests.

Book A.
ters 1, 3,

5,

(1) Chapter tests or quizzes are given for Chap

6, 9, and 10.

The remaining chapters end their chap

ters with exercises or miscellaneous exercises.
Book B.

(3) Chapter tests are given for each chapter.

The

chapter tests include short answer questiJns, word problems, proofs,

ana listing of the possible answers for a given questiJn.

(c)

Oral exercises exist as an aid for understanding for the

stUdent.
dook A and Book B.
ina iC3ted in the context.

ciscs from these two books,
.,
!jrODl-em

(U) Neither book had oral exercises

If the teacher desires t'J nave oral exer
he

\"1ould have to investic;ate some of the

.
cxerc ises and then use tnese

. 1ems a~u __' 1 ossible
prOD

oral

exercises.
2.

in the content.

rences made l'r'JIn previous topics t,) present continuity
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Book A and Book B.

(2) Most of the topics and the content

ar e Presented in a pattern that indicates continuity.

Book ~ pre

sented the chapter on the straight line separate and isolated from
the other chapters on analytical geometry.
same pattern as Eook
on the conics.

3.
student I

!

Book B developed the
-

in regard to the straight line and the sections

Students are asked to make reference to the x-y axis.

Selected problem exercises have the answers available in the
S

textbook.
Book A.

(0) No answers are given in the student's edition.

Book B.

(J) The answers t:3 the odd-numbered exercises are

in the student's textbook.

The proofs are not given for any of the

oroblems in the stuoent's edition.

D.
L

Teacher's edition contains:
Teaching suggestions.
Book A.

(0) :~one are present.

Book b.

(3) ;C;ach chapter has suggested teaching aids as \.;ell

as helpful hints for stressi.ng important facts to be discussed with the

students.

Inese suggestions are presented in one textbook which is an

aid for the teacher.

2.

Enrichment materials.
Book~.

ne \. . ere l'nO"l'cat,ed

(G)

1'0

the book for the teacher

to be Used as an a io for presenting the material.
dook B.

•
(2

)

' Is"
l'he teaCher
eOl t'1 on, c,"av-"
't:

1'" lrliJLll:
"
enrichment material" lor mos,t

01'

'>u'!."'8stions
for
u
c5

t', t".'t'- rha",uteI's.

,

30me of the
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materials suggested were paperbacks, annotations within the textbook, and
the chapter reading tests.

3.

Detailed solution key for the problem exercises.
(3) Each book contains a detailed

Book A and Book B.
solution key.

Problems are worked in detail Whenever such detail was

required for the said problem.

E.

.Special features of the teacher's edition.

1.

Annotated teacher's edition.
Book A.

(0) No edition available or found for investigation.

Book B.

()

The book has special items of importance indi

cated and gives suggestions for teaching these items.

An example of

t:lis is found on page 204 in the discussion of the slope of a line.
Other numerous examples exist throughout the teacher's edition.

In

addition, the teacher's edition gives pages of references for a
greater deta iled explanation of the important items if they are needed
for the teacher or the student.
2.

rests exist.
(1) Some tests were given for the individual chap

tel'S, but many chapters had no tests given as an aid for instruction.
Book~.

(3) Svery Chapter had a test.

was a booklet available

t~3t

In aGCl.tlOt1, toere

contained suggested test questions other

than those present in toe textbook.

sted time table for the c:.>urS8.
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Book A.

(1) None was given.

The book did indicate a

possible sequence of topics that could be ofTered in a year and those

that could be deleted from the course.
Book B.

(3) The teacher's edition contains a chart

(page 6) that indicates each chapter and the suggested number of days
for that chapter for a minimum, average, or maximum course.

The chart

includes what sections can be deleted if the teacher desires to omit
trigonometry, some analytic geometry, or any other topic •

.L

SPECIAL FEATURES

The special features in existence in the textbook include:

A.

fable of contents.
dook A and Book B.

but

(2) Doth books have a table of contents,

is not at> detailed as would be desirable for this c:mTse.

[1,

Book

E has

Book

~

a listing

~)f

the items for each chapter but no page reference.

i1as the items and page numbers f;iven;

its contents are in para

graph form, wh icn rna kes the read ing and selecting of important items
rather difficult.
f3.

Jariation in print.
Book A.

(1) rile ;)oly variation in the print is that the

important items to De remembered

:)1'

understood are in italics, and some

important Lerras are in both quotes and italics.

[he observations for

this variation al'e someNhat aifficult to observe if one does not read
clo~ely

or is not mentally alert wnen the observat

are being made.

e
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Book B.

(3) Important solutions are in red print, theorems

are indicated by a solid red rectangular block, important words are
placed in dark black print, and important diagrams have black and red
print to indicate the important items to observe in the given
illustrat ion.

c.

Special mathematical tables.
Book A.
1~0

factorials.

(1)

It contains the tables for the logaritrilllli of

other tables are given.

The book does not have a need

for any other tables in ei ther its explanations or problem exercises.
However, the students always refer to a mathew-atics textbook when they
need information from spec ial rnathematics tables.
Book B.

(2) It contains tables for circular functions for the

six trigonometric functions, a table for the six trigonoFetric func
tions, a table of squares and square roots, a table for the
ri tnJrlS, a no a table for exponential functions.
t80tS

COrrilllOtl

Cubes and cube

and a statistical table of values for the standard deviation were

not present.

HOI.;ever, in comparison to Book ~ this baok had more

tables avadable for use for the student.
D.

A

special listing of the iJnportant formulas used in the

textbook.
I
1-)_ •
book A and• •HOOK

-,

-~'~
. .-..

.......

-"~~"

- -

(0)
'

',',n'er b0.o"
- ~ ,".,ad a s.'_oecial
,

,,[e1'
• ~,

.D8iJe
r
U

established for the listing of the formulas used in ti1e textbook.
~.

Ottlcr features.
liook A.

.

' I '

(1) Un paGes b39-bu1 a

used in the textbook is

SUlffinB

ry of a 11 the s:'T1nbols
J

- . , - -'0'-'
ct1apter
i yen in an easy-to-reao, l'1S t,1ng
J
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summary existed for any given chapter in this book.
Book~.

(3) On pages 650-651 tnere is a listing of all the
In addition, a listing of the Greek

sylT'bols used in the textbook.

Alphabet is indicated, and the Script Alphabet is noted.

A special

chapter surrt."'Tlary of the important items discussed in each chapter was
given .
.F requent pictorial graphs are given as an aid for understanding
the material presented in the section under discussion.

G.

COM!'1ZNTS

(2) This book has been used as a source of reference

f300k A.

for other mEthematics courses taught, but this writer has not taught
a large amount of material from the book.

Very little opportunity

exists for exploratory topics for the student.
dook B has been used as a source of reference for

Book B.

ott1er mathematics courses taught, but this writer has not taught a

large a mount of

niH

terial from tnis book.

Exploratory mat-erial was not

mentioned per 3e, but the book presented a brief bibliography of four

"teen men.

3ince these men were to be part of the uait on the History

of lfcathernatics, their bibliographies wOL;ld be discussed and assigned
for

ex~lor8tory

reading for the student.

fne detailed evaluation for each book was bdicated on the fol
low

outl ine as an aid to better illustrate the selection procedure

Cor a senior

fl1athern!~tics

textbook.

Letter A \"a5 used to indicate the
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rating for ~ ~ and letter B was used to indicate the rating for

-Book

B.

letter

In instances where the two books have identical ratings,
A'

',·'as given first and then letter B.
N

The outline for the selection of a senior mathematics textbook
is as follows:

LD
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'l'ABLE II

RATING SCALE FOR SENIOR f'lATHEl~lA'I'ICS TEXTBOOKS

Excellent

Good

0)

Fair

(2)

(1)

1.

Aims:

A.

Aims are stated.

(0)

(6 points)

The aims are stated
and are in complete
agreement with those
of the school dis
trict.
(B)

B.

Unacceptable

The aims are
stated, but are
not in complete
agreement

The aims are
stated but
are for the
most part in
disagreement.

( )

(A)

The aims are
not stated.

( )

rhe aims are recognizable in the content.

rhe aims are clearly
recognizable and in
complete agreement
with tnoBe of the
school district.

The a ims are
recognizable but
not in complete
agreement.

The aims are
not clearly
stated and
are in dis
agreement.

The aims are
not recog
nizable.

(A)

( )

II.

A.

Authorship and ri8search:

(15 points)

lassraom experience.

Teach
experience
in mathematics at
the

( )

(B)

high sChool

leveL

( )

reac ning experi reaching ex
perience at a
ence in junior
level other
nigh school or
than the
at the col
secondary
legiate leveL
level.
(B)

(A)

[\;0 teaching
experience.

)
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TABLE II (continued)

Excellent
(3)
II.

B.

( 1)
(Continued)

Some tra ining
in the area of
the content of
the textbook.

( )

~ducational

\10

tra ining.

training
only.

(A)

( )

Content tested in the classroom.
Content has been
used as experi
mental units only
by the author and
his cCllleagues.

( )

(A)

Content has
been based
upon experi
ence and ob
servation,
but not suc
cessfully
tried ir1 the
classroom.

Content has
been "lritten
without re
gard to
classroom
use or
classroom
observations.

( )

I~ )

~H

Content conforms tl''' various national curriculum committees.

Content in com
plete agree

i~os t

topics are
in agreement.

mt~nt •

( )
t!..

Unacceptable
( 0)

Educational training.

Content of the
book has been
successfully
tested by the
author and his
colleagues.

D.

Fair

(2)

Authorship and Research:

Major training in
the area of the
content of the
book.
(B)

c.

Good

S:)me topics
included from
the national
committees.

iJo topics
included
from the
national
cornmi ttees.

( )

(A.)

Authorship.

Has written several
acceptable articles
and books in
m:J thema t ic s •
(8)

Has wr i tten some
articles and a
textbJok. fheir
content ace
able.

( )

Has w'ritten
articles
only.

Has

no ex

perience
in writing.

(A)
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Excellent
(3)
III.
A.

(1)

Unacceptable
(0)

(81 points)

Headable for the grade level intended.

tions, explana

tions, and prob
lem exerc ises.
(B)

Content is readable Content is
in most areas.
adequate,
but certain
areas cause
difficulty
in under
standing

Not readable
for the
grade level
intended.

the material.

(A)

( )

Terms introduced
but not always
used. Some

Some terms
introduced

lJothing de
fined or ex

but not de

plained.

terms are de

fined, used,
or are of any

( )

Vocabulary.

Terms which are in
troduced are of
significance.
I'erms are intro
duced and are

used.
(B)
~.

Fair

(2)

Content and Organization:

1'1aterial is pre
sented as be ing
readily readable
and understood in
the given defini

B.

Good

fined but are
insignificant.

significance.

( )

( )

CO'1tent agrees \.;1 th the dis tricV s proposed matherr,a tics curriculum.

Complete agreement
th tne Be hocl
districts proposed
curriculum.
..1 i

Several items not
inclUded but the
majority of the

items agree with
the se'laol dis
trict's recom
'!landed course.

(

Nany items

are o8t in
c luded in
the text
book.

None of the
items are in
agreement
wi th tnose
of the seh ')ol
district! s

course out
line.
( rtJ\
,)

f

)

\

j
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TABLE II (continued)

Excellent
(3)
III.
D.

Content and Organization:

Fair

(1)

(B)

(Continued)

IvIost i terns in
the textbook
agree \>lith
national re
commendations.

(A)

Several items
in agreement,
others par
tially covered,
and the rest
not recommended
for the given
level of in
struction.
( )

No items in
agreement.

( )

Accuracy of the content.

Accuracy is present
in tne definitions,
explanations, and
exerc ises.

Accuracy is
present in most
of the i terns
presented.

(A)
(8 )
f.

Unaccentable
(0)

Proposed content in agreement with national committees recommendations.

Complete agreement.

E.

Good
(2)

Some inac
curacies are
presenu 1n
the expla na
tions, defini
tions, aod
Droblem
exercises.

...

Hany inac

curacies are
present in
the content
of the book.

)

Up-to-date cont-ent.

Content is uP-to
date and use~ up-to
Gate prOcedures for
presentation of the
mate ri.al.

(A)

Host items are

up-to-aate.
)evcral dated
tOiJics or
articles
inc hIded.
(8 )

''';onta ins items
that are
ree OlEme lld ed
for omission.
Several items
acceptable.

( )

Content is
dated and
has been
recOlrul1ended

for omission.
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Fair
Excellent
Good
Unacceptable
(3)
(2)
(1)
(0)
Content and Organization: (Continued)
--G. jYi~tical rigor emphasized in the following:
1. Proofs.
Proofs given but
Proofs are
The development of
The theorems
some
i
terns
are
given
but
proofs follow a IOfi
are given,
deleted in the
many proofs are but the
cal argument and is
logical process
left to be
author in
there justification
of the proof.
either proven
dicates that
for the processes?
by the student
the proofs
Are the reasons indi
or
simply
ac
are
trivial
cated and the proofs
cepted
as
they
and
obvious.
demonstrated approare presented.
No proofs
priate for the level
revealed.
of maturi ty of the
student '?

-

m.

(A)
(B)

( )

2. Precision of the language.
Precision ex
Precise language
pressed in most
used in the defi
areas of the
nitions, explana
text. Content
tions, and probconta
ins some
lem exercises.
prec
ision.
Precise language
to be used by the
students in their
responses and in
tneir proofs.

( )

roundations are laid
and clearly indi
cated so that the
development of a
pr)of is cas ily
mane.

foundations are
laid and indi
cated br the
teacher. Devel
opment of a
proof is made
wltn assistance
from the
teacher.

i

)

\

f

( )
Precision of
the latlguage
not stressed
but is evi
dent in the
book.

(
\

)

Foundations made
for some proofs
and ignored by
others. Proofs
need some ex
planation by the
teacher for
greater under
standing for the
pupil.

( )
No precision

of the lan
guage
expressed.

( )

Foundations are
almost non
existent. Proofs
nrost be developed
by the teacher
since the content
does not reveal
·what is to be
done or proven.
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Excellent
(3)

LII.

4.

Content and Organization:

(A)

(1)

Unacceptable
( 0)

(Continued)

Indirect proofs
introduced, ex
plained, andcil
lustrated in most
cases.

( )

Indirect proofs
introduced but
require some
time for the ir
develop:rn.ent
for understand
ing for the
student.

(B)

Indirect proofs
mentioned
only. If to be
introduced the
teacher must
develop the
entire process
of ind irect
proofs.
( )

Are alternate proofs indicated for the proofs?

Alternate proofs are
mentioned and some
of the more impor
tant alternate
proofs are given
in oetail for the
student.

(

6.

Fair

J:i'onndations have been made for indirect proofs before they are in
traduced.

Indirect proofs have
been introduced care
fully. Foundations
for their introduc
ti.on have been made
in detail.

5.

Good
(2)

Some alternate
proofs a re in
dicated or men
tioned. Sev
eral alternate
proofs are
given.

(A)

Alternate
proofs men
tioned. The
deta il8 of the
alternate
proofs are
indicated
for only
several
proofs.

( )

A~tert1ate

proofs men
tioned or
slll1ply not
given.

(B)

Lacs the context f~)r the proof clearly indicate ""There a proof
or its demonstration starts and ends?

Clearly indicated
for every proof.

Usua 11y ina i
cated.

(A)

Several care
ful readings
of the proof
are needed to
determine the
completion of
the proof.
"

"

\

j

Not indicated.
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TABLE II (continued)

III.

Excellent

Good

Fair

(3)

(2)

(1)

Content and Organization:

Unacceptable
( 0)

(Continued)

H.

New learning theories and new approaches to problem solving are in
d icated in the content.

1.

Understanding stressed.

Content emphasizes
understanding as
well as computa
tional skill.

Understanding
emphasized but
lac king in some
areas.

(A)
(B)
2.

( )

Understanding is
forsaken. Com
putational
ability
stressed only.

( )

Discovery approach indicated.

Content presented
with the discovery
approach being
used as means of
understand

I'jost items in
troduced use
the discovery
approach.

(A)
(8 )

3.

Computational
skill stressed.
Some under
standing
stressed in
some areas.

11any items
are simply
stated.
Li tt1e ois
covery ap
proach used.

( )

Concepts and
derini t ions
are sLmply
stated.

( )

certain facts are establisned for two space, are the students
encouraged to consider \tihet-her these properties are applicable to
ttlree space?

Every major area,
where such generali

l.J erleral iZ2 t

ions

r'or
zations are possible, most areas and
encourages the stu
the students are
dent to transfer the enc cmragE:~d to
applications to
n,ake the general
three space.
izatLons for
are made

tnre

Gce as iona11y ,
generalizations
are mentioned
a nd students
encouraged to
apply it to

three space.

space.

,\

It)

(

B)

i

\
}

08 nera lizati ans

are made only.
Or tne generali

zations developed
only once aeld
then never
repeated.
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TAB.LE II (continued)

III.

4.

Excellent

Good

Fair

0)

(2)

(1)

Content and Organization:

Unacceptable
( 0)

(Continued)

Development of the basic principles for the course.

Mathematical rigor
is stressed throughout the book. Proof~
definitions, and
problem exercises inoicate mathematical
rigor.

Rigor stressed
in definitions
and some proofs.
Problem exercises
usually stress
the rigor.

Rigor stressed
in some of the
first few def
initions and
proofs. Later
proofs ignore
the desired
rigor.

(A)

5. Development

( )

( )

(B)

No mathematical
rigor stressed.

of definitions in tern1S of the new approaches used in

mat11ema tics.
The definitions are
developed by the
use of eX3Inples

and generaliza
t;ons. Defini
t Gas are amply
defined and
stated.

Most definitions
are clearly and
accurately
stated. Several
definitions are
simply stated
a nd no examples
given for the
use.

Definitions are
clear, but sel
dom used. Some

Definitions
are simply

i Mec ura c ies

development
used for the
definition

exist in the
definition it

self or it is
not used cor
rectly. Def

stated.

given.

initions are

usually
stated and

not developed
by examples
or problems.
(A)
(B)

(

( )

( )

I'Jo
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TABLE II (continued)
-

Excellent
Good
(3)
(2)
Content and Organization: (Continued)

m.

Fair

(1)

for the major topics in mathematics?
Historical developHistorical
Several hisment stressed for
development
torical items
mentioned
mentioned or
the major areas.
History used as an
only.
indicated.
aid for understanding the mathematics.
(B)
( )
(A)

Unacceptable
(0)

No mention
is made of
the historical
development
of the topics.

( )

7. Does the author indicate the various eras of mathematical development?
Ancient, medieval,
midole, and modern
ages. indicated when
possible.

( )

Heference made
to one or two
eras only when
possible.

( )

Reference
WAde only

to an era
when possible.
(A)
(B)

No mention
is made.

( )

8. Does the author indicate the important men, developments, and coun
tries in the development of mathemBtical concepts and ideas?
All items men

tioned Irlhere
possible.
( )

Seve 1'a 1 i terns
mentioned. Some
references
aeleted.
(8 )

['lentioned
several
time s ::mly.
(A)

1.

Individual differences provided for in toe textbook.

1.

tJcerc isea are indicated for their difficulty.

Each exercise has
tne difficulty of
the ~roblems inoicated. A sufficlent nUlTl08r of

exerc ises ex is t,
to llevelolJ an
unoers La nd lng c)f
tilE;

Ihaterial.
( ;,

\

LI!

Individuals dif
ferences indi
cated but some
problems are of
,Iuest 1::mable
difficulty. Some
exerc ises need
supplemental ma
terial to Bccount
for indivioual
d if1".0rences.

( )

Individual
differences
indicated but
rna ny exerc ises
require sup
plemental
material.

No mention

is made.

( )

No provisions
for individual
differences.
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TABLE II (continued)

Good
Excellent
Unacceptable
Fair
(0)
(1)
0)
(2)
III. Content and Organization~ (Continued)
2. Content indicates problems that are unsolvable or a valid proof has
not been derived.
(These problems are offered as challenges to the
student. )
Problems from various One or two prob-· One or two
None are
indicated.
areas of mathematics lems are mentioned.problems in
Some areas have
dicated. No
are offered as chal
several problems
possible
lenges to the stu
solutions
dent. Many problems indicated.
and proposed solu
indicated.
tions are offered
(A)
the students.
(B)
)
(
( )
J.

Content organization.

1. Content presented in a logical sequence.
Content in a logiContent must be
Considerable
cal pattern.
rearranged somerearrangement
Ccmtent within a
what.
necessary to
topic area, logifollow a
cally organized.
logical pat
tern.
(

"

\

)

(A)
(8 )

( )

No logical
pattern
present.
Topics are
completely
isolated
vni ts of
instruction.
( )

Are certain problems indicated as being vlOrkable in one area but
not workable in another area?
EX3rnple: ?-25 factorable over~
It1te~ers.
Comp.,.l.s3x n~rs.
lWaI ~be~s.
(x 2 -s) (xL
)
(x~5)(x~)(x+5) (x-/5) (x+tJj) (x-i~) (x+$)
Clearly indicated
Indicated and
Indicated
No mention
and stressed in
and ques
illustrated.
is indicated
most cases.
s"<!uestions
tions asked
for an-Y' re
tions are asked
occasionally
of the
strict. ons.
of tbe students
asked of the
stUdents on
in regard to pos
occas ion.
student.
sible restric
t ons on the op
erations of cer
2.

Ga.in

( )

(8)

(A)
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TABLE II (continued)

III.
K.

Excellent

Good

Fair

0)

( 2,.:..)

-l;(.;...;l):...

Content and Organization:

Unacceptable
-.:(__
O):.- _ _

(Continued)

Assoc iations ma.de vii th the real world.

Eacn individual unit

makes some associa
tion to the real
world. References
made to se ience,
business, or other

Some itemB but
related, but
most have some
association to
the real world.

areas.

Few items
are related
to the real

world.
fopics are
simply pre
sented with
no references
made as to
the ir useful
ness.

(A)
(B)

( )

Content beneficial to the student.

1.

Material is presented for the student.

student as ma
terial for the
student and as
material to tie
used by the

i<ost of the ma
terial is pre
sented for the
benefit of the

student.

ness of
mathematics.

( )

L.

aterial is pre
sented to the

No associations
presented as
an aid to
the useful

Some items are
for the
benefit of
the student
and other
items are
is imply s ta ted.

( )

benefits
given or
indicated.
,~o

sturjent.

U4. )

( )

(B)
2.

Spiral approach
situation.

L'requent references
mace to previous
content learned and
how it applies to
the new situation.

USE~d

)

for redevelopment of previous l,srms in a new

:)orne

references

r(eferences

mad e a nd how they made only.
apply t) new
s i tua tions.
j~ )

( )

( )

[3)

( )

;'b references
i nd icated.

~-
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Excelleat
(3)

Good
(2)

- -  .:--_-
IV.
A.

J'iethod of Instruction:

(1)

Unacceptable
(0)

(21 points)

Presentation of the textbook material.

Tne material com
municates directly
with the studeat.
'rextbaok is a
self-teaching unit.

( )
B.

Fair

Communication is
apparent, however,
some explanation
is needed by the
teacher.

(B)

Explana t ion
of the ma
terial is
needed for
the under
standing of
the content.
Teacher must
explain a
great deal
of the
rnaterial.

CA)

Huch supple
mentary
material
needed for
a detailed
understand ing.

(
\

\

)

LJ1SCOvery and axiomatic approaches used for the presentation of the

material.
Discovery and
axiomatic ap

proaches used in
ttte explanation,
definitions, and
the problem
exerc iSBs.

Tne two processes
are used in most
of the lnate:rial
presented for con

sideration. 30me
explanations neec
extra explana
tions.

The two
processes
are used in

some of the
cases. J'1ost
cases, a great
amount of
explanation

The traditional
approacn is

used in most
phases jf tne
materiaL

is needed for
the presenta
tion of the
mate rial.

1_

1';1 SCOV(:

(13 )

)

A)
B)

}

( Ii)
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---------_._------------------------------
Excellent

Good
(2)

U)

IV.

C.

Hethod of Instruction:
Abstract

( )

tests are L;iven.
Cumulative reviews
and tests are in
dicated throughout
the textbJok.

(Continued)

l'1aterial is
usually pre
sented in a
lagical

manner.

Abstract
ideas are

Abstract

material

simply

is stated

stated.
Little de
velopIneat
is given
for the
abstract
ideas.

and no de

(A)
(B)

t{eviews and
tests are us
Willy given
for each chap
ter aad each
teaching
unit.

(8 )

velopment is
given for

the content.

( )

( )

Chapter tests
or chapter
reviews t; i ven

Neither chap
ter tests or
chapter re
views given.

only, not
both.

(

A )

\, .H.

Tests.

( )
E.

Unacceptable
(0)

!{eviews and tests.

Feriodic revie..... s and

2.

(1)

I~terial.

The abstract material
is presented in a
logical pattern for
toe student. JlfIB
terial proceeds from
the concrete to the
semi-concrete to the
abstract material.

D.

Fair

(El)

(A)

Problem exercises.

Ample ex(,rc 1388
f;iven with ade
quate instruc
tions
iven for
each problem
set.

(B)

Ample exercises
ven, but some
supplel1lelltal rna
t"rla 1 is re
quired ror
1',1'83 tc~r under
stand 1 '1,' of the
eon t,E~ n L.
(\

"

\

f"\ j

8.xerc 188S given,
but sllpplementary
ma terial is
needed for ind i
vidual d iffer
eneea.

Few exercises

given and in
dividual dif
ferences
within the
(~xet"cises

are v'Jid.
i

,

\

j

,

J
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TABLE II (continued)
Good
Excellent
(2)
(3)
V:-Student and Teacher Aids: 09 points)
A. Heferences.
Adequate refere~ces
are given for the
student and teacher
at the end of each
chapter.
(ll.)
(B)
B.

deferences are
usually given
for the teacher
and the student.

( )

Fair

(1)

Heferences given
but not in de
tail. References
given only for
some chapters.

Unacceptable

(0)

No references
given.

( )

( )

3eparate textbooks •

Teacher and student
editions are
separate.
(B)

.3ame textbook.
Same addi tLmal
information giv·en
for the teacher's
edition.

( )

Same textbook.
References
available for
the teacher.

Same text

books.

( )

(A)

c.

Student's edition.

1.

Heview exerc ises and sample tests for. each chapter are given.

(a)

No

additional
references.

Chapter review exercises.

Contains review exer
cises, oral exerc ises, chapter
reviews and tests,
and vocabulary
listings for each

Conta ins most of
the se items, but
not in great
deta i1.

Contains a chap
ter review or
chapter tests
only.

No chapter
tests or
chapter re
views given.

chapter.
(B)

(b)

Sample tests.
(13 )

(c)

(A)

(A)

Oral exercises.
A)
B)
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Excellent
Good
Fair
Unacceptable
(1)
(3)
(2)
(0)
V. Student and 'reacher Aids: (Continued)
2. References made from previous topics discussed to those that follow
so as to develop a continuous pattern of mathematical thought.
I?requent references
Heferences are
Some references
No mention
are made and the
made and the
are made, but
is made of
student is asked
student is asked not very f'rethe previous
questions in regard
questions on
quently.
topics disto these references.
occasion.
cussed.
~uesti8ns are asked
of the student to
recall previous ma
(A)
terial discussed.
( )
(B)
( )
( )
3. Selected problems (odd or even numbered problems) have the answers
given in the studeaV s edition of the textbook.
Every problem set
Answers for
Answers for
None
has answers for
only certain
only word or
odd (or even)
problems.
else com
numbered exerputational
cises.
problems.
(B)
( )
( )
(A)
D. Teacherls edition.

Contains some
of these i terns
but not in as
grea t a detail.

1.

No additional

information
available
other than
the text
book used
by the
student.

Teachinv
(B)

2.

Few sugges
tions given.

(

(

Enric: h.mE;~n t m£l ter ia
(

)

(. '.. '

)

,) \

(A)
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Unacceptable
Good
Fair
(0)
(2)
(1)
Student and Teacher Aids: (Continued)
The solution key contains a detailed solution for all the word
problems and written exercises in the textbook.
Excellent

v.
2.

(3)

Every problem is
worked in detail.

Nost of the
Only' the word
problems are
problems are
worked in detail. worked in
detail.

CA)

exercises

eB)
E.

Answers pro
vided only
for the
problem

( )

C )

( )

Special features of the teacher I s edition.

The teacher1s edi
t on is keyed to
the stUdent's
textbook. Special
chapter tests are
ava lIable. A time
table for teaching
the content exists.

Spec ial items

are key"ed only.
Some answers are

Annotated teacher's edition.

2.

fests exist.

3.

SUFgest time table exists.

(B)

(13 )

A.

Table of Content.

Table of content
given in detail with
all items of impor
tance t;iV8n.

features
exist.

( )

( )

(A)

( )

(A)

( )

(A)

( )

( )

(1:3)

';:;pec ia 1 Fe:l tures :

No special

given. A few
tests exist. A
time table
exists.

1.

VI.

Several items
are available.

rg

points J

fable of con

tents iven,
some impor
tant items
giv·en.
(A)
(B)

Table of C on
tents given.

)

No table of
contents.
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Good
(2)

Excellent
(3)

vI.
B.

Variation in print.
i10st of the im
portant items
are indicated.

Some items
are indicated
with a dif

No variation
eXists.

ferent print
or colored
ink.

(B)

)

(A)

Most of the
tables given.
Several
omitted.

Square and
square root
tables given.
Logari ttml
tables
given.

( )

Special tables.

Table of squares and
square roots, cube
and cube roots, com
mon logarithms,
trigonometric func
t ons, logaritm~s
of the trigonometric
functions, and
statistical cables.

( )
D.

Unacceptable
( 0)

Spec ialF'eatures: (Continued)

Important items are
readily noticed by a
different colored
print or style of
",1'i ting.

c.

E'ai1'
(1)

(B)

(A)

l~o tables
given.

(

rormulas listed:

complete and de
tailed listing of
all the formulas
is given as used
in the textbook.
A

of the
formulas are

"108 t

given.

Basic for
mulas are
given. The
rest of the

No fJI'!l!ulas

are given
in a separate
listing.

formulas
are
omitted.
H.."

(

(

)

)
)
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'rABLE II (continued)

Good
(2)

Excellent

0)
VI.
E.

Special Features:

Fair
(1)

Unacceptable
(0)

(Continued)

Other features.

Style, readability,
textbook size, study
aids, and other
items of educational
importa nc e •
(B)

1ilos t

of the
items stated
are given.

Few aids are
given.
Few
special
features.

No special
aids and
few features
of importance
are given.

( )

(A)

( )

VII.

Comments to be used for other areas of importance or consideration:
.
(8 points)
Book A. (2) fhis book has been used as a source of reference rnany times
for special to"ics and items that need a different approach in their
explanations.
Book d.
(Li) This book has been used as a source of reference for further
explanations of some matErial, for sample exercises, and for problem exer
c ises. i'he book provides variation in the problem exercises for individual
d if fe r-enCes. f;;Xploratory ma terial could be establ ished if' one investigates
the vibi
rapi1ies of the fourteen men given in the book.
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Below is the summarized results of the ratiag given for Book A
and Book B.fhe topical headings are given with the sUbtopics listed

below in the chart.

Next to each subtopical heading is the assigned

rating for the given book.
the
T.

bOl~tom

B.

Book A

Aims specifically stated
Aims recognized from the content

Book B

1
2

3
2

1

2

2

1

1

3

AUTHOHSHIP AND HESEARCH

A.

B.
C.

D.
E.
III.

of' each column.

AIlVf3

A.
II.

rhe total score for each book is given at

Classroom experience
Sducational training
Content classr::Jom tested
Author's content conforms to
various national curriculuIIJ
committees
Authorship (Previous articles)

o

J

o

3

tteadab i1 tty
Vocabulary
Content in agreement with the
d LstrJ.c 11s curriculum
Content in agreement with the
nationa 1 commit tees rec:Jffi..'l1enda

1
1

3

1

2

tiona
Accuracy of the content

2

3
3

CON rE:>JT Ai\Jl1 03L1A,NIZAT TON

A.
B.

C.

D.
~.

F.
G.

Content up-to-date
\1:Jtherna tical rigor
1. Proofs
2.
Precision of the language
3. Foundations rnade for direct

4.
,.
6.

proofs
Foundati)ns made for indirect
proofs
Alternate proofs given for
some proofs

3
3

3

2

3
3

3
3

3

3

3

1

2

0

2

.1

34

46

lJeveL)prnE'nt and completion

of the proofs are indicated
.sub-t:Jtal
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Book A
-Sub-total

H.

1.

J.

K.

New learning theories and
approaches
1. Understanding and computation
stressed
2. New approaches used in the
problem exercises
3. students encouraged to make
generalizations
4. Development of basic prine iples
5. Definitions developed in terms
of new approaches to mathematics
6. Historical approach used
7. Different eras of mathematical
development
8. Men, events, and countries
Content allows for individual
differences in the following:
1. Exercises are indicated for
their difficulty
2. Content contains unsolvable
proofs and problems
Content presented as a continuous
pattern of mathematical thinking
L
Topics in a logical sequence
2. Norkable or unworkable in some
areas
Content related to the real world
Conteat organized to benefit the
student
1. Material for the student
ira1 <:\DDrtl::lC: used
2.

Book B

34

46

3

3

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

1

2

1
1

1
2

1

3

o

o

2

2

1
2

2
2

3

3

2

2

1

2

0

3
3

IV.
A.

l3.

l'extbook communicates with the
student in its presentation of
the material
Discovery and axiomatic approaches
1. uiscovery approach
2. Axiomatic approach

::iub-total

3

86
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Book A
--_.


Sub-total
C.
D.

E.
V.

Material presented from concrete
to the abstract
Heview of the important material
for eaen chapter
1. "I.e views
2. Chapter tests and periodic
cumulative reviews
Problem exercises

65

Book B

-
86

2

2

1

3

1
2

2
3

3

J
3

1
1
0

2
3
0

2

2

0

3

0
0

3

3

3

0
1

3

1

3

2

2

STUDEJT Ai'm TEACHEH AIDS

A.

B.
C.

u.

~.

A.

Textbook usable as a source of
reference
Separate editions
Student's edition
1. Oral and review exercises and
sample tests.
(a) Chapter review exercises
(b ):;arnple tea ts
(c) Oral exercises
2. Mathematical continuity present
in the content
3. Selected problew~ have the
answers given in the student's
text
Teacher's editi~)r1 contains:
1. 30urces of information for
(8) Teaching suggestions
(b) i::nrichment materials
2. Detailed solution key for the
problem exerc iSBs
Special features of the teacher's
edition
1. Annotated teacher's edition
2. Special tests available
3.
gasted time table and
ics of importance

fable of contents
3ub-total

o

2

3

131
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Book A

--Sub-total
B.
C.
D.

E.
VII •

'Jariatjon in the print
Special rna thematical tables
Special listing of formulas
Other features

Book B
-

85

131

1
1

3

0

2
0

1

3

2

4

90

143

COI"UVfElVT S
Evaluator's comments
Po int totals

Book A has a total of 90 points while Book B has a total of 143
point,s over the seyen main features and the

59

subt:Jpics cOtlsidered

for evaluation of a senior mathernatics textbook for the Davenport
Public Schools.

As a result of the evaluation and the total point

values given to the two textbooks, it appears that Book B is the
better book to be used for instruction in the Davenport Public Schools.
The rating of the two textbooks is only an indication of the
writ<er I s viewpoints as to

hOl';

the two books compare.

Several other

[T!embers of the faculty would nave to rate the two books lisitlg the
establisHed procedure to obtain a better over-all indication as to
.vhich textbook is the best for the curriculu.rn established.

CHAPTER V

Sm1t1ARY AND CONCLUSION

I•

SUH1"JARY

This study was concerned with the following two important and
related items as stated previously in Chapter I:

1.

~Jhat

content is recomrnended for the senior mathematics

course?

2.

'What

~rocesses

are needed for the selection of a senior

mathematics textbook for the recoTrmended course?
The study was for the Davenport Public Schools and the senior
mathematics curriculum.

In Chapter II a review of the past and present

available literature revealed many proposed mathematics curriculums,
but t.here were none that would adequately serve the needs of the given
sch,:wl d istric t.

In add i tion, the review of the current literature

revealed some general guidelines for the selecti on of various math
ema tics textbooks.

However, none of the reviewed guidelines indicated

an adequate selection procedure for a senior mathematics textbook for
the Davenport Public Schools.

Lhe selection procedure triat was estab

lished was developed with the intentions that it would be of some

advantage to the evaluators in their selection of a textbook for the
senior mathematics course.
l'he fir::;t item involved in the report "as to read the reports

of the various mathernatics curriculull1 committees to determine the

content of the senior mathematics course.

In Chapter III, material

from the various mathematics curriculum committees was gathered,
investigated, deleted, and finally selected for the senior course.
rtle curriculum reports were selected from the School l1athematics
Study Group, the University of Illinois Committee on School

V~th

ematics, the Commission on Nathematics of the College Entrance Exam
ination Board, the Ball State Teachers College Mathematics Program, and
the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.

The material finally

selected from these groups was used to develop the following senior
mathematics

curriculum~

1.

The History of Hathematics (with written and oral reports.)

2.

The Nature of I'1athematics.

3.

The Functions and

4.

fhe Mathematical Induction and Sequences.

5.

Vectors.

6.

Probability and Statistics.

7.

rfJatrix Algebra.

~elations.

Guioelines for the selection of a senior mathematics textbook

required an extensive review of the literature.

Letters of inquiry

,,,ere written to various publishing companies, to the Des Haines Public
Schools, the Cedar :i.apids Public Schools, the Allamakee School Dis

tr:ict, and to the National Council of Teachers of Hathematlcs.

Score

Stieets, check lists, miscellaneous information acquired, and the
result~j

of the investigation of the 1 iterature were used for the

eventual cjevelcpmcnt of the outline for the selection of a senior

&
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mathematics textbook.

The outline that was developed for the selection

procedure for a senior rna thematics textbook contained the following
major areas of importance:

1.

Aims.

2.

Authorship and Research.

3.

Content and Organization.

4.

Methods of Presentation.

S.

6tudent and Teacher Aids.

6.

Special Features.

7.

Comments by the Evaluator.
The items deemed most essential to the selection of the senior

mathematics textbook were the areas of content and organization, the
methods of presentation, and the student and teacher aids within the
textbook.

Of these three items, the most irnportant item would have

to be the area of content and organization of the textbook.

rne outline for the selection of a textbook was established
wi th various questi ans being asked of the evaluator in regard to the

textbook under evaluation.

A rating of (J) for excellent, (2) for

, (1) for fair, and (0) for unacceptable was developed for tne
outline procedure of rating a textbook.

If a rating of (0) was given,

it was rneant that the book did not tlBve this item in its content.

As a result of this

i'a

ting of (0), the i tell! \-lould bave to be developed

toe evalua Lor for inc lUG ion in the senior mathematics course.
textbooks had several items tilat acquired a rating of (0).

Both

The rat
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scale and the outline for textbook selection were £l'ven
~
in Chapter III.

The outline was developed with the needs of the Course as an important
item for consideration.
Chapter IV gave a detailed illustration of th··e selection pro
cedure for two senior mathematics textbooks using the established
outline and the proposed curriculum as a reference to be considered
in the final selection of a senior Inathematics textbook.

The two

textbooks cons idered for evaluation were Fundamentals For Advanced

_..--B.

Mathematics, Book~, and Modern Introductory Analysis, Book
.

__

The

results of the evaluation of these two textbooks were given in detail
in Chapter IV.

II.

CONCLUSIONS

Chapter LV gave a deta iled account of the rating for each text

book under consideration.

The textbook that was selected as being

tne best su i ted for the curriculum of the Davenport Public Schools was
If;odern Introductory Analysis because of its higher nUInerical rating

acquired from the established gUidelines for the selection of a senior
mathematics textb:::>ok.

H::i'wever, the textbook that

.idS

selected was

not capable of meeting the entire demands of the established math
ematics currieu lurn for the Davenport Public Schools.

Supplementary

material would still be needed for the topics on the History of r4.ath

emetics and Statistics.
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In fact, it is doubtful if a mathematics textb
t· he curriculum proposed!

00

k

.
eXlsts for

'j'he
reasons e
f'or th s t atement are that no
L

textbook was found that had an adequate unit on history or the his
torical development of mathematics, a unit on statistics, an adequate
development of matrix algebra, an adequate development for direct and
indirect proofs, and the content presented in terms of the students I
past and present needs.

Suggestions for~.

The detailed demonstration of the outline

in Chapter Dr was given because it would serve as an excellent example
for an examiner to use as a comparison in regard to the special features
in a given textbook.

The numerical rating given to a textbook would

serve as an aid in comparison of the various textbooks under cansidera
tion if several individuals were rating the same textbooks.
fnis establisned outline was for the senior mathematics cur
riculum of Davenport; consequently, it would have to be studied
carefu j Iy to be useful in its entire form for another school oi5
trict.

No two school districts are the same and their curriculums,

like\<Ji3e, are different.

ThUS, a slLhtlv altered form for the

seltction of a textbook may be needed for a given school district.
lowevfT, many of the i terns given in the outline would be beneficial

'f

;'

~or

•
1
most senior mathem.atics currlcu_ums

senior rnatllernatics textbook.

50me

3n_d-

f',or tn'·e 5e lee t ion of a

~

of t,he items considered as oeing

of importance for Ule sen.ior level course C0u110'


'0·8

ada'.oted to the

L
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courses.
geome try and the advanced algebra
-

'rh
. e 1' terns tha t could be

considered as important for the two courses mentioned would be the
stress on mathematical rigor and its development for proofs, the
S tress

on the historical development of various i'd'eas 1n
. math ematics,

the stress of SJffie application to the real world, and other items.

Limitations.

The two textbooks were evaluated only on the

established content of the outline.

A better evaluation for the two

textbooks would be possible if one actually taught the content from
the two textbooks.

The greatest test possible for a textbook is its

use in the classroom and not an evaluation made from some established
guidelines in an outline.

Furthermore, the evaluation of the two

textb::>oks was made by an individual and not by a group of educators.
If a greater reliability is desired in a rating of a textbo::>k, then

the rating should be made by several individuals using the same out
ina procedures.
tteCOIT'1l'11endations.

It is neither possible, nor desirable, that

every state and local sctIO::;l system adopt a standard mathematics cur
riculum or a standara se!ect on procedure for a textbook.

Each

locality nas its own unique educational experiences that differ from

the next ;,choo!' s

licationsl experiences.

school district can do in these

ti·!.~.·,.es.
~' ..

However, the !east that any

4
is to continually
-- rapl'u cr6n~e
~

-01'

c

-

rE~view its current cucriculums, its procedures, and its policies for
textbook selection.

The procedures used for today may differ

44
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completely by the time tomorrow arrives.

Yet, a general criteria should

be developed and used every time a textbook,

0

r a t ex tb ook series, is

to be selected for a given school district.
Secondly, the senior mathematics curriculum a no' the selection
Focedures for an appropriate textbook for this curriculum are not
the only areas of instruction that need serious consideration for
evaluation and revision in the nigh schools of today.

The general

mathematics curriculum content needs to be reviewed and redeveloped.
A selection procedure for a general mathematics textbook needs to be
established and placed in operation as soon as possible.
A third recommendation is in regard to the training received by

the teachers and those entering the profession.

These professionals

need t:J be give n spec ial tra i n ing in regard to the problems of teach ing
mathematics (and other subject matter) to the average and below average
stuoents in the Ina tbematics curriculum.

The colleges and high schools

must rea 1 ize that tnere is a considerable number of students who will
never '-lalk ti'u"-Gugn the hallowed halls of ivy in our colleges.

Tne

C::lntent that should be made available for t!1is group of students needs

careful Cons ieera tion b

7

all ina ividuals in the educational process.

In ttle past, curriculums were altered every ten or more years.
"

,

lIns time la

ace to oe

01

f'Jr curriculum cieve.lopn:en t ca"n'10t' eVl·,;t
._,,- ~
1

'f
~

a:isistance t:J the student in his education.

t.e as teaC hers,
ife
+- '

must con•

~
a l'e t' eac ",_, in!!.
our me c,noas
en
ti1ually evaluate our courses toa v we ~

t.earnitV if \,e are to keep
to

t eachint" and the c:Jntent that we are ~

,f'
Ch

4
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abreast of' the ever-cha nging needs of soc iety.

Our schools I total cur

ricull..lJIl , at all levels of instruction, must be continually up-dated

and

evaluated for maximum benefit to the student , the scho 0 1 , and the
community.
Finally, the teachers must keep well informed

t'ne Curren t

01n

literature available in their respective teaching areas.

They must

keep abreast of the education within their areas and the educational
practices that are being developed and used by the various national
curriculum and experimental committees.

In addition, too many teachers

become quite complacent in their teaching because they are teaching
It is the

Jnly certain courses at a certain level of instruction.

res pons ib ili ty of the teacher to know wha t is going on in his respec
tive teaching areas.

This means that the teacher should know what is

being accomplished at the elementary level, the middle grade level,
the junior high level, and the high school level of instruction in
nis respec tiVE' teach bg areas.

ihe teachers at the hign school level

of instructiYl should also know 'vlhat is being reo'lired at the co1
legiate level of instruction, in business, in industry, and in any

other areas trw t would prove of benefit to the

stu(~ents.

If the revisions in the mathernatics curriculum are made in
aetail and at all levels of instruction, then the mathematics cur
.
nculum
wiLL be ready for tae teaching ot"--h
c•• e

~alculus
~

as a two

semester course in the senior year
items withholdinc this course from tIle 11

. 1 at', t,n' c,v l"nrc'sent
scnoo

time are th(~ availability ,)1' adequate teachers
Jtom of hindenHlce) and the

this is a decreasing
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for the calculus taught in the high schools.

Adequate textbooks and

supplementary materials exist for the presentation of the calculus
to the high school student.

In addition to the calculus Course, there

exists an even greater demand for the high schools to give instruction
for a one-semester course in statistics.

However, very few, if any,

textbooks exist for the teaching of statistics in the high school.
The curriculum, as it exists today, may be adequate.
time tomorrow arrives, it may be too late.

By the

Our objectives in educa

tion are to prepare the student for society and to enable the student
to think for him:::elf.

Our curriculums must be established with this

in mind or' -elsa education has failed!
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Reeve, ~il~iam Dav
hathematics.
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How to Choose a Textbook,
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School Sc ience and
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Sierpinski. vJ. "Enrichment Mathematics for High School, It National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 28th Yearbook.
Smith, Kenneth J. and JamesW. Beddens. liThe H.eadabUity of Experi
mental .Mathematics rvIaterial, II The Arithmetic Teacher.
Smith, [tolland Ft. llProvisions for Individual Dif'ferences, II
Learning of Mathematics, ~ Theory and Practice.
Sterniog, John.

IIHow To Select New Textbooks,

II

The

l\Iational Schools.

Vartanian, Pershing. "Criteria and Techniques For Textbook Evaluation, II
The Social Studies.
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r'rISCELLAlIffiOUS PERIODICALS

Commission 00 fJfathematics of the College Entrance Examination Board.
IlModernizing the Nathematics Curriculum. 1t (A directive for super
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110bjectives of the Commission on I1athern..atics of the College
Entrance Examination Board, II College Entrance Examination Board,
1957. P. 3.
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Program for College Preparatory lvlathematics, \I 1959.
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Chicago,
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Draper, Huth.
Personal letter from the custmner Service Representa
tive of Scott, Foresman and Company, August, 1968.

Stigar, Lorraj,ne F.

Personal letter from Allyn and Bacon, Inc.,

July, 1968.
E.

LE'l'TEHS F'HOf1 SCHOOLS

Allamakee County Sch':Jol District (.'Jaukoo, Iowa).
book Evaluation. II

"Criteria for Text

Allamakee Public Schools, 'i'iiaukon, Iowa. "Criteria for Evaluating
Health and English Texts, 1968. Pp. 1-4.
Cedar d.apids Pub lie Schools.

"Criteria for 'I'extbook Evaluation. tl

Evaluating Hathematics Textbooks, 1968.
Des Moines Public Schools.

, Des Moines, Iowa.

,;-ia-'-t he rna t ie s Tex t s.

--7
iV

II

P. L

I'Criteri.a for Textbook Evaluation. 1I

llCriteria for the Evaluation of Elementary

. 1-4.

'anual for f'extbook Selection Committee, 1968. P. 3.

Av i18 ,.tamOrl L.,

from Ur.

ri.

ba

11 State University.

A per-sonal letter received

L. Avila, April 8, 1970.

Department of Public Instruction, 5ta te Jf Im..:a.
mathematics textbJoks! 196/.
• 1-4.

A five-page report on

(lood'win, A. "ilson, jupervisor, Department of 1'13tnematics, Des Vaines
Public 'ichools. A personal letter, i-larch 1o, 1969.
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Administration of The School Library. A. college course in Library
Science, course No. L. S. 320, 10"la State Teachers College,

1948.

1-'p.

1-2.

Beberman, I'1ax.

UICSM Mathematics Projects, f'1arch, 1968, A new-letter.

(;011e;:7e
Entrance t:xamination Board, Commission of Mathematics. Pro
'='
gram for College Preparatory Nathematics. New York: 1959.
Pp. 3-5.
Davenport Community Sch'ool District.

Directors, 1968-1969.

P. 148.

-_._

Davenport :Public Schools. An Administrative Directive to the r1ath
ematics Curriculum, 1967. P. 2.
"Criteria for Textbook Evaluation. 1I
, Davenport, Iowa.
--:-b-o-ok,1I 1968. P. L

1I':Jhat to Look for In New Hatbematics Text

, Davenport, Iowa.
P. 1.

lIGeneral Objectives of I'iathematics Educa

---:-t'7i -on , II 1968.

From the ,·Iati anal Curriculum Committees of the Cornmission on i'lath
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Illinois Cormni ttc:e on School !Vl,:,thernatics, tile Ball State Program,
and the College Entrance Examination Board.
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APPENDIX A
GUIDELINES FOil THE SENIOR IIfA'rHEMATICS RESEARCH PAPER

The paper can be written in conjunction with another course,
however, you must obtain the approval of each instructor involved.
'rhe paper is required for the course and should be of sufficient
lengtn to cover the topic in deta i1.
of minimum length.
year.

A paper of ten pages would be

The paper will be due Naroh 1, of this school.

The steps to follow for the paper include the following items:

A.

fhe hesearch Paper Defined.
The research p8Der is a presentation of facts which are:
1. based upon reading or consulting several specified
sources.
2. Presen~ed according to a standard method of procedure.
3. Limited to a relatively narrow phase of a subject.
4. Original in relation to the selection, evaluation,
expression, and conclusion.

B.

dibliol;raphy.
Keep an accurate and complete record of each source of
inforITwtion that is consulted.
,~ote

Taking.

U S8 notes as the various sources are consulted for the

research paper.
:LJ\

•

nri~ing

1.
2.

3.
U.
::;>.

6.

the Paper.
an outline.
"rite the first draft of the research paper in your
own \;1Oras.
Use quotations to emphasize an irnportant point or as a
proof for our conclusions.
"rit,e in a formal and objective style.
our ima[)nation may be used in making deductions ano.
conclus Lons.
{eread {3 nd revise c,<ireful1y.1
rl~epare

lLocra ine
Dang Ie (lnd Alice
riaussmao, Preparing the
ltesearch I'D r (New {or"k:
intrance Publicati.ons, 1903;' p. 1.
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E.

Direct ~uotations.
1. A short quotation of fe'ler tnan five lines should be
enclosed in quotations and placed in the context of
the paper.
2. Long quotations of 5 or more lines should be placed in
paragraph form, single spaced, extra indentation no
quotation marks, and leave double spacing betwee~ the
context and the direct quote.

F.

Footnotes.
1. \~ ive cred it to a direct quotation.
2. Give credit to an original or unusually interesting
opinion or an interpretation which you have put in
your own words.
3. Give credit for definitions, illustrations, and figures.

G.

Bibliography.
1. Arrange toe bibliography alphabetically with books first,
periodicals second, and other sources third.

H.

The Completed Paper.
1. Title page should include:
a.
i'itle of the paper,
b. ~riter's name,
c. Date submitted, and
d. Class.
2. fable of contents should reveal
a. The main divisions of toe paper.
b. ihe pa
nlL.>nber on which the treatment of each main
ic begins.
Tne paGes of the text should be
a • Typed 0 none s ide onLy
D.
lJouble spaced.
,)
~."
~
, t es (1'0"""e
~na"'ed
j,iOC. 'lme· nted witn
laotao
s_~.L ut' '"'
C• - ,
t
'> the text
d. iac 11 pa
numbered, and (The firs page 01
tie i ng page 1.)
'.~S and articles used in
Bibl
hy lists onlY' the bOO 1
u.
the paper.
the final writing
i,l_~as· the following listings:
the Library Classification Systems



l.

l.

2.

3.

~~re S~ience-50G.

iJ1story-YuU.
), urther Classifications are:

a.

3cience

1 f't· LC
~ ;
!,

)

•.,

2 Holl rta
rile :{esea

nc. ,

n

Behno 1Ogy-l.

b.

pp.

"L.

1-23.

.
1.:rKman
snG~ Marie Le

t'IHle r

. 'J oel'b. U ry,
(i'

pp',-I1U-1l? .

,~ew
'

York:

z
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APPEimIX B

THE. SENIOR .tIfATHEHATICS COURSE OF STUDY:
(Analytic Geometry is a prerequisi~e)_ This course is designed
to lay the groundlrJQrk for the calculus.rhe course work will include:
histor:y of matnematlcs, the nature of mathematics, functions and
~elations, mathematical ~nduction and sequences, vectors, probability
d statistics, and matrix algebra.fhese topics are approached from
standpoint of understanding and using formal proof. In addition,
the course will require a research paper such that the student will
'ave to do some individual investigations of some topic in mathematics
~nd present the results in a formal paper and in an oral report.

~~e

Course of Study

I.

History of Mathematics
:~umeral Systems.
1. Early counting and recording of numberals by the;
a. Egyptians.
i. Moscow Papyrus (1850 B.C.)
ii. IThind Papyrus (1650 B.C.)
b. .stonehenge (Salisbury - England)
.L.
~he sight of an observatory.
c. iJabylonians
~i
"1" nr'u 
ilrabic NUJneral System
U
2.
rl"r computation in addition and multiplication. ,.
a. ~llustrate the '-{oman Numerals in the two operatIons
of addition and multiplication.
,..,," ,
b. A~jd, subtract, and multiply in the early r..gyp"lan
notation.
J. S,e lee ted problems.
- (+ - and XI) uS1ng
.
the Egyptian and Rorr8o
':''''').L'e
a
~
not~tion for numerals. ... "" ,"
"o .
i'U")"'+r~'r'1't;"Hl'"
made bV the Early Clv1llzatlons.
v
,
1..
Ie
ia os.
' ,ClrL;.ie
' n' J,;)
'~8/9 of t'le square of the
area of tne
a. l'

A.

<II

,;;.

<0

0

4 L;

Ud

U

..........'

.... Jd

.

..L.J,

\ '

faJ

\;i

c'}

,

_ _

""

4 ' _

b.

Papyrus.

c.

7

,louses
Cats

49

3d

\l1ee
s

~)r

2401

,~hea t

16807
l'otal

19607
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2.

3.

4.

Indicate that this problem illustrates the
powers of 7 and their summation.
Babylonians.
a. Algebraic contributions.
i. Simultaneous equations.
ii. Squares and cubes of integers.
ill. Biquadratic equations.
iv. Indicate that the Babylonians were indefatigable
tablet makers, computers of great skill, and
were strong in algebra and geometFj.
b. Georr..e try
i. The circrnnference was 3 times the diameter and
the area (1/12) the square of the circurn:ference
of the circle.
Greeks.
a. Geometry (Study the men associated with geometry.)
L
Thales
a. rl circle is bisected by the diameter.
b.
The base angles of an isosceles triangle.
c. rhe vertical angles formed by two inter
secting lines are equal.
d. Other items.
ii. Pythagoras and the Pythagoreans.
a.
Indicate the man and the group.
b. Their study of number properties.
c. Arithmetic (The theory ~f n~bers~.
d.
~fthagorean Theorem - c
:::: a + b
e. iythagorean Triples.
o. Algebra
tlindu - Arabic.
a. TnlS c
be covered under the nUlneral systems
of Part A.
b.
nd icate t,heir method of multiplication.
1.
135x)
1

J

5

E33~3~~

\.J •

1
6
2
0
,)<:::1('0 ted
ics of interest.
1. Chronology of
('It) •
a . Cia
values of pi were taken to have a value of 3.
b. The first sc
attempt to c
pi seems
t
be tllat of Archimedes around 240 B.C. called
the (; lass ieal method.
1.
[ncrease the nu..l11ber:J1' Sloes of an inscribed
re/ \.llar polyC:'Ju and a circumscribed
polYT ~)n closer and c loser to the c
()f tl":e circle.

;
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c.

2.

b.

c.

d.

3.
a.

Indicate :)ther men \<Tho have tried to compute pi
by various methods.
i. Infinite series. (James Gregory)
iL Probability. (Comte de Buffon)
iti.. The use of the computor.
three problems of Antiquity.
Introduction of the problem and state the rules for
the three problems.
L
The rules for the construction are: "~lith the
straightedge we are permitted to draw a straight
line of indefinite length through any two given
distinct points; with the compases we are per
mitted to draw a circle with any given point as
center ~nd passing through any given second
point .Il~
Duplication of a cube.
i. Introduce the history of its origin.
The problem: How one can double a given solid
while keeping the same shape?
Trisection of an angle.
L
Introduce the problem and its .history.
The problem: Trisect any given angle.
a. Trisec t a spec if ic angle. (90 0 angle)
b. Tomahawk process.
1. Assign this process to the class.
,juadrature of the circle.
"'"'
~i. I ntroduce the problem and 1 t s msT,ory. . The problem:
''''lven
circle.
" area 1,0
Construct a square equa1 In
a 6
I';orea n Matherne tics.
T~pics from aritrmretic.
Perfpct numbers. (12 a.1"e known.)
1"."
•
. t lie SQm of its
a.
it- ntllTlOer is perfect if it 15

divisors.
Example: 6=1 + 2 .. 3
LJefic ien t rHh'71bers.
than
a • ..~ number is deficient if it is greater
the sum of its proper divisors.
t:xample: d = 4 +- 2 .. 3
n~nDer
~.""..I, VJ:;

1..L.

"'-.
U
-

uhuno'ant numbers.
t' n the
s abundan t if it is less aa.. 
11.\. rlu""b"r;
e-.,
. ~u'"_
. 's rn'n'ier
divisors.
It,,"_vt1

nU

a

~

ll.1·

b··,

_

.•

1,)

tJ

•

,

5

'2~/-.,+l;+3+2+~
u
_
_ •
~ under the topic
-sectIon
J,
1
•
• , ,

1 Pa"t
B1 rOD,

".x3n1Dle :
n

_

Greek ,~eometry.

1

cit., p.
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c.

Pythagorean logical scandal.
i. The discovery of the irrationality of.J2
upset the basic assumption that every
thing depends upon the whole numbers.
The definition of proDortion, .
by the
?ythagoreans assumed any two magnitudes
to be commensurable. 1
d. Other topics as selected by the instructor.
Men of Mathematics.
1. Introduce these men and state some of their main
contributions to mathematics and give their approxi
mate date. Make a strong suggestion that this is
a good list from which to select a topic for their
research paper. Many men have been deleted for
reasons of time and space. Some of the men are
as indicated:
a. Zeno 450 B.c., (Paradox of motion.)
b. Aristotle 340 B.C., (Deductive logic.)
c. Euclid 300 B.C., (Elements, perfect numbers.)
d. Archimedes 225 B.C., (One of the greatest
mathematicians of antiquity, circle and
sphere, and pi.)
e. Ptolemy 150 B.C., (Trigonometry.)
f. Fibonacci 1202 (Arithmetic, Fibonacci sequence,
a nd others.)
g. Copernicus 1530 (Trigonometry and planetary
theory.)
.
)
.
h.
_Ferrari 1545 (.luartic equatlOns. )
1. Tartaglia 1545, (Cubic equations.
.
Carda~o 1545, (Algebra.) ..
.
., .
)
J.
1'1eo ~160 0u, (Falling
bOdles and proJec~lles.
k. Ga.L
.
1. ~eDler 1610, (Laws of planetary motion, and
co~tinuity. )
NaDier 1614, (Logarithms.)
"
. _)
m.
."
'1635~
!,,,mher
theorv
and
DTooabLh
ty.
n
Fermat
,\"WUU "
')
i.
"
.
t
1637
!"n~1,rtic
P'8arnetry.
i ,<,scar es ,\'" a J
1
o. rasca
::~L 1- -::>,
16r'o (Probability and tne Pasca
p.
Triande. ) (' (Pi wilnl1i€
, .... Serl€.S , a nd' t·,he.
7
q. Gregory 1/0,,-,,
\
,
.
bin;mial theorem.)
.'. fluids and
16'n
,
r. "
~ewton
ov, (r;ravitation, dynamlcs,
calc.ulus·L
. l' 0)0 (", a 1eu 1 u sand
. determirrants.)
s
Leibnlz 0 {, v
-.
~e, ,,~+·CS orob
• 1'eHrolVre
.
rna 0uel,,0 vl '"
1 720 , (t!l. cV-arlal
u
t . v' .
.
1 . umbe rs •
'1' "
and camp ex n
.
~ )
abl 1'(.1''1 "?'''''
(;,lumber theory and algebra .

.

J

0 ,

OJ

u

<

u.

.Jauss

c_v,
?

v.

others."

\n·

1_

2 Tb
·,
.i .. 10 .. ,

nr
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E.

F'.

(;.

Contributions to the various branches of mathematics.
1. Algebra and Arithmetic.
a. Countries. (Arabs,. Babylonians, and others.)
b. Hen who have made some contributions to the area
include:
i.
Euclid, number theory.
ii. Eratosthenes, prLl1le numbers.
iii. Fibonacci, number series and others.
iv. Oreseme, fractional exponents.
v.
Others.
2. Geometry. (Plane, analytic, and others.)
a. Euc lid (Elements).
b. Pythagoras and the Pythagoreans (Pythagorean Theorem).
c. Descartes (Analytic geometry).
d.
Lambert (Parallel postulate).
e. B olya i (fiyp e rbolic ge ometry ) •
f.
Lobachevsky Oiyperbolic geometry).
g. Abel (Elliptic geometry).
h.
Riemann (Elliptic geometry).
i. Others.
3. Trigonometry.
a. Countries (Arabs, Greeks, Hindu, and others).
i.
Hipparchus (Astronorny and a table of chords).
1i.
ptolem,y (i~odification of the table of chords).
iii. Beg (Trigonometric tables).
iv.
Copernicus (Developed trigonometric tables).
v.
fU1aeticus (Trigoo:Jmetric functions).
vi.
Delf;oivre (Complex OllInbers).
vii. Bernoulli (Polar coordinates).
vi i i. GUIers.
4.
ility.
I'll a nd r~er]'na t (These two helped lay the f ounda
tions of the mathematical theory of probability).
b. Bernoulli (Probability theory).
c. Uef'101vre (Doctrine of Chance).
). Calculus (If student interest is present for this topic).
a.
:~ewton and Leibniz are the two men credited to the
of the calculus).
b. Taylor (Taylor expansion of a function).
c. Haclaurin ('>'lorked on tne Taylor series).
d. Lagrange (Attempted to make the previous notations
in the calculus more rigorous and some "ork on
partial differential equations).
"Jaro or ins as they are encountered in the SenLor
Mathematics Course.
t'laUlematical Conjectures.

lj
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1.

(J·oldbach I S Conjecture:

2.

Every even integer, except 2, seemed representable as
the sum of two primes.
The three problems of antiquity restated and briefly
discussed.

3.

4.

S.
6.
II.

Pierr~de Fe~atl~ Conjecture: (Foun~ to be incorrect.)
f(n)=c"+ l i s prime for all nonnegative integral n.
The problem of finding a function fen) which, for
all positive 2 integral n, will yield only prime numbers.
a. f (n) = n . - "n
+ 41 works for all n~41, but fails
at f(41)=41 c •
Koenigsburg Bridge Problem as developed by Euler.
Other conjectures as deemed essential by the instructor. 1

Nature of Mathematics.
Introduction to groups.
1. Define:
a. Ordered pair.
b. Binary operation.
c • Se t of odd a nd even integers.
d. Closure property.
e. Mathematical systems.
2. Oefinition of a group:
~. it group is a non empty set of ~lem~nts and. a. binary
operation (0) for which the fOllowlog condltlons are
satisfied:
L
Closed i'lith respect to (0).
-1 i.
fhe associative law nolds with respect to (0).
.111.
,.
An identity element exists.
t 2
iv.
There exists an inverse elemen •
COl'trnutati
ve
(Abelian) Groups.
3
•
+ t'
or abelian if
a. A group is cc(,mn)mva ~ lve 11 elements a and b
a (0) b '" b 0, a lor a ~
.;
< he f,roup.J
,
"n V>o " ,~,
volV in'" the
b. Ass . nor. oblems for both g.dr?l.j'ps) lO'u'se +~.~lSe ~peration
" , {+
x an. •
op.e 1"a t LOns ~r \ " " ~".
to illustrate non
of subt1"actlon ana d~V1SLon
cOlnllutativety.
Subgroups.
..,
.Ct"te
definltlon.
,
.
a. u· d
. '
'~"l ~ of a suogroup.
,
{;l've severaL exa'''jJe~
" ; e r n u " of all
o. ~
. ~.'ers ,-113 a sUO,,_u
t'
~',t·f all even In,,ee;
~
i .
,Jt
0
.
•. t on
1
, t·, r'<: parisr a001
trle lr1 .I;;~e-l~ ~"~Q'er mult iplication form a SUo
..
( 1) a no \ - ) "'u
'"
.Ll.
blJ..+v f'''l'l lor aadltlcn.

A.

v>,.

10

,

doO

:. .

":I

'roue

~enerators.
.
.:0
..
' ' ' . 't-on
'-".
"+s
t·.' [1('
'vd
v
•• Ciel1t11 1 , •

,D.
"

u":'.
1 ve

•

pp. 1-3

c-e·"··'"r'ul
.,
,<c. -

E'xanwles.
-.
,

inkines,

,n
0 kJ

~

•

cit. , p. 5.

3Ib id. , p. 10.
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6.

8.

Cylic groups.
a. state the definition.
b. Give several examples.
7. Tneorems about groups.
a . I n a group G (0), i f Y (0) a c a, then
y = e where e is the item to be proven
as the identity element.
b.
I n a group G (0) the ia ent i ty eleme nt is unique.
c. 1n.a group ~ (0) each element has a unique inverse.
d.
And others.
Lntroduction to rings and fields.
1. Definition of a ring:
A ring it is a nonempty set of elements satisfying the
following axioms under the operations of (0) and (#).
a. R is an abelian group under (0).
b. R is closed with respect to (#).
c.
The operation (#) is associative.
d. The distributive laws hold; that is,
i .
a (0
[l? 1/ c] = a (0) b # a .( 0) c and
i L 8 # \.£ (0)
a II b (0) a 1/ c whe n
a , b, a nd c are in R. 2
2. 'Theorems about rings.
a . a ) - b) == (-a) b c - ( a b) •

L

b.

3.
4.

S.

1

£1 '"

(-8)(-b) = abo

c • a (b - c) == a b - ae.
Integers (Modulo n).
8. Define (Modulo 0).
b . (jork: problerrs involving modulo 3, 5, and 7.
Assumptions concerning the real and complex nu..rnbers.
a. Define the following:
L
Infinite decimal.
i1.
'~epeating decilMl.
iii. Terminating decimal.
i v.
heal numbers.
v.
Irrat ional numbers.
vi.
numbers.
definition of a field.
s. itA field is a cormnutative ring :)f at least two ele
ments, in which there is a unit and every nonzero
eh;ment has a multiplicative inverse. n3
L
;"le integers fa i l because of no multi
plicative inverse.
.~

f': . "

, tJ 1.0. ,

p.

58.

.J ..- . •

.Lbla.,

77.
p.

•
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ii.
Rational numbers fo
.
iii. ~eal numbers form a ~i:l~leld.
.
i v.
iJomplex numbers form
..
Theorems about fields.
a fIeld.
a. A field has no divisors of
b
rU·t'
d
zero.
1
.• . ners as eerned essential b
'
Ordered fields.
y tne instructor.

6.

7.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

G.

Complex numoers.
L

2.

3.

2

"ole

33-63.

Field properties of equality are ~
i.
Lieflexive.
ii. Symmetry.
H l . Transitive.
r-roperties of addition.
i.
Closure.
1i. Associative.
iii. Identity Element.
iVa Additive Inverse.
v. Cornmutative.
Properties of multiplication
1.
Glosure.
•
ii. Associative
iii. Identity Element.
iv. /ultiplicative Inverse.
v.
Commutative.
vi. Distributive Property.
'1111. Substitution Property.
GTder properties.
i.
Comparison.
i 1. Transitive
iii. Order of addition.
i v. Order of multiplication.
v • Substitution property.
Prope rt i es for proving theorems.
i.
Cal1cellatian law for additlon.
li. Cancellation law for multiplicat~on.
iii. l'lultiplication property of zero.

initian of a complex number "lhere it is written
as an ordered pa ir (a ... b1) and the properties of a
field for real numbers apply t::l this ordered pair
(a+bi).
In the ordered pair (a + bi), a is the real part and
b i is the
inary part.
r'3)Alical representation of complex numbers.

..

lalli,

.lee kenbacn, Donnelly J

JUr'ffensen, and .100ten, op.
...."':>
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4.

s.
6.
7.

8.
9.

a.
b.
The
a•
b.
c.

The real part, a, is the x axis and
The imaginary part, bi, is the y axis.
four operations on the complex numbers.
Addition.
Subtraction.
Multiplication.
d • Division.
Equality of complex numbers.
a. a + bi :: 4 + 7i where a :: 4 and bi :: 7i.
Complex numbers and quadratic equations.
a. Determine the nature of the roots of a quadratic
equation by the use of the discriminant.
Polar form of a complex number.
a. x:: reos 8.
b. Y =:: risin 9.
c. r represents the radius vector.

DeMoivre's Theorem.
a.
(cos 8 ... isin .f;J)t\ :: cos nS
n is an integer.
rbots of a complex number.
a.
b.

III.

+ isin nQ. where

Find the four roots of 16, Le. x 4
Yind the 3 roots of 1, Le. x) :: 1.

16.

Functions and Helations.
A. Definitions:
1. Domain and range.
2. Relation - any set of ordered pairs.
3. Functions - any pairing of the members of one set
(the Gomain) with the members of another set (the
ra nge) so tha t eac h member of the dorna in has onl~r
()(1e pa rtner in tile range.

d.

'fype~ . of fu~ctio~s. JAn . intensive, ath; brief review only).
1. Lwear lunctlon 1 (x,y) = ax ... by ... c

a.

\'d1en the function has the value 0 it is the
st r
1 i ne, 0 :: ax ... by ... c

b.

ax
ax

c.

d.

2.
a.

b.

"I-

4-

by + c",O or<.o
by ... c,z.O or~O

oive and graph.
tic {unctio~s.
';' y = x ] a
more?generally given by the
quadratic ~)olynomial, ax~ + 'ox + c, where 3, b,
and c are real numbe·rs and a 'I O.

[(x, y)

Solve and graph.
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3.

4.

S.
6.

7.

Polynomial functions of the form:
a.{!x,y): y z:: 3x 2 + 5x
b. ~olve and graph.
i. Remainder and Factor Theorems.
Trigonometric functions of the (sin, cos, tan, sec,
esc, and cot) angular measurement.
Circular functions of the (sin, cos, tan, sec, esc,
and cot) radian measure.
Period 1c functions.
a. Sin and cos periodic functions.
0
b. Graph these two functions from 0° to 360 •

+!1

:~poa~~~); ~u~c;~~n~?O,
b.

b.
9.

Graph.

Examples:

b

I

11

base 2, base 3, and base 10.

~~gatl~~;~~ ~u~ci~~:S;, b ?O,

b

I

il

b. Graph. Examples: base 2, base 3, and base 10.
Inverse functions.
a. .E.x!"Jonential and logarithmic fU~Itions.
1C
b.
A function f and its inverse f
or
= x
x
c. Ux,y): y = sin ~ the inverse is (IiJY):
:x = sin
-1
d. ~nverse relat~l~ y = sin
x or y = arcsin x
1.
Y = COS_IX
ii.
Y tan1x
iii. y == cot--x
iv•
y:: S eo-l _x

1f-

il

iJ

V.

10.

IV.

Y

esc

_1

~x

GUler inverse functions as deemed essential by the
instructor.

athemar,ical Induction and Sequences.
Ierinc iple of
leal Induction:
II If a
prope.rty is true of the rmrrber I, and if we
prove ttwt it is true ()f the post tive integer k + 1
provided it be true .)f the POSitive integer k, it ",rill
be true for all positive integers." i
mathema tical induction.
2
1. 1 +- 3 + :;
+ (20 - 1) :: n
2e
L\le n : 5" 9
13 + 17 + .. • •
ind tv; f'Jrmulas and verify they are equal by
nmtnematical induction.
C. Jefinitioll of a sequence and series.
L
\lcnce: A set of
are in a particular
ordd' which is inherited
the natural numbers.
L:Jcarr:ple:
(3, [J, 7, 9,.
.)
fi..

l!il~rbcrp:

and

:;ristol,

• Clt.., p.
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2.

D.

Series: Indicates that the SU1Il of the terms of
sequence are to be found.
Example: (3 + 5 + 7 + 9 + • • .)
Progressions: (also called a sequence).
1. Arithmetic. Any sequence in which each term after
the first is found by adding a constant number
called the common difference, to the preceding'
term.l
a. 1:= a + (n - l)d where 1 represents the last
term, a the first term, d the cornman difference,
and n the nth term.
b. Sn := n/2 (a ... 1) where S is the sum of the first
n
n terms.
2. Geometric. Any sequence in which each term after the
first is the product of the preceding term and a
constant number, ca~led a ratio, is called a
geometric se~uence.
a. L:= ar n- where a is the first term of the
sequence, L is the last term, and n represents
the nth term. The letter r represents the
cormnon ratio.
b. S := a - ara, r I- 1, and Sa represents the sum

n

E.
F' •

1 _ r

of. the fi5st n terrr£.
Binomial Tneorem." n-l
"0-1 2
bO
a . b'" (~a
1. (a"'?) n = an +
b"'...
Infinite Sequence ano ;)enes.
hich n'asJ, a lLmit is said to
1. An i nfi ni te sequence w,,_
converge or to be convergent.-,
, _
2. .·Jondec;easing sequence (monotonic lnc:reas~n6('
.
ncreasing sequence (monotoni?, dec~easlngl·.
3·
.
.
'
..
. a 5e que nee tnat aoes nov nave
14 • n1 ve rge at. sequence.
a limit.
Tofi ni te Geometric Series.
. . series when
fne sum of an infinite geomeLrlC
. II" Cl is represented by the fonuula:

\rl

i

~)

1

}L)td., pp.

ole il1n1,
pp. 95-112.

:=

_____3_--.--_

1 .- r

-106.

2 10id ., p. 130.

. Donnelly, Jurgensen,
,h~C ke nbacl1,



3Tbl'C'
J..
.,

D.
...

and. "woo t~...
ed,

496.
OD'

~.

cit.
__
 __

,
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d.

V.

.I\xiom of completeness.
1. Definition: Every bouaded, nondecreasing (or
i ncreas ing) sequence of real nUll'lbers converges,
and its limit is a real number. 1

Vectors.
A. Definition of a vector:
A vector is a quantity having magnitude and direction.
B. Properties of a vector.
1. Initial point.
2. Terminal point.
3. Standard position.
4. Hesultant- (sum of two vectors).
5. Components.
c. Vector addition, multiplication, and other properties.
1. Number line.
2. Cartesian plane.
J. Additive inverses.
4. Addition properties for:
a. Closure.
b. SUbstitution.
c. Commutative.
d. Associative.
8.
Identity.
f.
Inverse.
5) • \lector subtraction.
6. Scalar multiplication.
a. Defiaition of a scalar.
b. IIiultiplication properties:
i
Closure.
ii.
Co~nutative.
iii. Associative.
lV.
Identity
v.
0 pr~duct.
vi.
tive one.
II

c.

Other properties.
i.
ii.
11-1.

D.

Substituti80
Distributive
arm of a vector.

Geometric renresentation of a vector.

llt)id., p. lob.
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1.

Prove some theorems using vectors.

a.

E.
F.

The diagonals of a parallelogram bisect
each other.
b. If trW sides of a quadrilateral are equal and
parallel, then the other two sides are also
equal and parallel.
Basis of a vector. (Optional for discussion.)
Inner product of two vectors.
1. Inner product (sometill1eS called the scalar or
dot product).
Vector properties.
1. Symbolism
2. Dot product; if a and b are two vectors with a common
starting point, then a·b
where 8 is the
angle between a and band 05 8 511'
3. Perpendicularity.
l.j.. Other properties.
Free vectors:
lectors that are parallel to one another and are free to
be moved to coincide with another vector.
Vector application to forces.
1. Parallel forces.
2. Perpendicular forces.
a • . Perpendicular vectors.
b • Pe rDe nd icular c ompone nts •
Polar coordinates and graphs.
1. Pole.
2. reolar axis.
3. rtadius vector or polar distance.
L,. Polar c·.)ordinates.
j.
Polar distance formula.
b.
Polar sketchirlg techniques.
F81ar coordinates ana equations.
1. Circles.

=l4\b\cos l

H.
1.

J.

K.

2.

3.

u.

~

a.

r

b.
c•

r:=bsin~.

L.

r:= 2c as

ij.

Lines.
B.
rsin@:=b.
b. reos ~ := 2.
~
1
.. i""'s (cardiod, 4 lear rose,
J nee ial uo,!.a r equa" 0"
a~1d othe~s).
.
t -·u 1ar
-I 1" a .ur u' ree ,ani:, ,~
"
h.,
j'.wee 11 .po_a
He tionSD1pS
_~v
coord na tea .
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VI.

Probab il i ty and Stat istics.
A. Definition of:
1. Statistics.
2 • Probability.
B. Statistics.
1. Define:
a. Mean.
b. i'ledian.
c .iJIode.

d. '~uartile.
e. Range.
f. Skewness.
2. Random sampling.
]. Other sampling procedures.
4. Ungrouped data.
a. Frequency diagram.
b. Cumulative graph.
S. Grouped data.
1. Frequency histogram.
2. Cumulative polygon.
3. Frequency table.
6. Percentiles.
7. I'1easure of central tendency.
a. Hean.
b. I'Iedian.
c. Hode.
d. Other.
o. 3tarlcaro deviation and its calculations.
a. Qrou)ed data.
b. Compute the necessary totals.
c. Find the standard deviation.
9. t~orrnal probability curve and its application.
1. Discu8s the use of the curve and its meaning
complete1j.
2. Clive nUlnerous examples for finding..:1 and::2
standard deviations for the c~~e.
C. Probability.
L
Introduction by the !!intuitive approach".
'2. C:Xpcri'i,el1ts with~
a. Coins.
b. Die and dice.
c. Dec k of cardS.
j.

5cuHple spaces.
a. Uefhed as the elements that correspond in a
o:w-to-on8 relationship to the outcomes of an
exnl~riment.

b.

.

. t

'1'

'tt' one a n6

c:xarnples
in oe a 1 WI..·
,.
.,
cEe and dice, respcc tl velY·

tl-JO

rolls of a
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4.

Events and their probabilitie

a.

Coin(s).

s.

b. Die and dice.
c. Cards.
d. Other.
5. Probabilities and sets.
a. Hutually exclusive (cannot both hanpen in a
single event).
.
b. Independent probabilities.
~. First event does not depend upon the second.
e. uepe~dent probabilities (conditional)
i. 1wo events that are not independent are
called dependent events.
a. What happens on the first event affects
the outcome of the second event.
Compulsory
events.
6.
a. Events tha t must happen.
7. Bandom (drawings and numbers) and the use of the
table of random numbers.
8. Permutations.
a. Defined as: You are concerned with the arrange
ment of the items that have been selected. Order
is important.
b. Linear and circular permutations.
9. Combinations.
a. Defined as: You are concerned with the elements
selected and not their arrangements or their
order.
10. Binomial Distribution.
a. Binomial theorem discussed again.
b. Pascal's Triangle.
c. Coefficients table.
d. Definition for the Binomial Distribution.
1.
The number of trialS is fixed and
i1. The trials are each independent of the
other trials that have been completed.
tvlatrLx Algebra.

A.

inition of a matrix. ,
'
l. A rectangular array 01 nQmoers
2. fhe nota~ion to be used:

l'S

called a m.atrix.

a·t]

b·ll
c

3.

-1"J

,

",
J".
o1"o'e.r) _ the ,1umDer :)r

u:u enSlon \01" ~ .
tl1C
of the matrix.
HO\~ (vectors)
I

rO\;iS

indicate

s.

Column (vectors).
Zero matrix.
7. Identity r~trix.
a. The zero matrix is the identity matrix.
8. 'I'ranspose matrix. (AT notation used.)
Operations with matrices.
1. Equality.
2. Addition.
J. Multiplication.
4. Fiultiplicative Inverse.

6.

B.

:J.

pr~u~~t ~fJa
A -

c.

o

scalar and

~ 3(A)

3

~a3(~~r~(

_lJ

==

(0)

3(3)

Using marices to solve prob ellS.
1. Introduction to determinants.
2. Triangulation method (diagonal method).
a. Evaluate determinants.
3. Formulation in terms of matrices.
a. The ability to represent systems of linear
equations in matrix form.
b.
i1a trix function.
f:X~Y where both the dor~in and range
are sets of matrices.
4. Solution by means of matrices.
a • Solve linear equations in 2 and 3 unknowns.

s.

~c~3trix

inversion~

Form the inverse matrix.
Linear systems in general.
a. 3arne as item 4 in the above but in greater
depth if so desired by the instructor.
a.

6.

Linear transformations.
L
2.

3.

u.

;; •

.ea.

t'.

Al
1.
2.

drief introduction only.
(}e,;metric.
i!;atrix transformation.
(l;le-to-ane linear transforma tian.
itO ta t 1O n .
of matrices .

introduction.
2x2 matrices.
8.
Inverse.

b. 1;'1ng of a matrix.
Dete: rrn i na nts 8t;a in introduced.
1. Defined.
2. Fi!1d iog determinants.
8.
rties of a determinant.
b.
A square matrLx can be paired \.;ith its
dete rrninll nt.
j.
Us Lng c:eterlnina!1ts to 8;)1 VB problems.
L;,.

rnVt~rses.

G.

Augmented matrix.
1. An augmented matrix is formed by the co
efficient matrix and the column matrix.
Example: 3x + 2y = 5

7x

H.

VIn.

+

41. = 9

Gr\G

Optional. Ymtrices to study the properties of:
1. Groups.
2. Rings.
3. Fields.

Logic and Method of Proof. (Optional)
A. Language and symbols.
1. Conjunction and regation.
2. Symbols.
B. Proofs.
1. Truth tables.
2. Syllogisms.
3. Indirect proof.
4. Law of detachment.
C. Sets applied to:
1. Algebra.
2. Logic.
3. Boolean Algebra.'::

,
._
' ~ .. line l<1aS derived from a variety of
{~'The matenal lor.thl::' out'
the following:
..
.... lb\."t'
ans He! e from . ~

sources • .1'\.ne malO
conGr
i
and 'twoten.
.
nellv
Jur,:rea.,en,
_,
1. Dolciani, Beckenoacfl, von
rlerberg
and
8ristol.
2.
3. Dinkines.
, and -Ball
- -state.
.-
I~.
fhe material from ~,
•

h

L

-

'

. •

-0
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APPENDIX C

TEXTBOOK EVALUATION FORlVJ: FOR

(Name of series)

TOPIC

I.
II.

III.

EVALUATION COMl1ENT

Your evaluation
score.

AIMS.
(6 points)
AUTHOHSHIP AND
RESEARCH.
(15 points)
CONTENT AND

ORGANIZATION.

(81 points)
IV.

1'1,ST HOD OF
INSTRUCTION.
(21 points)

V.

STUDENT AND
TEACHER AIDS.
09 points)

VI.

SPECIA.L

FEATURES.
(15 points)
VII.

ADOITI,)j~A1
~

:1aximum points

pass ible.

11"
"~
\ 0) points)

Your total
score "

_

